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Abstract 
 
Hakka is one of the Chinese ethnic groups that have scattered across Southern China, 

Hong Kong, Taiwan and regions of Southeast Asia. Hakka people have experienced a 

long history of diaspora. Their language was the lingua franca among various Chinese 

waves of Chinese migrations during the 1950s in Sabah, Malaysia. Language use by 

the Hakka peoples was profoundly affected during the last century by British 

colonialism, the Second World War, the shift of Chinese authority and the 

establishment of Malaysia. Although the Hakka population continues to remain the 

majority ethnic group in Sabah Chinese communities, the Hakka language is no 

longer the lingua franca. 

 

This research investigates and explores patterns of language choice by three Hakka 

generations in a Hakka community in Sabah, Malaysia. Language shift is examined 

via observation and interview data from 52 Hakka individuals across three 

generations. Hakka language has been maintained in Sabah for more than 100 years, 

but is currently being challenged and the data indicate that it is potentially under 

threat for continued survival. This research employs sociolinguistic and 

ethnolinguistic frameworks to look into language use by Hakka and the related factors 

of cultures, society, education and ethnic relationships.   

 

Results show that Hakka is a preferred language by participants who are aged 30 or 

over while the young Hakkas are more interested in Mandarin and English. Cantonese 

plays an interesting role in the Hakka community, Cantonese has been labelled as 

useful, common and more polite than Hakka but less conventional. The older Hakka 

participants in this study articulated strong Hakka identities and were explicitly 

involved in passing down all Hakka traditions to their children whilst their children 

(now middle-aged participants) did not always practise these traditions or use Hakka 

language in their homes. The same middle-aged participants spoke Hakka to their 

parents but many chose Mandarin as the family language for their children. Therefore, 

the youngest Hakkas were not encouraged to acquire Hakka language by their parents 

at home or at school. Hakka language in the Hakka community is facing language 

shift as the language is failing intergenerational transmission. However, Hakka 
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identity is firm in the Hakka community, and the well-organised Hakka Associations 

in Sabah also reflect their ambitions of maintaining Hakka language and culture.  

 

The research contributes to the limited empirical data on a Hakka community, 

offering linguistic understanding of overseas minority Chinese in Southeast Asia.  It is 

hoped to promote the recognition of language maintenance and shift through the 

Hakka in Sabah.  
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Key Definitions and theories referred to in this thesis 

 

Sociolinguistics: the study of language in relation to social factors, including 

differences of regional, class, occupational dialect, gender differences, and 

bilingualism. Sociolinguistics is a study combining the two concepts of sociology and 

linguistics. It is generally concerned with people’s lives as shown through linguistics. 

Sociolinguistics seeks to understand how language change starts, progresses and 

finishes (Weinreich, Labov, & Herzog, 1968). 

 

Ethnolinguistics: the field of linguistic anthropology which studies the language of a 

specific ethnic group. The vitality of ethnolinguistic groups can be assessed on three 

dimensions: status, demography and institutional control. The vitality of an 

ethnolinguistic group is defined as “that which makes a group likely to behave as a 

distinctive and collective entity within the intergroup setting” (Giles, Bourhis & 

Taylor, 1977, p. 308).  

 

Heritage language(s): Heritage languages are simply defined as minority languages; 

heritage language also relates to culture, traditions and ethnic identity. Heritage 

languages are often also referred to as; immigrant languages, indigenous languages, 

community, complementary and colonial languages (Wiley, 2001) 

  

Language Attrition: Language attrition is the process of losing language proficiency. 

Language attrition is when a lack of exposure to a language environment, leads to 

difficulties accessing the memories and knowledge of the language. When speakers 

have not used a language for long periods of time or have been significantly 

influenced by other languages, the attrition is significantly increased (Schmid, 2011).  

 

Language Maintenance and Language Shift: Language maintenance and language 

shift are understood as some demonstrable change in language use. Language 

maintenance refers simply to the preservation of a language from generation to 

generation (Winford, 2008). Potowski (2013) emphasized ‘replacement’, which is 
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when a language is replaced by another as the primary means of communication or 

socialisation in a community, thus language shift becomes a possibility. 

 

Ethnicity is a group of people who identify with each other by sharing a similar 

background: ancestry, culture, language and religion. Ethnicity is the classification of 

people and group relationships. Although the term ‘ethnicity’ is often linked to  

‘minority issues’ and ‘race relations’, in social anthropology and in this research, 

‘ethnicity’ refers to aspects of relationships between groups which consider 

themselves similar  (Eriksen, 2002, p. 4) .  

 

Identity (cultural): Identity is self-identification. Identity in this research focuses on 

the individuals’ cultural, linguistic, ethnic and social background. Identity indicates a 

feature of belonging. It reflects belief and personal experience in life. Identity is a 

‘production’ which is never complete, always in process, and always constituted 

within, not outside, representation (Hall, 1990). 

 

Language Domain(s): relates to specific language choice of a particular sphere of 

activity both within a society and between societies. Studies of Sociolinguistic 

domains explore the functions of each language and offer the understandings of 

people’s language choices. Sociolinguistics domains are societal constructions 

derived from painstaking analysis and summarisation of patently congruent situations 

(Fishman, 1972b). 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Research topic 

This research explores language maintenance and language shift amongst Hakka 

people in Sabah State, Malaysia. Malaysia is a multiethnic and multicultural country 

with a varied society of linguistic groups. In 2016, the population was 31.7 million, 

with 78.8% living in Peninsular Malaysia and 21% in Sabah State and Sarawak State. 

Sabah comprises the second highest percentage of total Malaysians (12%), following 

Selangor (19%). Among this cultural diversity is a Chinese Malaysian population 

contributing close to 23.4% (see Figure 1.1) of the total, which has formed the largest 

proportion of Chinese in any overseas community. Chinese Malaysians impact on 

many aspects of the local society and make significant cultural contributions (Lee & 

Tan, 2000). The history of the Chinese presence in Malaysia can be traced back to the 

15th century, when Chinese traders were encouraged to travel to the Strait of Malacca 

and Chinese communities settled along the strait (Yen, 2000). Chinese Malaysians 

rely heavily on ethnic group distinctions that were originally based on the 

geographical area from which their ancestors came. Languages such as Hokkien, 

Hakka, Cantonese, Teochew or Hainanese are spoken by various Chinese Malaysians 

to strengthen their sense of belonging to a particular group. Chinese Malaysians are 

proud of celebrating traditional customs and community cultural activities regularly 

and use these to attempt to pass down their language and heritage.  
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Figure 1.1.  Malaysian Population by Ethnic Groups, 2016 (Department of 

Statistics Malaysia, 2016) 

Chinese, Indians, Malays, and Bumiputera (indigenous peoples of Malaysia) have 

formed a multicultural society; the number of languages and dialects in Malaysia is 

estimated at close to 134 (SIL International, 2017), which offers a fertile field for 

linguistic research. Bilingualism is the norm for the majority of the world’s 

population, but there is considerable variation with regard to the conditions that 

surround language choices and language proficiencies. Language contact and 

language varieties are omnipresent as more than half of the world population is 

bilingual (Grosjean, 2010). Bi/multilingualism research needs to explore the roles 

which languages play for participants and other relevant characteristics (Lee, 2008). 

The mobility of people in contemporary societies speeds up the individuals’ contacts 

and increases the possibility for linguistic change and attrition. This research takes a 

sociolinguistic approach to language maintenance and language shift in one of the 

Chinese ethnic groups in Malaysia: Hakka. Issues as related to bi/multilingual 

Malaysian society are included to illustrate language use by Hakka people in a 

community of Sabah State, Malaysia. The Chinese in Malaysia have experienced 

periods of political and social change, particularly over the last century (including the 

oversight of the British, the Second World War, and the establishment of Malaysia). 

These events have profoundly affected their language use.  

Despite the pioneering work, The Chinese in Malaysia (Lee & Tan, 2000), in which 

the history, education, and politics were documented, this book offers only a general 

view of the Chinese in Malaysia but there is little explication of linguistics. For 

Bumiputera
68.6%Chinese

23.4%

Indians
7.0%

Others
1.0%
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example, although Hakka has been pointed out as the majority group in Sabah, the 

language use in and among Chinese communities has not yet been described. Early 

research (Omar, 1985) illustrated linguistic diversity and language communication in 

Malaysia, describing the status of each language in Malaysia. English and Bahasa 

Malaysia were official languages in colonial times. English was mainly used in the 

former Federated Malay States (Selangor, Negeri Sembilan, Pahang and Perak), 

Straits Settlements (Penang and Malacca), Sabah and Sarawak, while Malay was 

mostly used in the Unfederated Malay States (Kedah, Perlis, Kelantan and 

Trengganu). Among Chinese Malaysian residents, educated Chinese preferred 

Mandarin; Cantonese and Hokkien were two other mother tongue languages used for 

communication (Omar, 1985). Recently, sociolinguistic research has provided a 

sketch of language use and multilingualism in Chinese communities in Malaysia. 

Discussing language realignment in Malaysia, Wang (2010) pointed out the 

remarkable language changes during the last decades and made a prediction for 

language use in Malaysia in the future. Chong (2010) analysed statistical data about 

code-mixing, language behaviours and language attitudes toward Chinese Malaysian 

undergraduates. Moreover, in a Chinese Hokkien community, the frequency of code-

switching among the young and elder Chinese population has been analysed (David, 

Tien, Ngeow, & Gan, 2009). Sociolinguistics research exploring ethnographic 

diversity in Peninsular Malaysia (also known as West Malaysia) seems to have 

become a popular topic, followed by research concerning language policy, language 

education and other related issues (Ali, 2013; Mukherjee & David, 2011; Ridge, 

2004; Stephen, 2013). 

Language maintenance and language shift are frequently studied in sociolinguistics; 

they are intertwined with related phenomena such as language loss, language death, 

language endangerment and language revival and revitalisation, which are seen as 

consequences in a multilingual society (Pauwels, 2016). Furthermore, immigrant 

communities are the key settings for studies of language maintenance and language 

shift; an example of research concerning the Chinese in Britain shows the language 

shift in three generations (Li, 1994). In research spanning several decades, researchers 

are in agreement about language maintenance and language shift and a common 

emphasis on changed patterns of language choices (Fishman, 1991; Pauwels, 2016; 

Potowski, 2013; Winford, 2008). Changes of language use have taken place across 
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generations or more rapidly within a briefer period. The abandonment of one 

language in order to adopt another language results in language shift.  

Studies of language maintenance and language shift have targeted Hakka 

communities, particularly focussing on their language choices. Macro and micro 

analyses provide insight into the multilingual practices of a community undergoing 

language shift. A Hakka community, Sha Tau Kok in Hong Kong, was investigated, 

where various language choices among 32 participants between ages of nine and 82 

years evidenced Hakka language shift (Lee, 2008). In Taiwan, the number of Hakka 

language speakers were decreasing due to the enforcement of the National Language 

Policy since the 1950s. Taiwanese languages including Hokkien, Hakka and 

Formosan languages were fading out (Yeh, Chan, & Cheng, 2004). In terms of 

Malaysia, Hakka is the second largest Chinese ethnic group, scattered in different 

parts of the country, which gives the false impression that Hakka language is a 

minority in Malaysian Chinese communities (Tan, 2000b). Hakka families in Penang 

were surrounded by Hokkien speakers and great importance has been given to 

speaking Mandarin in Malaysia; both factors have pushed Hakkas in Penang to 

abandon Hakka language (Wang, 2017). However, very few surveys have addressed 

the classification of languages in the two states of eastern Malaysia on Borneo Island: 

Sabah and Sarawak. The pioneering survey made by Dyen (1975) classified the 

languages of Sabah (Kadazan-Dusun, Bajau, Murut and others1) as a subgroup of 

Austronesian languages. Kadazandusun is the conjoined term decided on as the 

official name of the shared language spoken by various groups (Lasimbang & Kinajil, 

2000). This study of Sabah’s languages brought attention to the peoples living on this 

island. The earliest investigation provided an estimate of the Chinese population 

before the state joined with other states to become Malaysia. Four Chinese ethnic 

groups: Hokkien, Hakka, Cantonese and Teochew (Chaozhou) formed over 90% of 

the total Chinese population in Sabah (Lee, 1965). Early Hakka settlers coming from 

southeast China (mostly from Guangdong Province) established their villages and 

maintained strong clan associations. Hakkas’ occupations and their cultures were 

                                                           
1 Twenty-eight ethnic groups in Sabah are officially recognised as indigenous of Malaysia. Kadazan-
Dusun, Bajau, and Murut are three majority groups, whose languages are classified into the 
Austronesian language family.  
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explored, and their mini-diaspora in Sabah was considered one of the significances in 

Sabah’s history (Han, 1971; Wong, 2005; Zhang, 2002).  

The details of Hakka history require an examination of language behaviour of Hakkas 

and their social relations. Hakka was the majority group in Sabah, which made Hakka 

language the lingua franca during the 1950s (Lee, 1965). The phenomenon of Hakka 

people’s speaking in Sabah is considered to be a classic pattern of multilingualism. In 

order to understand sociolinguistics in this study, the discussions of language 

maintenance and language shift will incorporate language policy, social issues and 

ethnic identity.  

1.2 Significance and timeliness  

The study of language maintenance and language shift concerns the relationship 

between degree of change (or degree of stability) in language usage patterns with the 

ongoing phenomenon, and the relationship with populations who use multiple 

languages for various purposes (Fishman, Ferguson, & Dasgupta, 1968). As Chinese 

Malaysians living in a culturally and linguistically diverse community, the language 

use by Chinese Malaysians is rarely discussed. Hakka people in Sabah are an under-

researched group. Previous research has pointed out that Hakka is the majority in 

Sabah, and that Hakka language is widely spoken in this area (Han, 1971; Lee & Tan, 

2000; Lee, 1965; Wong, 2005). Little research has included the authentic voice of the 

Hakka people in Sabah while the amount of Hakka scholarly research has been 

increasing on aspects of cultures, economics and languages worldwide, especially in 

Asia.  

Schiffman (2010) specified that in order to share the fruits of the international market, 

Malaysia is facing globalised economic development. The Malaysian authorities have 

had to admit that English now has a place in the education system. It is predicted that 

English and Mandarin are climbing to high levels of language status in Malaysia and 

Mandarin will become the symbol of Chinese Malaysian. Other Chinese languages 

(Hokkien, Hakka, Cantonese and others) are currently in the phase of fading out 

(Wang, 2010). In case of rapid language shift occurring in Chinese communities in 

Malaysia, the significance of this research is to position and understand the dynamic 

phenomenon of language use by Hakka people in Sabah.  
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1.3 Research contentions 

Bahasa Malaysia and English are two languages accepted among all ethnic groups in 

Malaysia. Bahasa Malaysia has an official status, it is the sole national language and 

is spoken by all groups of Malaysians. The role of English in Malaysia is rather 

complicated. The use of English in Malaysia has had a long history since the British 

started to set up the trading ports in the 18th century. English was the official language 

until 1969; at the time when English was the predominant language, it was also 

utilised in many business activities. Furthermore, English was the education language 

for the elite when Malaysia was under British sovereignty: it served to separate the 

urban and rural populations into ‘haves’ and ‘have-nots’. The use of English in 

Malaysia today continues to be understood as bestowing and representing the image 

of superiority and intelligence (Stephen, 2013). 

In Malaysian Chinese communities, Mandarin and other Chinese languages (Hokkien, 

Hakka, Cantonese and others)2 are circulating among all generations. Most Chinese 

Malaysians are able to speak Bahasa Malaysia, English and at least one of the Chinese 

languages. As multilingual speakers, Chinese Malaysians get used to switching 

languages depending on the various occasions and interlocutors’ preferences. Bahasa 

Malaysia has been specifically used for many formal occasions since the Malay 

language was upgraded to the national language in 1967. Language policy in 

Malaysia attempts to promote nationalism through the use of Bahasa Malaysia. The 

language policy not only created national unity but has also changed the medium of 

education (Gill, 2007; López C., 2014). The process of spreading Bahasa Malaysia in 

the Chinese community is slow. Tan (1997) claimed that speaking Bahasa Malaysia is 

an identity of Malay ethnicity; the Chinese would rather communicate in English than 

Malay. The success of Bahasa Malaysia education has affected social and political 

development in the last decades. Bahasa Malaysia has become the most accessible 

language in all kinds of conversations; it sometimes works even in the Chinese 

Malaysian community.  

                                                           
2 Chinese Malaysians as consisting of three main groups: Hokkien, Hakka and Cantonese. The minor 
Chinese speech groups are Teochow (Chaozhou/Teochew), Hokchiu (Foochow) Hainanese, Kwongsai, 
Henhua, Hokchia and others (Tan, 2004a). 
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In modern Malaysia, maintaining any Chinese heritage language is a challenge: 

Mandarin has been seen as a powerful language not only in Malaysia but also in other 

overseas Chinese communities. Language spread means the expansion of the 

community of language users or domains of language use, or both. Mandarin is now 

occupying more domains and attracting more of the Malaysian population (Wang, 

2012). Fishman (1991) emphasised the importance of intergenerational transmission 

in the language shift theory. Mandarin has started to replace other languages in 

Malaysian Chinese communities; many parents prefer Mandarin for their children and 

so fail to pass down their heritage language. It is assumed that Chinese Malaysians 

have experienced language shift.    

This thesis explores a case of language use by Hakka people in Sabah. In particular, I 

wish to investigate the factors of language shift and how language behaviours have 

been changing in the past half century. According to the research of Lee (1965), 

Hakka dominated with the greatest number of speakers between 1951 and 1960 with 

59.9% and 54.8% respectively. The number of Hakka speakers was more than three 

times that of the second largest language which was Cantonese. The research also 

describes that Hakka was the lingua franca among Chinese in the country (North 

Borneo). Sabah is the only overseas Chinese community formed with Hakka in the 

majority (Wong, 2005). However, based on my initial observations in 2009, 2012 and 

2014, the number of Hakka speakers is demonstrably decreasing. Younger Hakkas 

who are able to speak Hakka are not as many as in the older generation, indicating 

that Hakka language is less frequently spoken by Hakkas in Sabah. Younger Hakka 

Malaysians were raised in a multicultural society and they have spoken various 

Chinese languages since their childhood. Apart from the influential Mandarin in 

Malaysian Chinese communities, the national language of Malaysia, Bahasa 

Malaysia, and the English education medium in schools have affected young Hakkas’ 

language use. Compulsory subjects and examinations in Bahasa Malaysia and English 

have forced Hakka students to gain great skills in both languages. The school policy 

of forbidding the speaking of dialects reduces the chance of speaking Hakka. 

Consequently, Bahasa Malaysia and English have appeared in more and more 

domains within the Chinese community and the use of Hakka has shrunk to only the 

family domain or has disappeared altogether. Moreover, mass media play a significant 

role in language use in Malaysia. The advent of satellite television and the wide use of 
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the internet, with English and Mandarin being the most popular languages for 

communication, have eroded the chances of survival for various Chinese languages. 

The rise of the Hong Kong entertainment industry in the mid-1970s attracted more 

fans of Cantonese speaking. Cantonese suddenly became the supreme language and 

this trend diminished the use of various non-Cantonese languages (Carstens, 2003; 

Sim, 2012). The demographic statistics indicates that Hakkas still remain the majority 

of Chinese communities in Sabah, with 57.97% of total Chinese (Voon, 2007), but 

Hakka language seems not to be the dominant one anymore.  

1.5 Theoretical framework  

The theoretical framework of this research draws from the literature of the sociology 

of language which intends to examine the relationship of language and society 

(Fishman, 1972a). Fishman’s key concept is that domain relates a specific language 

choice to a particular sphere of activity both within a society and between societies. 

Sociolinguistics domains are societal constructions derived from painstaking analysis 

and summarisation of patently congruent situations (Fishman, 1972b, p. 43). Simply, 

a domain can be a place where a language is spoken, such as school, shops or home. 

The domain can be extended to a community or social networks; it reflects the 

language use in one particular situation. Issues related to sociolinguistics domains 

theory are language choice and identity. Research into language maintenance and 

language shift are often accompanied by domain theory because the occurrence of 

language change can be observed in some significant domains. “Family”, 

“Friendship”, “Religion”, “Education” and “Employment” are labelled as the main 

sociolinguistic domains (Greenfield & Fishman, 1968). Each domain in 

sociolinguistic research can represent language choice by participants. It indicates 

language preferences of participants in either a situation or a relationship. Applying 

domain theory in this research leads to the reality of the language use by Hakka in 

Sabah. According to the language choices by participants, purposes of speaking 

various languages in a multilingual community are related to prestige levels in 

languages, which results in diglossia. The use of Bahasa Malaysia, English, Mandarin, 

Hakka and other Chinese languages in Sabah represents different values. Seeking 

patterns of language use in various domains provides more understanding of language 

maintenance and language shift among a Hakka community.  
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While sociolinguists are specialised in changes and relationships in languages, when 

variations occur ethnolinguistics offers interpretations of various cultures and ethnic 

identities. Chinese in Malaysia emphasise their ancestries’ origins and engage with 

kinship networks. Speaking one ethnic language expresses not only identity but also a 

sense of belonging. The conceptions of ethnolinguistics are included in this research 

to merge two qualitative approaches: sociolinguistic and ethnographic fieldnotes and a 

multiple observational case study design. The study of ethnolinguistics overlaps the 

field of anthropological linguistics as both describe the relationships between 

languages and culture. In the linguistic research of Malaysia, the various features of 

ethnic groups and social, political and educational issues regarding language use are 

all involved. Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) in this thesis 

contributed scope for exploration of intrapsychic processes in participants’ lived 

experience, taking participants’ perceptions to understand the phenomenon of 

language change.   

Linguistics, anthropology, ethnography of communication and sociolinguistics offer 

various methods to guide participant-observers in identifying from whom, what and 

how to collect data in order to ensure well-rounded ethnographic understanding. As a 

researcher and as a participant in community activities, I take both “-emic” and “-etic” 

positions and perspectives in the research. Well-constructed sociolinguistic research 

using interviews begins with informed questioning and includes expert interpretation 

from an insider perspective and local meanings (Schilling, 2013). For each site of 

language use and social engagement, I have included a description based on my 

fieldwork observation. Fifty-two participants were interviewed in 2015 in Sandakan, 

Sabah. Participants were divided into three groups: older generation (Group A), 

middle-aged generation (Group B) and younger generation (Group C).  

1.6 Background 

1.6.1 Chinese Malaysians 

Chinese Malaysians are those whose ancestors migrated to Malaysia from diverse 

areas of China, which was most remarkable in the early 19th century. Predictably most 

of these migrants came from southern China. The Chinese in Malaysia called 
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themselves Huaren 華人 in Mandarin, i.e. overseas Chinese. Today, most Chinese in 

Malaysians do not like to be referred to by this term. Instead, they accept the Malay 

label Orang Cina to stress their Malaysian identity (Tan, 2004a). In the contemporary 

context, the most inclusive meaning units are national units in which overseas 

Chinese are often called Malaysian Chinese, Thai Chinese or Indonesian Chinese as 

the ethnic identity. In this research, the term of Chinese Malaysians will be adopted to 

describe the group of people who live in Malaysia, relative to their Chinese descent. 

The names of internal segmentation follow linguistic lines such as Cantonese, Hakka, 

Hokkien and others, which largely coincide with territorially bounded native place 

divisions except the Hakka group who are interspersed in China with other dominant 

populations (Strauch, 1981).  

 

Figure 1.2. Map of speech groups in Fujian and Guangdong Provinces (Barrett, 

2012) 

1.6.2 Who are Hakka客家? 

This research concentrated on the language use by a specific Chinese group: Hakka. 

The term Hakka, which literally means “guest people” or “stranger”, is the name of a 

Chinese ethnic group whose ancestors, like those of all Han Chinese, are believed to 

have originated in north central China (Constable, 1996b, p. 3). The first Hakka study 

was conducted by Lou (1933) who claimed that Hakka ancestors experienced at least 
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five massive migrations immigrating from the north of China to the south. The 

duration of Hakka immigration in China took at least two thousand years; the 

movement of Hakka people caused one of the biggest upheavals in Chinese history. 

Because of being marginalised and oppressed in their inability to gain access to land, 

their floating life was called “guest” and “the Eastern Jews” (Gao, 1992). Most Hakka 

people settled in southeast China: Guangdong, Fujian and Jianxi Provinces in the 

early Qing dynasty (17th century). Many great people in modern Chinese history 

marked as Hakka were from southern China. Recent research has argued the 

viewpoint of the origins of Hakka people. Fang (1996) challenged the Central Hakka 

theory of Luo (1933), Fang proved that Hakka origin is from southern China by views 

of cultures and history. Lo (2006) explained with linguistic aspects that Hakka 

language shared a similar morphological system with She and Yi ethnic groups who 

were deemed as the indigenous people in southern China. In the anthropological 

research, the data proved that Hakka DNA was close to south Han (Chinese) genetic 

features (Wang et al., 2010).  

Although Hakka people’s origins remain obscure, they scattered widely in southern 

China, Taiwan, Hong Kong and regions of Southeast Asia; the Hakka diaspora 

extends to virtually every continent in the world. According to Encyclopaedia 

Britannica, Hakka are thought to number 80 million worldwide today. Meixian 

prefecture in northern Guangdong is considered the “Hakka homeland”, and the 

language spoken there is also assumed as the standard Hakka (Lozada, 2005). 

1.6.3 Hakka Diaspora 

Hakka is a Chinese diasporic group scattered throughout the word. The word “Hakka” 

is as blatant a brand of impoverished wandering as “Gypsy” or Okie” (Erbaugh, 1992, 

p. 947). Hakka (客 guest people) is socially recognised by other Chinese groups 

which showed their ostracised nomadic life. The term of ‘diasporic Hakka’ refers to 

Hakka’s historical contexts and their experiences of encountering tremendous social, 

political and economic changes worldwide (Jones, 2010).  

The Taiping Rebellion (1850 to 1964) is considered by most scholars as a most 

significant event of the Hakka diaspora (Wong, 1999). It was an anti-Manchu 

government movement led by a Guangxi Hakka, Hong Xiuquan that almost overthrew 
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the Qing dynasty. People from southern China who had suffered from the First Opium 

War (1840 to 1842) followed by the Taiping rebellion tended to create a new life by 

traveling overseas. Hakka immigrants were found in some places in the United States 

of America (USA), Africa and Australia, but mostly, Hakka formed considerable 

enclaves in Southeast Asia (Yow, 2013). There was a rapid boom in demand for 

labour for tin miners and rubber plantations in developing British Malaya in the 19th 

and early 20th centuries, opening its doors for Hakka workers in search of jobs and 

opportunities. The social and political chaos in China during the end of the 19th 

century was a push factor; the Malay’s growing economy was a pull factor; both 

caused the great number of Hakka to emigrate overseas.  

Most overseas Hakka live in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand. 

Each overseas Hakka community has slightly different Hakka culture and dialects, but 

they all share the common ‘Chineseness’ which refers to their core affiliation to 

Chinese history, traditions, culture, and languages. Malaysian Hakka is the largest 

overseas Hakka community and more than half of the Malaysian Hakka population 

live in Sabah. They lived in rural areas and worked as labourers for the tin industry 

and agriculture.  

1.6.4 The history of Sabah 

Sabah is located on the north of Borneo Island, one of thirteen states of Malaysia 

where there is a significant Chinese Malaysian population. At the beginning of the 

1920s, the Chinese immigrants in Sabah numbered about 30,000, making up one-fifth 

of the territory’s population (Wong, 2005). According to previous research about 

Chinese immigrant, most immigration to Sabah was from China or Hong Kong. 

Migrants came either to settle down with relatives or work for a labour force. 

Immigration of this period was provided by grant of free passage and was encouraged 

by both Chinese and Malaysian authorities to develop the territory after World War I. 

The government handbook of 1929 reported that Chinese was the most important 

factor in improving industry in the evolution of the state. The Chinese population in 

Sabah grew from 39,256 in 1921 to 104,542 in 1960, the percentage of the total 

population increasing by 8% (from 15% to 23%) during the first forty years (Jones, 

2007; Lee, 1965).  
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In 1991, the five major Chinese ethnic groups in Sabah are Hakka (57.0%), Cantonese 

(14.4%), Hokkien (13.2%), Teochew (5.2%) and Hainanese (3.4%). The various 

Chinese associations provide welfare services to their members, maintaining their 

ethnic cultures and ceremonies. The oldest Chinese temple, San Sheng Kung, was 

built in 1887 in Sandakan which was the biggest city of Sabah. This temple was 

shared by Chinese immigrants from Guangdong (Wong, 2000). More details of Sabah 

history will be introduced in Chapter Two.     

1.7  The researcher 

Many experts are interested in language maintenance and language shift in minority 

communities. I am concerned with Sabah Hakka people whose language has markedly 

changed. Hakka was an overwhelming majority language in Sabah fifty years ago. I 

am a Mandarin, Hakka and Hokkien speaking student from a multilingual country –

Taiwan. The national language of Taiwan is Mandarin; Hokkien and Hakka are the 

main Chinese languages widely spoken in Taiwan. There are also Austronesian 

people: 16 tribes and their languages are recognised by the Council of Indigenous 

Peoples as Taiwanese Indigenous.   

I come from a traditional Hakka family. I was not allowed to speak any other 

languages but Hakka at home. Although the successful governmental language policy 

dramatically decreased the use of other Taiwanese languages, my parents insisted that 

I speak Hakka, which made me first become bilingual and then multilingual. Being a 

Hakka speaker at my age (33) is rare in Taiwan. Many of my friends are from a 

Hakka family or one of their parents is a Hakka speaker, but they are not able to speak 

Hakka. Due to the similar religion-based3 values, cross-cultural marriage is very 

common among Taiwanese Hokkien, Taiwanese Hakka and other minority groups. 

Moreover, acculturation, intermarriage and assimilation have resulted in some degree 

of mixing of the Chinese groups and Taiwanese Indigenous heritage. Maintaining 

Hakka culture in Taiwan is challenged. According to the Hakka Affairs Council, 18% 

of Taiwanese identify themselves as Hakka, 65.5% of Taiwanese Hakka have Hakka 

                                                           
3 The religions in Taiwan have been abstruse as Buddhism and Taoism are entirely entwined with 
Confucianism. The two major Chinese groups in Taiwan are Hokkien and Hakka; they share the 
common Chinese cultures, as well as the 'Taiwanese Religions’ which involve combinations of 
Buddhism, Taoism and other traditions.  
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language proficiency (Hakka Affairs Council, 2014). Like other minority Chinese 

languages, a rigid Hakka family like mine, is experiencing language shift as well. My 

brother and I are the only two Hakka speakers in my generation. Two of my uncles’ 

wives are non-Hakka speakers, therefore my cousins have never had the chance to 

live in a Hakka language speaking environment. Interestingly, two sisters of my father 

married Hakka husbands, but they did not adopt Hakka language parenting while their 

children are able to speak Hakka to both their maternal and paternal grandparents. My 

grandmother (aged 83) has acquired Mandarin to communicate with her non-Hakka 

speaking grandchildren. My grandmother’s Mandarin proficiency is getting better 

since she has great-grandsons; it has been found that there have been more and more 

Mandarin words in her Hakka speech in the recent years. As a proud Hakka family 

like ours, we are facing the challenges of maintaining our language under the 

overwhelming spread and primacy of Mandarin.  

Some external pressures may affect the use of Hakka language in my family, but there 

is no way to change our identity. My oldest cousin started to learn Hakka when he 

was twenty years old. He grew up in Tainan which is assumed to be the most Hokkien 

speaking city in Taiwan. My cousin used to speak Mandarin to his parents and all of 

us, but he has switched to Hakka now. Since he had two sons a few years ago, he has 

put much effort into letting his sons be Hakka and sets himself as a good example. My 

case is not unique as identity is always the significant driver of whether language is 

maintained or shifts. The ethnolinguistic identity theory (Giles & Johnson, 1987) 

emphasised that language can be seen as an important symbol to identify one’s self as 

a member of a group. Thus, speaking Hakka is the way to stretch the sense of 

belonging in a Hakka family. In other words, language shift can be temporary as long 

as keeping positive identity.   

The difference between Hakka people in Taiwan and Sabah is the generality of Hakka 

language. Hakkas form the majority Chinese group in Sabah; their language is widely 

spoken in rural areas and is maintained well by the middle-aged and older 

generations. Although Chinese communities in Sabah are occupied by Hakka people, 

their language is no longer the lingua franca as it was during the mid-20th century (the 

history of Hakka population and Hakka language as introduced in this chapter). In 

contrast, the similarity of Hakka people in Taiwan and Sabah is that they are 

encountering difficulties of passing down their language to next generations. The 
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process of Hakka language shift has threatened the maintenance of Hakka culture and 

Hakka identity. Nowadays, both Taiwanese and Sabah Hakka younger generations 

prefer speaking Mandarin and English with loose ethnic identity. Fortunately, Hakka 

study (Hakkaology) in Taiwan began in the 1980s when the growing awareness of 

Taiwanese identity revived local languages. Nowadays, Hokkien, Hakka and 

indigenous languages are compulsory in primary schools in Taiwan. Support from the 

Taiwanese authorities is seen as the effective and powerful reinforcement that 

improves Taiwanese peoples’ attention to reactive local identities. Hokkien and 

Hakka are the languages used in public transport announcements and all Taiwanese 

languages are also encouraged in formal speeches. In terms of Sabah, as the Hakka 

population remains the majority in Chinese community, they believe that losing 

Hakka language is out of the question. This naïvety seems to be resulting in the 

ongoing process of Hakka language attrition; lack of organised policies may increase 

Hakka language shift. As a researcher and a Hakka speaker, I am fully aware of some 

of the perspectives of language change in a multilingual environment. This thesis will 

provide circumstantial evidence of language maintenance and language shift in Hakka 

generations and address the related problems of identity. 

1.8 Structure of thesis 

This thesis consists of eight chapters. The first chapter introduces and contextualises 

my research. This chapter offers an overview of overseas Chinese, Malaysia and 

Hakka. The research questions are identified; issues related to Chinese diaspora, 

language change and multiple identities are included. The following chapter is the 

review of the relevant, substantive literature which is organised using four themes: 

The Chinese and the Chinese diaspora, Policy and education, Media, and Identity. 

This second chapter continues with a summary of the theoretical framework, 

specifically the theories of sociolinguistics which offer a comprehensive way to look 

into the language use in a multicultural society. Chapter Three details my study 

design, research methodology and analytic strategies. Although sociolinguistics is the 

main framework in this research, when the culture and ethnicity affect data, 

ethnolinguistic should be included. The methods of interpretative phenomenological 

analysis have been chosen to analyse the case study, providing exploring the practices 

and understandings of my participants’ experiences of language use. Chapter Three 
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also presents the background of my 52 participants, which provides readers with both 

information and insight into the language preferences in three generations.   

Chapter Four, Five and Six present various linguistic data. Chapter Four starts with 

participants’ language proficiency, exploring their language choices in different 

domains. Chapter Four ends with certain functions of each language. As will be 

discussed many participants claimed that Mandarin is elegant and Hakka is rude. 

Chapter Five focuses on language use among all kinds of relations between family, 

friends and acquaintances. Through the language choices between old Hakkas and 

middle-aged Hakkas, middle-aged Hakkas and young Hakkas and old Hakkas and 

young Hakkas, significant findings have emerged from the data. Chapter Six 

discusses how the use of Hakka language is decreasing; in this identity is the major 

influence on language change in the Hakka community in Sabah. The personal 

identities and other relevant factors are considered to affect participants’ language 

choices. The voices of Hakkas explaining about their language behaviours provide 

examples for my data analysis.  

Chapter Seven concludes the data chapters that discuss the factors of language 

maintenance and language shift in the Hakka community in Sabah. The two key 

themes identified are external pressure and the internal change. Languages in Sabah 

are in the process of realignment. Chapter Eight reviews the thesis, the implication 

and limitation are presented. My suggestions for future’s research are proposed.   
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE 
REVIEW 

Introduction 

There exists to date little research and only relatively few sociolinguistic studies that 

focus on the Hakka of Sabah, Malaysia. This chapter endeavours to include areas 

deemed relevant, the diaspora history and factors of language use in the Hakka 

community in Sabah. This chapter will offer a summative literature review of the 

sociolinguistic and ethnolinguistic theories, but more discussion will be introduced in 

Chapter Three. Figure 2.1 presents a graphic overview of the structure of this chapter. 

The four broad headings are used: 

• The Chinese and the Chinese diaspora 

• Policy and education 

• Media 

• Identity 

 

 

Figure: 2.1. Literature review diagram 
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1.4 Research Questions 

Hakkas came to Sabah as settlers, unlike other Chinese immigrants who came as 

labourers, artisans or businessmen (Wang, 2005). Hakka was the majority from 1921 

to 1940, when the population increased to 27,424 persons and comprised 54.78% of 

the total Chinese population. Since Malaysia’s independence from Britain in 1963, the 

emergence of Malaysian nationalism has caused Chinese Malaysians to question their 

sense of belonging. Affected by mass media and other networks, the current linguistic 

issues amongst Chinese Malaysians are code-switching and lexicon borrowing. 

Speech is being enriched by thousands of loan words and with each passing 

generation more traditional words are lost.  

Wang (2010) predicted that Chinese ethnic languages in Malaysia are declining and 

will finally disappear, while Mandarin is now the most common language in 

Malaysian Chinese communities. Mandarin will become the only Chinese language 

used by Chinese Malaysians; speaking Mandarin is the symbol of Chinese identity. 

Hakka and Hokkien are at a medium level of language maintenance: they are still 

alive in the home domain but the situation is not optimistic. Hakka and Hokkien in 

Kuala Lumpur are under threat; both languages will go the way of other minor 

languages in the near future (Wang & Chong, 2011). In terms of Sabah, Hakka is the 

majority group, it should have better conditions to survive. Lack of language 

revitalisation plans and organised courses in Malaysian Chinese communities is one 

of the significant factors to deplete the Chinese languages (Sim, 2012). Although the 

awareness of Hakka identities is increasing in southeast Asia (Hsiao & Lim, 2007), 

there is little detailed planning, such as no cultural or language maintenance 

strategies. According to my experiences in Sabah, the Chinese clan Associations 

(Hokkien Associations, Hakka Associations and other Chinese associations) spare no 

pains and efforts to preserve conventional cultures and languages. Fifteen Hakka 

Associations in Sabah are well-organised and they play important roles in the social 

and political status in Chinese communities. The well operated Sandakan Hakka 

Association serves as a mental and physical shelter. On one hand, through the regular 

interaction among members, the involvement with social support creates friendships. 

On the other hand, members of the Sandakan Hakka Association are allowed to share 

welfare, such as scholarships and seniors’ grants. Up to 2015, there were 5711 
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members of the Sandakan Hakka Association, the active organisation which has 

played a leading role in all Chinese communities in Sabah. The success of the 

Sandakan Hakka Association makes thousands of members highly value their culture 

and language, and enhances the reputation of Hakka identity.    

With the considerations of language behaviour changes in Hakka communities in 

Sabah, this study is informed by two major levels of sociolinguistic inquiry. First of 

all, Hakka participants’ language proficiencies and language choices are expected to 

provide patterns of language use; and the language practices in various domains show 

Hakka language’s functions in a diglossic society. Secondly, according to the 

participants’ language behaviours, the language maintenance and language shift are 

described. External and internal analysis of language use in interactions will be 

explored. The findings may demonstrate how various factors at the individual and 

societal levels cause Hakka language sway.   

 My research questions are: 

• What are the factors that influence linguistic change in a Hakka community? 

• Why is a specific language being used in a domain? 

• What are the preferred languages among different Hakka generations? 

• How do Hakkas respond to the changes of culture and language? 

• How does dominant culture impact upon language choice or attitudes towards 

languages? 

• Does linguistic position allow access to two cultures and multiple identities? 

2.1 The Chinese and the Chinese diaspora  

Diaspora refers to the longer dispersal of people that is a separation more akin to 

exile. Diasporic people may never be able to return to the place from where they 

came; there might be restrictions on return or its postponement to a remote future 

(Clifford, 1994). The Chinese diaspora has had deep and wide effects on human 

history. The number of Chinese leaving China searching for work and business 

opportunities increased rapidly during the second half of the 19th century and 

continues to the present. Those Chinese travelled as traders and labourers, setting up 

overseas Chinese communities and preserving their customs abroad (Tan, 2013). The 
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Chinese diaspora is loosely defined to encompass Chinese migrants and their 

descendants who are residing outside the political system of mainland China. It can be 

residents of anywhere (Malaysia, Canada, USA or Australia) who identify as Chinese 

(Yow, 2013): Chinese living outside mainland China, Hong Kong, Macau and 

Taiwan, for convenience may be described as the Chinese diaspora (Li, 2016). The 

scattered people may have succeeded in remaking themselves and creating new 

culture and new identities due to their multi-locale cultures and not being specifically 

defined by a geographical or political boundaries. Those people usually belong to 

more than one group and they may also represent several identities (Brah, 1996; Hall, 

1990; Woodward, 2002). 

The term Chinese diaspora is in itself contentious. The perspective of Chinese 

diaspora starts from the history of Chinese migrants, it helps to understand their 

movement, descent and identities. Drawing attention on depicting Chinese migrants 

against assimilation or obscuring them within societal cracks is insufficient; the 

development of the Chinese diaspora is intended to describe the links and flows which 

emphasise the connection between places, ties to homeland and transformation that 

take place through these connections. Rather than focusing on culture preservation, 

dislocation and hardship, the study of Chinese diaspora should expand upon merely 

nation-based perspectives. To understand the process of Chinese migration and 

transformation or global perspective should be considered (McKeown, 1999, 2005). 

The definition of Chinese and Chinese diaspora is becoming loose and the increasing 

number of Chinese living out of China has changed the way of defining overseas 

Chinese. Moreover, the advancement of transportation also stimulates the growth of 

population mobility. Currently, new Chinese migrants including international 

students, travellers or interracial marriage have blurred the meaning of Chinese 

diaspora. The notion of Chinese diaspora describes the scattering of people between, 

through and across different geographic locations. Overseas Chinese are a ‘super 

diverse’ population, who migrate with different motivations, experiences, educational 

and socioeconomic backgrounds, occupations and languages. The common ground of 

the Chinese immigrants is identifying themselves as a part of the Chinese diaspora 

and creating an ‘imagined community’ (Li, 2016). The concept of ‘imagined 

community’ distinguished not by immigrants’ falsity or genuineness, but by the style 

in which they are imagined (Anderson, 1983). 
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Although McKeown (1999) has argued that historical implications have made the 

study of diaspora more problematic, I believe the study of Chinese Malaysians should 

take the view of Chinese history in the 18th and 19th centuries as well as the 

establishment of a British colony which had the most direct effect on the shape and 

volume of Chinese migration. Although Chinese Malaysians have settled in Malaysia 

for hundreds of years, their identities reflect historical continuity as descendants of 

migrants from China and local transformation as a result of adaptation to living in 

Malaysian society (Tan, 1997). Many middle-aged Chinese Malaysians are able to tell 

their origins in China. Some of the old Chinese Malaysians still have relatives living 

in their hometowns in China and they have frequent contact with each other. For those 

of modern Chinese migration in Malaysia, they sustain ties with their ancestral 

homeland and their diaspora experience allows them to build new identities based on 

history and nations across the globe.  

Amongst the diasporic Chinese who settled in Malaysia there were a number of 

Hakkas. In my research, Hakkas and their language are the main concern to explore 

linguistic change in Malaysian Chinese communities. Hakka is one of the Chinese 

ethnic groups, who are generally seen as the exiled group, off the grid and far from 

family and the place of birth (Chin, 2008; Erbaugh, 1996). The largest stream of 

Hakka immigrants arriving in Sabah was in the 1880s, the histories of Hakkas flowing 

along Malaysia form the socioeconomic status of Chinese in Malaysia and Hakkas’ 

mobility contributes to one of the most significant effects in Malaysian Chinese 

communities (See 2.1.2 The Chinese in Malaysia). Most Malaysian Hakkas are 

originally from Hong Kong or Guangdong Province of China; their descendants have 

adopted local customs and developed the Malaysian Hakka culture. Due to their firm 

Chinese Hakka identity, their imagination of the hometown (any village of 

Guangdong) is built by their parents or grandparents’ memory and stirring feeling of 

nostalgia, which are rather romantic and often naïve. Malaysian Hakkas seem to feel 

an obligation to pass down their imagined village/hometown to their next generation.  

2.1.1 Changing understanding of the Chinese diaspora in Southeast Asia 

Around 1997 to 1998, China started to play a constructive role in Southeast Asian 

countries in regional economic and political affairs. The high tide of mutual 
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investments and rapidly increasing cooperation between China and Southeast Asian 

countries led to another peak of Chinese movement. More than two million Chinese 

countries in the last twenty years, particularly as traders and  4have moved to ASEAN

hawkers. Several hundred thousand Southeast Asians reside in China managing their 

investments and building lives in their host cultures. The connections by overseas 

Chinese in the contemporary Asian countries benefit the business network as the well-

educated Chinese Singaporean and Chinese Malaysians are keen to go abroad and 

they are welcomed by both sides of Chinese communities and in both countries. It 

seems as if the Chinese diaspora is appearing again (Zhuang & Wang, 2010). The 

Chinese merchants’ travel between China and countries bordering China is repeating 

the history. The new Chinese migration in ASEAN countries and ‘re-diaspora’ 

Chinese from ASEAN countries migrating to China are offering a new definition in 

the concept of Chinese diaspora.  

There was little need for a concept of overseas Chinese until the recent decades. This 

is mainly because Chinese living overseas before the 20th century had intentions of 

eventually returning to China. Their obvious attachment to homeland was 

undoubtedly as Chinese (Chun, 1996). “Chineseness” ought to represent groups or 

people with Chinese background. There should be some discernible characteristics in 

their hybridity that can be marked as “Chinese” (Wickberg, 2007). “Chineseness” in 

Singapore is embodied as an ethnic Chinese racial-cultural identity and value system 

that is being moulded as transnational. Zhang (1996, p. 157) suggested that “being 

physically removed from China might even provoke a deeper search for the meaning 

of being Chinese and a stronger sense of being Chinese”. In the modern Chinese 

communities in Singapore, “Chineseness” also means sharing a common goal, 

especially economic. It is a process which brings Chinese Singaporeans into contact 

with mainland Chinese (Tan, 2003). Unlike Chinese Singaporeans, the Chineseness in 

Chinese Malaysians is more complicated, not only do they have a greater population 

and more ethnic groups which makes it harder to set up a common sense of identity, 

but also there are differences in relationships between the government and Chinese 

communities. Chineseness is empowered as racial discourse; it is used as both an 

                                                           
4 ASEAN is The Association of Southeast Asian Nations. It was established in 1967, making up the ten 
Member States of ASEAN today. The members are Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesian, Lao 
PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam.  
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inclusive and exclusive concept. Chineseness reinforces the sense of rootedness and it 

can be used to distinguish a group from another by contrast (Louie, 2004). In 

Malaysia, Chinese migrants have developed their unique cultures and distinct identity 

in societies where they live, they are also distinguished by various subgroups, 

languages and their places of origin. Who is or who is not Chinese in Malaysia is 

crucial; it often comes with localised social and political discussions.  

2.1.2 The Chinese in Malaysia  

The earliest Chinese community in Malaysia can be traced back to the 15th century. 

The small trading Chinese communities were found in the Malacca Sultanate (Yen, 

2000) (see Figure 2.2). A Chinese admiral and also an explorer, Zheng He (Cheng 

Ho) with his fleet of 317 ships and almost 28,000 crew commanded expeditionary 

voyages to Southeast Asia, South Asia, Western Asia, and East Africa from 1405 to 

1433. Zheng He was invited by the Yongle Emperor, Zhu Di (1360-1424) to extend 

the maritime and commercial influence of China throughout the regions bordering the 

Indian Ocean. Zheng He especially visited Malacca on six of his seven naval 

expeditions, Zheng He and his army fostered the establishment of a Chinese 

community in Malacca. Malacca soon became a thriving trading port in the 15th 

century because of its central position in the Malacca Strait; Chinese, Indian and other 

businessmen from the islands of Southeast Asia exchanged products with Malacca.  

In 1511 the Portuguese conquered the city of Malacca and for the next 130 years, 

Malacca was a Portuguese city. There were about 300 to 400 Chinese in the state; the 

Chinese community appeared to be well defined. During the period of Portuguese 

Malacca, the authority appointed four Shabanders (port officers) who were 

responsible for administering the affairs of foreigners. One of the port officers was 

Chinese. In 1641, the Dutch replaced the Portuguese and controlled the Strait of 

Malacca. The number of Chinese settlements in Malacca did not seem to increase 

much until the British took over Malacca from the Dutch in 1824. Under British 

control, the Chinese population in Malacca grew rapidly in the first few years. 

Southeast Chinese immigrants found Malacca was a great market for trading. In order 

to maintain their businesses, many Chinese became residents in Malaccan. In 1827 the 

number of the Chinese population reached 3989 in Malacca, which was nearly one 
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third of the total Malaccan population. The data showed a significant rise of roughly 

three hundred per cent over the Chinese population in 1817 (Sandhu, 1983). The 

number of the Chinese population in Malacca at that time was not quite accurate as 

references showed great differences. One of the possibilities is that during the late 

Qing dynasty there were several massive rebellions coming after the Opium War. 

Chinese settlements in the early decades of the 19th century fluctuated, which caused 

important push factors. Meanwhile, the busy Strait of Malacca offered better 

opportunities for business and living. Varying economic push and pull, during the 19th 

and 20th centuries caused large Chinese population movements.  

 

Figure 2.2. The Strait of Malacca (Atlas of the World, 2016) 
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Figure 2.3. Chinese population in Malacca, Malaysia in the Portuguese and 

British colonial eras (Sandhu, 1983)  

Figure 2.3. shows there was a remarkable large-scale Chinese migration from south 

China to the Southeast Asia in the 19th century, most of the Chinese were from Fujian 

and Guangdong provinces. The Taiping Rebellion was a massive rebellion in the mid-

19th century fought between the Qing dynasty and Taiping Heavenly Kingdom. It 

began in Guangxi (west of Guangdong province) and expanded to almost all of China. 

The war lasted over 40 years and caused much suffering in south China. Many 

Chinese migrated overseas in search of a better life. In addition, the expanding British 

colonial economies in Malaya sounded like a great opportunity to make a fortune. Xia 

nan yang 下南洋  (going to southern sea) became a trend for those seeking business 

opportunities. Between 1817 and 1911, the number of the Chinese population in 

Malacca showed an almost thirty-fivefold increase. The Chinese population in 

Malaysia contributed to 29 to 32 per cent of total Malaysians after Malaysia’s 

independence (Lee, 1998). The latest Malaysian population projection illustrated that 

Chinese Malaysians contributed 23.4% of total Malaysians in 2016 (see Figure 1.1.) 

Chinese formed a large proportion of the total population in Malacca. Most Chinese in 

Malacca came from Zhangzhou, Fujian Province, and were Hokkien speakers. 
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Fujianese dominated the trade of Chinese communities in the Strait Settlements5; they 

were also powerful and they could monopolise leadership of the community. The 

great influence of Fujianese in early Malacca can be interpreted as reflecting both 

their numerical and economic strength. Being the majority of Chinese in Malacca, the 

Fujianese founded the earliest Chinese social organisation in Penang, Malaysia in 

1820; the Cheah Kongsi6 (Yen, 1993).   

Three patterns of Chinese settlement occurred from the end of the 18th to the early 

20th century. These were the urban port settlement, the mining settlement and the rural 

agricultural settlement. The urban port settlement expanded business networks from a 

small trading port in the Malacca Sultanate to British founded Penang and Singapore 

during the 15th century to the first half of the 19th century. The second group of 

Chinese settlers were gold miners, and a large number of gold miners were Hakka. 

They were tough, clannish people and united by a common language. Hakka miners 

came to Bau, Sarawak from West Kalimantan in the 18th century. Bau was established 

as the gold-mining centre. Rural agricultural Chinese represented the major pattern of 

Chinese immigrants in Malaysia in the later 19th century. The rapid development of 

pepper and gambier (a climbing shrub that produced an extract useful in tanning, 

dyeing and herbal medicine) plantations created the cash crop industry and the flood 

of migration such as Hakka agriculturists in Kudat, Sabah and Foochew settlement in 

Sarawak (Chew, 1990).  

Chinese Malaysians can be divided into several speech groups depending on their 

respective languages. Chinese Malaysians consist of three main speech groups: 

Hokkien, Hakka and Cantonese. The minor groups are Teochew, Hokchiu, Hainanese, 

Kwongsai, Henhua, Hokchia and others. The largest Chinese ethnic population in 

Malaysia is Hokkien (37.66%), Hakka (20.36%), and Cantonese (19.90%), who 

compromise more than half of total Chinese Malaysians (Tan, 2004a).  

 

                                                           
5 Strait Settlements established in 1826 and ended with the Second World War as territories controlled 
by the British East India Company. The Strait Settlements consisted of the four individual settlements 
of Malacca, Dinding, Penang and Singapore. 
6 Kongsi means ‘a clan house’ in Hokkien language. Cheah is a Chinese family name, it may also refer 
to Xie or Hsieh.  It is argued that Cheah Kongsi was actually established in 1810 in George Town, 
Penang (shown on Cheah Kongsi website – Briefly history http://cheahkongsi.com/); Kongsi served as 
conveyor of traditional patriarchal clan rules in order to promote a rational social order of mutuality 
and harmony among the Cheah clansmen.  
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Chinese speech groups Population Percentage (%) 

Hokkien  2020914 37.66 

Hakka  1092835 20.36 

Cantonese 1068008 19.90 

Teochew 497280 9.26 

Foochow 251553 4.68 

Hainanese 141045 2.62 

Kwongsai 51674 0.96 

Henhua 24654 0.45 

Hokchia  14935 0.27 

Other Chinese  202977 3.78 

Total 5365875 100 

Table 2.1. The Population of Chinese speech groups in Malaysia in 2003 (Tan, 

2004a) 

Each of the various Chinese ethnic groups in Malaysia preferred to speak their own 

language and share their common cultural habits. It was most likely to maintain and 

strengthen fellowship and build a feeling of solidarity. Tong xian (native-place) 

Associations or huiguan 會館  were organised. Chinese associations and kinship 

organisations played influential roles in Chinese communities in Malaysia in political 

and socioeconomic ways. Many Chinese associations, huiguan, were established to 

preserve Chinese cultures and those Associations allowed them to pass their 

languages and culture on to the next generation. Some big associations even built 

educational institutes; these Chinese schools aimed to teach Chinese dialects. 

Teaching various Chinese languages at schools was maintained until the 1920s when 

Mandarin was promoted as the national language in China. Mandarin had become a 

strategy in education to exercise some degree of control over the Chinese abroad, by 

passing information to overseas Chinese children to strengthen their power. As 

overseas Chinese who were emotionally and culturally bound to their homeland, the 

Chinese schools in Malaysia changed their teaching programmes from various 

Chinese dialects/language to Mandarin to show loyalty to the authority of mainland 

China. Since Mandarin has replaced other languages as the medium in Chinese 

schools, the Chinese heritage languages have lost their importance in the education 

domain (Sam & Wang, 2011).  
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Upgrading the use of Mandarin in Malaysia eroded the minority languages causing 

the realignment of all languages. The common use of Mandarin in not only in the 

educational domains but also all Chinese communities in Malaysia threatened the 

existence of Hokkien, Hakka, Cantonese and Teochew, and other minor Chinese 

languages which were gradually phasing out (Wang, 2010). Nowadays, language 

choices in the Malaysian Chinese communities are still bothering them, there are 

conflicts about communicating via heritage languages or Mandarin in the 

communities. Chapters Four, Five and Six in this thesis will discuss the language 

choices and the language attitudes in a Chinese community in Sabah. 

According to Tan (2000) the majority of the Chinese in Negeri Sembilan, Perak, 

Pahang and Sabah are Hakka and Cantonese. Cantonese is the lingua franca in Ipoh 

(Perak), Kuala Lumpur, Kuantan (Pahang), Seremban (Negeri Sembilan) and 

Sandakan (Sabah). Hokkien is the lingua franca in Johor, Malacca, and in most parts 

of Selangor, Penang, Kedah, Perlins, Terengganu and Kelantan.   

 

 

Figure 2.4. Map of Chinese languages in Malaysia. Adapted from Tan (2000). 

Based on Tan (2000) in The Chinese in Malaysia’s demonstration of language 

distribution, I made the map above to illustrate Hokkien, Cantonese and Hakka 

speaking areas of Malaysia. The yellow parts are majority Hokkien speaking, red are 
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Cantonese and Hakka speaking areas. Blue flags identifies in which cities Cantonese 

is the lingua franca.  

Language competition among various ethnic groups commenced when mass Chinese 

emigrated from China to Malaysia. At that time the majority languages were Hokkien, 

Hakka and Cantonese; other minor groups tended to adopt the dominant supreme 

languages as their family languages. During the past 50 years, the various languages 

in Malaysian Chinese communities have declined to only several. The status of 

languages has over time realigned into a relatively stable diglossia structure. Since 

Mandarin was nominated as the language of education in the 1920s in China, Chinese 

schools in Malaysia also modified the medium of instruction which upgraded 

Mandarin to the higher language in Chinese communities. Other Chinese languages 

such as Hokkien, Hakka and Cantonese have been squeezed to lower levels (Wang, 

2010).  

2.1.3 Malaysian Hakka   

The Taiping Rebellion from 1850 to 1864 is believed to have been one of the 

significant factors to force mass Chinese migration from Southern China to Southeast 

Asia (Amrith, 2011). During the mid-19th century, the problems of overpopulation 

pressure and a weakened economy caused much social dislocation. Although political 

upheavals did not affect many population movements in the Central Plains of China, it 

effectively wrested control of many parts of China and it drove some inhabitants of 

Guangdong offshore. The Taiping Rebellion contributed to the modern Hakka 

diaspora. The Taiping Rebellion was a strong, popular movement that took 15 years 

and considerable resources to quell.  

The essential concept of the Taiping Rebellion came from the Society of God 

Worshippers which was founded in 1843 by Hong Xiuquan, Feng Yunshan and Hong 

Rengan in Guangdong and rapidly spread to Guangxi. The Society of God 

Worshippers was a group of unorthodox Christian converts. They believed in God, 

but Hong also created their own rituals such as praying, baptism and holidays 

different from the practices of mainstream Christianity. Their members were 

encouraged to be iconoclastic, giving up the ancestor tablets, being away from 

homeland and deviating from their own belief in Confucianism. When Hong Xiuquan 
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performed as an itinerant preacher in Guangxi Province, Hakka communities 

responded more than others, Hakka were also less xenophobic and more clannish 

(Constable, 1994, 1996a, 1996b). The anti-Qing movement seemed like a more 

attractive option to Hakka people due to their ethnic marginalisation. Hong Xiuquan 

fostered Hakka ethnic awareness in this period, when thousands of Hakkas converted 

to his version of Christianity (Lozada, 2005). Hakka and Miao (an ethnic group in 

South China) were often attacked by their neighbours, the Puntis. They constituted the 

two main groups making up the Worshippers (Latourette, 1970). The sense of Hakka 

identity became hardened during the Taiping Rebellion as a result of competition for 

survival (Kuhn, 1978). Constable (1994) pointed out that the Taiping Rebellion is a 

“key symbol” of Hakka identity. It reflects not only Chinese nationalism, but Hakka 

patriotism, Hakka revolutionary character, Hakka gender roles, Hakka hardship, 

Hakka determination and the values of Hakka language. Most important is that the 

Taiping Rebellion helped breed the Hakka adoption of Christianity. The Taiping 

Rebellion lasted for more than ten years; the exhausting war eventually lost its 

followers. Many Hakka people desired political stability and a place of their own so 

they left for Southeast Asia. 

Hakka and Teochew speakers were mainly agriculturalists and miners, especially in 

the gold mines in Borneo (McKeown, 2005). Hakka communities largely 

concentrated in the mountainous areas of Guangdong and Fujian provinces, their 

villages were usually surrounded by hostile environments. Hakka people were 

assumed to be independent, self-reliant and fearless and they were considered to be 

rather antisocial. Although large numbers of Hokkien and Hakka lived in Malaysian 

rural areas it seemed that Hokkien people preferred to work as shopkeepers or 

merchants while Hakka people were manual labourers in tin miners or on rubber 

plantations (Carstens, 2005; Han, 1971; Lee & Tan, 2000).   

In contrast to Hokkien groups, Hakka clans were predominantly non-localised. This 

was in response to the continuous expansion of business by Hokkien in the Strait and 

the ongoing recruitment of manpower from China (Yen, 2000). I believe that Hakka 

became the second or third biggest ethnic Chinese group in Malaysia not only because 

of missing opportunities to trade along the Strait and being known as latecomers but 

also due to their insecure life experiences and natural instincts. Coincidently, the 

population distribution of Hokkiens and Hakkas in Taiwan also showed a similar 
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pattern to Chinese Malaysians; where predominantly Hokkien communities lived near 

the coast while Hakka groups lived near mountains. Historians used to describe that 

Hakkas came later than Hokkiens, and could only take the remote locations because 

most urban areas were already occupied by other groups. Some research has argued 

that Hakka people had the chance to seize seaboard towns but they tended to begin 

their new life with their old habits. This explains the geographical distribution of 

immigrants in Taiwan during the Qing dynasty. Old habits were more important than 

changing times (Shi, 1987). Hypothetically, although Hakka immigrated to Malaya 

before other groups, this does not mean they would take the seaside area and operate 

the seaborne trade. Unsociable and clannish people as the Hakka were understood to 

be, they were considered and considered themselves unlikely to be able to grow 

commercial activities. Hakka people came from mountainous areas of China and were 

mostly engaged in agriculture. Hakka’s major activities such as mining or less risky 

self-employment came from their diasporic experience (Han, 1971). Although the 

number of Hakkas in Malaysian Chinese communities is the second biggest, 

following Hokkiens, Hakka language seems less common in most Chinese 

communities in Malaysia (except in Sabah). It is also because Hakka are engaged with 

agriculture scattered in remote areas, Hakka language is not often used for business 

purposes (Tan, 2000b). Thus, Hakka history and Hakka culture determine the 

character of Malaysian Hakka communities.  

Hakkas have become the majority group in North Borneo (now Sabah) since the 

1950s, the data show that Hakka population in 1951 and 1960 made up 59.9% and 

54.8% of Chinese community respectively in Sabah (Lee, 1965). Hakka language was 

the lingua franca in Chinese communities and Hakkas were thought to be the only 

Chinese group who took kindly to the country in the early days of immigration. 

Hakka people were assumed to be permanent immigrants to Sabah as settlers unlike 

other Chinese groups who came for temporary work, always planning to return to 

mainland China (Wong, 2005). Hakkas saw the land as their home, the population 

steadily increased, and the sex ratio of Hakkas was much nearer normal than other 

Chinese groups (Lee, 1965) which showed that Hakka immigrants planned to settle 

down in Sabah. A significant number of Hakkas in Sabah are Christian, which is one 

aspect of the uniqueness of Sabah Hakkas. Many Hakka immigrants came to Sabah 

via the arrangement between the British North Borneo Company (founded in 1881) to 
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administer utilization of the resources of the area and the Basel Missionary Society 

(founded in 1815) which was working among the Hakkas in Guangdong province 

(Niew, 1993; Wong 2003). The Christian missionaries established English education 

in Hakka communities in Sabah; Basel (Lutheran) and Anglican churches offered 

English education and Hakkas could attain education to raise them to white-collar 

level (Wong 2003). More details concerning Hakka Christians will be introduced in 

the next section.  

2.1.4 Sabah History 

North Borneo (present day Sabah) is located in the northern Borneo Island, it was a 

British protectorate and managed by sovereign North Borneo Chartered Company 

between 1881 and 1942. A Japanese military force occupied North Borneo from 1942 

to 1945 and perpetrated one of the worst single atrocities suffered by Australian 

servicemen during the Second World War7. After 18 years of colonial era under the 

Crown Colony of Great Britain, British North Borneo was granted self-government in 

1963 and later formed the Federation of Malaysia with Malaya, Sarawak and 

Singapore. Today, the former North Borneo is part of Malaysia and known as Sabah, 

bordering the state of Sarawak to the southwest and Kalimantan (Indonesian) to the 

south.  

As of the 2015 census in Malaysia, Sabah’s population is 3,543,500 with 8.7 per cent 

Chinese. Although the fragmentary history of Chinese contact with Borneo offers 

little knowledge of the earliest Chinese pioneers, it is certain that Chinese activities 

began in the 15th century. When the Portuguese first visited Borneo in 1520, the 

number of Chinese that had settled on its shores was immense. The island was in a 

most flourishing state and the Chinese exchanged goods with numbers of junks (small 

trading vessels) from China (Keppel, Brooke, & Walter Keating, 1847). The British 

North Borneo Company controlled the territory of North Borneo from 1882 to 1941, 

the Chinese arrived annually as labourers in the tin and rubber industries. The Chinese 

labourers were encouraged mainly by means of free passages and the reputation of the 

                                                           
7 A prisoner-of-war (POW) camp was established in Sandakan during the Second World War. Between 
1942 and 1945, the Japanese had held over 2700 Australians and British prisoners. They were forced to 
march approximately 260 kilometres and receiving very little food or medical attention (Reid, 1999). 
The Sandakan Death Marches were considered as the single worst atrocity suffered by Australian 
servicemen during the Second World War.  
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Commissioner of Chinese immigration. Unfortunately, many of them were 

disappointed in their work such as shopkeepers, artisans and tailors, contrary to what 

they had been told which was that a newly opened country would offer them urban 

work and better chances to try their fortune.  

In 1886, twenty-seven Chinese families arrived at Kudat (a northern port of Sabah, 

see Figure 2.5), Sabah and another thirteen families came as new settlers in 1889; 

finally, there were 1500 Chinese immigrants in total in Kudat by 1903. A large 

number of these Chinese immigrants were allotted work along the railway and they 

were deemed the Chinese pioneers in Sabah (Lee, 1965). Wong (1999) and Zhang 

(2002) both described the history of earliest Chinese immigrants in Kudat which was 

the site for arriving immigrants, but the numbers of the Chinese settlements and the 

year they arrived were slightly different from Lee (1965). The existing references all 

proved that a small group of Chinese immigrants settled on Sabah between 1882 and 

1886, the number of Chinese in Sabah was close to one fifth of the territory’s 

population by the 1920s (Wong, 2005). From 1921 to 1960, the percentage of Chinese 

in the total Sabah population increased from 15% to 23%. One third of Chinese 

immigrants live in the two largest cities – Sandakan and Kota Kinabalu (Han, 1971; 

Lee, 1965). The Chinese community in Sabah is composed of five main speech 

groups: Hakka, Cantonese, Hokkien, Teochew and Hailam (Hainanese). Each group 

has specialised in one or two occupations and they appear to have experienced 

different processes of assimilation and acculturation. Hakkas have been the majority 

among Chinese in Sabah since 1920 (see Table 2.2). Lee (1965) confirmed that Hakka 

language was the lingua franca in the Chinese communities in Sabah and Hakka 

people took kindly to the country and stayed with an agricultural life unlike other 

Chinese who moved off due to the dreadful conditions.  
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Figure 2.5. Map of Sabah (Atlas of the World, 2016) 

 

               

Year 

 

Chinese 

speech 

group 

1921 1931 1951 1960 

Hakka 46.2% 54.8% 59.9% 54.8% 

Cantonese 31.3% 25.6% 16.0% 14.6% 

Hokkien 10.2% 9.3% 9.8% 11.4% 

Teochew 6.3% 5.0% 5.3% 5.7% 

Hailam 3.3% 3.2% 4.8% 5.0% 

Other 

Chinese 

2.7% 2.1% 4.2% 8.5% 

All groups 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Table 2.2. Percentages of Chinese population in Sabah 1921-1960 (Han, 1971) 
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Chinese were sponsored to come to Sabah between 1881 and 1941 through at least 

three major immigration schemes: Sir Walter Medhurst’s scheme, the Basel 

Missionary Society Scheme and the Free Passage Scheme (Wong, 1999). In 1882, 

225 Chinese immigrated to Sabah, including two Hakkas from the Basel Missionary 

Society. The two Christians were funded by Medhurst and another 147 Chinese 

immigrants were sponsored with free passage. The Basel Missionary Society sent 

their members to Sabah to explore the new territory for future immigration. In later 

years, 96 Christian Hakkas arrived in Kudat, Sabah. Most of the Hakka Christians 

who came with the arrangement of the Basel church originated from the various 

counties of Guangdong Province where the Hakka people lived. In order to import 

more labourers, the North Borneo Company encouraged Chinese to enter the state by 

introducing a new immigration scheme, known as the “Free Passage” or “Free Pass” 

which particularly recruited numbers of Chinese immigrants. Moreover, the newly 

arrived immigrants with a Free Pass would be offered a landholding of not more than 

25 acres (Wong, 1999; Wong, 2005). The new immigration scheme was practically 

popular among the Hakkas; they were willing to take this opportunity and bring their 

family with them to Sabah. Compared with their overcrowded communal land in 

China, the offer of agricultural land by the government was a bonus and gave them 

hope. Overall, the immigration schemes of Sabah during the late 19th century to the 

first half of the 20th century caused large Hakka immigration to Sabah. The first 

Hakka-based Christian church was established in Sandakan in 1907. The Hakka 

population in Sabah increased steadily in numbers and contributed to the biggest 

speech group in the 1921 census. The increasing number of Hakka immigrants in 

Sabah was not only the intention of Hakkas, but also the policy of the British North 

Borneo Government. A formal agreement between the British North Borneo 

Chartered Company and the Basel Mission was concluded in 1912. The Basel 

Mission, in the role of an agent, recruited Chinese labourers. Members of the Basel 

Mission were Hakka, and they proved their worth and utility in the emerging 

agricultural development threshold. The governor noted that the consensus of opinion 

undoubtedly appeared to be in favour of immigration allocation (Zhang, 2002).   

There are two marked features of Sabah Hakkas. First of all, Sabah is the only region 

among overseas Chinese communities where Hakka forms the largest speech group: it 

can be said that every second Chinese in Sabah is Hakka; Hakka language is the 
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lingua franca among Chinese. Secondly, about 30% of the Sabah Hakka were 

Christians stemming from the fact that the earliest Hakka pioneers who immigrated to 

Sabah came via the Basel missions’ arrangement (Wong 2000). Considering that 

Hakka is one of the Chinese ethnic groups and a part of essential Chinese culture is 

Confucianism, the large number of Hakka Christians is notable among the overseas 

Chinese. 

2.1.5 Sandakan  

Sandakan is the former capital city of British North Borneo. Sandakan Harbour is 

located in the east coast of Borneo Island, it used to be one of the busiest ports of 

Borneo for trading and transportation. The earliest Chinese immigrants who arrived in 

Sandakan around 1860 were Taiping Rebellion followers; they were the first of the 

Chinese immigration in Sabah. It was 20 years before the first Chinese labourers were 

introduced by the Chartered Company in 1881(Niew, 1993). Sandakan was chosen to 

be the field site for this research for historical reasons. Sandakan was Sabah’s capital 

city before the Second World War; it has a good location for immigrants, and for 

business networks. Sandakan is the second biggest city in Sabah now; it has not been 

well-developed like Kota Kinabalu (the capital city of Sabah) nor interfered with by 

other languages. Sandakan is believed to preserve a rich Chinese culture for data 

collection. 

Sandakan is called ‘little Hong Kong’ because the flourishing business along the port 

and the lighting of the sails, are an image of Hong Kong. Although Lee and Tan 

(2000) pointed out that Sandakan is a Cantonese speaking city. I believe that the name 

of ‘little Hong Kong’ comes from the trade between Sandakan and South of China 

and Hong Kong; and many Chinese immigrated to Sandakan through Hong Kong as 

Hong Kong was a major port of the south of China. There is little evidence to show 

that Cantonese speakers were the majority of Sandakan. Instead, it was confirmed that 

the Hakka population contributed more than half of the Chinese population in Sabah. 

As a capital city, Sandakan should comprise the great number of Hakkas. The name of 

‘little Hong Kong’ is because most of Sandakan’s business was operated by 

Cantonese speakers and it has made other Chinese groups speak Cantonese. 
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Cantonese has become a superior and more common language which has 

overshadowed the Hakkas.  

2.2 Policy and education 

Choosing a language is not only for communicating with people in regular life; the 

decision seems to be made at several political levels from the local to national. There 

is no more difficult or more complicated educational decision than choosing a 

language for schools and national education. Once the language education has been 

determined, it is easy to form people’s cultural identity and political identity 

(Fordham, 1994). The approach of studying language policy provides deeper and 

broader perspectives on language conflicts which are often reduced in popular 

treatments without discussion of the pros and cons about using language in a 

multilingual society (Fishman, 2006). Language policy may either encourage 

language use or in contrast, it can cause language attrition.  

As a Taiwanese, I am taking the language planning of Taiwan as an example. During 

the period 1895 to 1945, Taiwan was under Japanese rule. Japanese was the official 

language and the medium of instruction in the education system. In schools, other 

Taiwanese languages (including Chinese and Taiwanese indigenous languages) were 

forbidden. The supreme status of Japanese eventually caused language discrimination 

(Chen, 2010). In the period of the Japanese protectorate, Taiwanese who were not 

able to speak Japanese were seen as peasants; and Japanese speakers were in the 

privileged class although they were all native Taiwanese. Even in modern Taiwan, 

today, many people who are over age 80 are fluent Japanese speakers. They are 

respected Taiwanese because of their fine Japanese education.  

The second period in the national language policy of Taiwan was when the 

Kuomingtang (KMT) retreated from Mainland China and occupied the territory of the 

Republic of China in Taiwan in 1949. Mandarin was nominated as the sole national 

language in Taiwan; other languages were strictly forbidden by law. Through political 

domination and the enforcement of language policy, Mandarin was rapidly promoted 

as the official, national and educational language at the cost of the suppression of 

Taiwan’s native languages (Chen, 2006). Although the Taiwanese languages 

revolution (還我母語運動) in 1988, organised by Hakka leaders, brought pressure on 
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the government and the language policy has been modified, Mandarin still retains its 

predominant status. Language planning is the most important basis of cultural 

identity, and the choice of education system is very influential. Schools not only form 

and promulgate the interpretation of oral and written culture, but also are responsible 

for spreading knowledge. The educational language effectively equals the language of 

the elite, which results in the fading out of the home language. Hokkien and Hakka 

languages have existed in Taiwan since the 17th century; Taiwanese indigenous 

languages (Formosan languages) have an even longer history. Although the language 

policy has been improved in the current decade, and some of those languages are 

selected curriculum in primary and high schools in parts of Taiwan, Mandarin’s 

monopoly has caused the attrition of other Taiwanese languages, and the revival of 

language is limited.   

2.2.1 Malaysia’s education and language policy 

Malaysia’s language policy and the debate on the medium of instruction has always 

been a sensitive and complicated issue. Not only the centrality of language to 

education but also the social status of each ethnic group ensure that language planning 

and politics are regular discussion topics among political parties in the parliament of 

Malaysia. Language and language policy both exist in a highly complex, interacting 

and dynamic context, the modification of any part of which may have correlated 

causes or effects on any other part. Non-linguistic factors such as religion, culture, 

demography, politics and other should be considered in planning languages as those 

factors may result in changes (Spolsky, 2004).  

The end of the Second World War brought political change in Malaysia. Multiple 

communities in the Peninsula of Malaya decided to unite and gain independence from 

their colonial masters, the British. In 1963, Singapore, Sabah and Sarawak merged 

with Malaya to form Malaysia. Under British rule, each group had a different 

education system. The Chinese, especially, were allowed to establish their own 

schools and use curriculum, teachers and textbooks from China. The government 

funded English schools and supplied the manpower for the administration machinery. 

In order to develop a new country and forge a Malaysian nationalism, Tunku Abdul 

Rahman, the first Prime Minister of Malaysia, formulated the philosophy of an 
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“authentic” indigenous language. He made a speech in which he asserted that, “If 

National language is not introduced, our country will be devoid of a unified character 

and personality” (Hassan, 2005). Bahasa Malaysia was chosen as the national 

language of Malaysia. It is reasonable to consider Bahasa Malaysia as the national and 

official language, as Bahasa Malaysia speakers are the majority in Malaysia. 

However, almost 25% Chinese Malaysians and 7% Indian Malaysians comprise one 

third of the total Malaysian population. Chinese and Indians have their various 

heritage languages, so the great number of non-Malays in Malaysia should not be 

ignored. Following Tunku Abdul Rahman’s philosophy, a newly independent nation 

needed to build nationalism by using a common language. Bahasa Malaysia may not 

have been the best choice at that time but it was politically appropriate. 

National public primary schools in Malaysia have different types and different 

mediums of instruction.  

• Bahasa Malaysia-medium National Schools: use the national language 

(Bahasa Malaysia) as the medium of instruction. The schools are government-

owned and operated.  

• Non-Bahasa Malaysia-medium National-type Schools: have the right to 

choose the language of instruction such as Mandarin and Tamil schools. 

Bahasa Malaysia must be included in the compulsory subjects. Those 

National-type schools are either government aided and government owned or 

government aided and operated by the local communities. 

• Public secondary schools in Malaysia are Bahasa Malaysia-medium and other 

private secondary schools such as Chinese independent high schools, Islamic 

schools and international schools founded by committees. These schools have 

the right to make their own policy but they must include the national language, 

Bahasa Malaysia, as a compulsory subject.  

In Malaysia, in order to improve English in education, the medium of instruction for 

mathematics and science subjects was switched from Bahasa Malaysia to English in 

2003. The policy did not last long, not only because of the opposition from 

nationalists but the difficulties of teaching English to Malay students in rural areas. 

The six-year policy was ceased and mathematics and science education reverted to 

Bahasa Malaysia as the medium of instruction. The arguments are continuing: Bahasa 
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Malaysia lacked terminology for science and technology, it may fail to perform its 

function and may not benefit education. For the purpose of building Malaysian 

nationalism, Malaysia was eager to end any official roles for English after 

independence from being a British colony (Stephen, 2013). Language policies in 

Malaysia are controversial and indecisive, often interfered with by ethnicism 

(Campbell, 2009). Certainly, Chinese schools choose Mandarin as the medium of 

instruction and put less emphasis on Bahasa Malaysia for raising the sense of Chinese 

consciousness. Most Chinese parents prefer Chinese independent high schools 

because they believe that Chinese schools offer better education than public schools. 

Mandarin is not only considered an appropriate and beneficial language, it is also 

regarded as cultural identity. Chinese independent schools have provided “educated” 

manpower for the economy, specifically in the private sector. Chinese parents wish 

their children’s education to be the best investment for future careers. Although the 

Chinese independent schools’ certificate is not accepted by the national Malaysian 

universities, it is recognised by most private colleges in Malaysia as well as many 

educational institutions internationally. 

Chinese Malaysian students who would like to study in university either go overseas 

or attend private universities in Malaysia. Chinese independent school leavers who 

have been able to further their studies overseas, such as in Taiwan and elsewhere, 

often have returned to work as professionals in the private sector in Malaysia (Tan, 

2000). In Malaysia, the Chinese Malaysians have their own education system which 

offers education from secondary schools to universities. Although their certificates of 

independent Chinese schools may not be accepted by public departments, those 

graduates are still welcome in Chinese communities. It can be said that a Chinese 

Malaysian can survive in Malaysia with only a few years public education and 

perhaps with limited national language proficiency.  

Another language shift affected by language policy in Malaysia is one of the 

indigenous groups-Kadazan who live mainly in Penampang on the west coast of 

Sabah. With the establishment of Bahasa Malaysia as the national language, the 

Kadazan children in Sabah prefer Bahasa Malaysia instead of their heritage language 

because of the pressure of the predominant use of Bahasa Malaysia that became the 

medium of instruction in schools (David & Dealwis, 2008). The medium of 

instruction in school is vital in determining children’s language choices as adults and 
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has great influence on language maintenance. In the years of newly attained 

Malaysian independence, the liberal educational policies supported linguistic 

pluralism and encouraged the development of Chinese medium schools (Tan, 1996). 

2.2.2 Chinese schools in Malaysia and Sabah 

In the period of British colonisation, the government was indifferent to the education 

of minority ethnic groups in Malaya (Malaysia), because the British authorities 

assumed that those immigrants would return to their home countries eventually. The 

many schools organised by Chinese and Indians were allowed to design their own 

curriculum and maintain their ethnic languages (Gill, 2007). The Chinese, who have 

always valued education, set up schools wherever they settled. The British left the 

Chinese schools in Malaya very much on their own (Tan, 2000). The increasing 

number of Chinese families during the period of British colonisation led to a critical 

demand for education. Those immigrants believed that establishing schools could 

maintain their heritage language and culture. Chinese started to donate money and 

enthusiastically supported the founding of Chinese schools.  

The first Chinese school in the peninsula (Malacca) was established in 1815. The 

three Straits Settlements of Penang, Malacca and Singapore were believed to have 

established schools in around 1815-1819, but no solid record is left. Those schools 

were more likely sishui (home school) in Chinese. Those schools were managed by 

local Chinese communities. The development of founding schools in Sabah is 

consistent with the history of Chinese immigration in Sabah. The greatest influx of 

Chinese immigrants arriving in Sabah was between 1882 and 1886; the first Chinese 

school established in Kudat was in 1886. The Basel Christians pioneered formal 

Chinese language education in Kudat in 1886 where the Chinese immigrants landed; 

it was the first Chinese school in Sabah (Wong, 2003). This demonstrates the Chinese 

eagerness for study and they attempted to maintain Chinese languages and cultures 

when they started life in a new place. The following year another well planned school 

appeared, set up at a temple –San Sheng Kung, Sandakan. San Sheng Kung was 

founded by four dialect (language) speech groups which had originated from the 

Guangdong Province of China. They were Cantonese, Hakka, Teochew and 

Hainanese speakers; Hokkien speakers were not included as they were from another 
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province. Impressively, the Chinese in Sabah only took a few years to found their first 

school while the large Chinese immigrants in Strait of Malacca in Straits Settlements 

experienced a longer process. 

There were three major missionary societies that provided the people of Sabah with 

English education. They were: Roman Catholics, the Anglican Society for the 

Propagation of the Gospel (SPG) and the Basel Missionary Society. The first school 

was founded by the Roman Catholics; St. Mary’s School was opened in Sandakan in 

1883 with an enrolment of five boys. The SPG opened St. Michael’s School in 1887, 

offering education for girls and St. Monica’s School was built in 1889 (Wong, 2003). 

The Basel Mission established the first school in Kudat in 1886. It was a school for 

Chinese Hakka students and the school mainly used Hakka language for its teaching 

medium. The Basel Mission continued to organise schools and founded another 

Chinese school, Sung Siew, in Sandakan, Sabah in 1912. Sung Siew was the first 

Chinese school in Sabah involving an English based curriculum and English medium 

[基督教巴色會在 1886 年開辦了一所以客家語為媒介的華文學校。並於 1912 年

又在山打根創立了雙修(Sung Siew)學校，這也是第一所將英文列入課程綱要的

華文源流學校。] (Wong, 2005). As the members of the Basel Mission were mostly 

Hakka, they attached great importance to education. 晴耕雨讀 is one of the Hakka 

proverbs, saying “farming on sunny days, studying on rainy days”. English education 

had a significant effect on Sabah Hakka immigration, it had helped Sabah Hakka 

people to transform the community from being a primarily agricultural based dialect 

group to becoming civil servants and professionals (Wong, 2005). [巴色會的成員一

般都是客家人，客家人重視教育鼓勵孩童們學習，因此英語教育使得客家族群

在當時由從事農作的工人晉升為專業人員。] Taking English education resulted in 

a major shift in the economic inclination of the Hakka community. The shift 

represented the break with their traditional ties to landholding and their venturing into 

other vocations. This occurred during the 1920s while the Hokkien and Teochew 

people dominated the Strait Settlements and the contacts between European business 

and Sabah. More and more English educated Hakka people were taken in to serve as 

civil servants (Wong, 2003). Today, in modern Sabah, the church may not be valued 

as it was a hundred years ago, although there are still many Sabah Hakkas claiming 
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that they are Basel Christians. Basel Missions still play a significant role in 

maintaining Hakka language and culture in Sabah.  

2.3 Media 

2.3.1 Television Programmes 

Media is increasingly important in the formation of shared identities for populations 

spread across the globe. In Malaysian Chinese communities, Chinese television 

programmes and publications have not only built a connection between them and their 

homeland, but also united all ethnic groups into a closer relationship. The television 

and radio programmes in Malaysian Chinese communities were broadcast in several 

languages. During the 1970s, a few years after the establishment of Malaysia, 

television was introduced and became popular. Meanwhile the entertainment industry 

in Hong Kong had advanced rapidly. Cantonese, therefore, acted as the medium to 

spread throughout overseas communities. In the 1980s, Cantonese television 

programmes swept over and permeated Malaysian Chinese life in all Chinese 

communities. Television Broadcasts Limited (TVB) is a commercial television station 

based in Hong Kong, it is the biggest exporter of Cantonese TV programmes. Chinese 

who were not Cantonese speakers may not always have understood the language, but 

they seemed to enjoy watching Cantonese videos and following the style of Hong 

Kong life (Carstens, 2005). Cantonese became a ‘trendy’ language; it caused the local 

Malaysian television station to start producing shows in Cantonese as well. The 

influence of Cantonese media still exists in Chinese communities in Malaysia, 

especially for middle-aged Chinese Malaysian audiences. The Cantonese-speaking 

media development in Malaysian Chinese communities was in the mid-1970s, 

Chinese Malaysians who were born or grew up during the 1970s were very familiar 

with Cantonese. The rise of the Hong Kong entertainment industry in the 1960s to 

1970s boosted the power of Cantonese; when television was introduced in Malaysian 

Chinese communities in the mid-1960s, it drove the trend of speaking Cantonese. As 

Hong Kong was under British rule at that time and Hong Kong acted as an 

entertainment hub in Asia, speaking the language of Hong Kongese showed fashion 

and modernity. Cantonese speaking television series became very popular in Malaysia 
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and led to locally produced television and radio programmes adopting Cantonese as 

their medium (Sim, 2012). At that time, Cantonese occupied the media while 

Mandarin became the medium of instruction of Chinese schools. Although other 

Chinese languages still circulated in Malaysian Chinese communities, the scenario 

seemed likely to be challenged.  

However, the 21st century presents a different situation in media broadcasting. The 

advent of satellite television and the internet boosted the use of Mandarin and English 

and eroded the chance of survival for various native Chinese languages in Malaysia. 

Mandarin and English have started replacing the Chinese heritage language as the 

family language in the suburbs of Kuala Lumpur and Penang. The trend is likely to 

continue. A term ‘Pop culture China’ was introduced by Chua (2001); it refers to 

Chinese popular culture such as music, movie and television programmes. Pop culture 

China in Chua’s article included the PRC (People’s Republic of China), Taiwan, 

Hong Kong and Singapore, and covered various languages. In my research, I prefer to 

describe ‘Pop culture China’ as the sole Chinese pop culture from the PRC. Mandarin 

is the predominant language in this culture, excluding other Chinese languages. The 

Chinese government started a ‘going global’ policy in 2008 and committed a total 

amount of six billion US dollars to push Chinese media to international markets. With 

the global attention on the Beijing Olympic Games in 2008, the Pop culture China 

indeed had profound effects. China was keen to incorporate diasporic Chinese media 

into a PRC-centre; the Mandarin speaking media seems stronger than ever (Sun, Yue, 

Sinclair, & Gao, 2011).  

The diversity of response toward various Chinese media also reflects division in terms 

of the generation, gender and social class of Chinese Malaysian TV audiences. Young 

Chinese were more attracted to Cantonese popular culture while the seniors preferred 

selective Chinese traditions. Male audiences watched more violent, cruder or sexier 

Hong Kong productions. In contrast, females chose to enjoy family or romance 

themed Taiwanese dramas or the artistry of programmes from China. Audiences from 

different occupations favoured different languages on TV. Popular Hong Kong 

programmes had greater appeal among business people and students. For Mandarin 

shows, the audiences were more sophisticated. For example, the fans of the films from 

China usually had professional or intellectual backgrounds (Carstens, 2003).  
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In recent decades, China has put much effort into producing television programmes, 

series and reality shows; and developing Chinese pop music in order to strengthen 

Chinese identity into audiences of millions overseas Chinese. A Chinese Malaysian 

singer, Gary Chow from Sabah, Malaysia, and his children were invited to a Chinese 

reality show “Where are we going, Dad?”; and another female Malaysian singer Shila 

Amzah won the second prize in “I am a singer”, a Chinese television series of singing 

competitions. Both of these television programmes were broadcast in 2013 (Gary and 

Shila were involved in the second season in 2014) and their popularity swept across 

the Malaysian Chinese communities and overseas Malaysian student communities. 

Since then, many Chinese Malaysian audiences have felt more connections with 

China and Pop culture China. As a result, Mandarin has been brought overseas via the 

influence of Chinese media.  

Other pop cultures, such as Japanese and Korean are also welcome in Malaysia. 

Japanese and Korean lead the trend of fashion which develops the Japanese and 

Korean entertainment marketing. Because of the popular Korean music and dramas, 

some young Chinese Malaysians are interested in their languages. My research did 

not include the discussion on the influence of Japanese and Korean in Malaysian 

Chinese communities, because the fair language proficiency was not found to affect 

any of my participants’ linguistic identities. The young Hakkas may watch many 

Korean series online or follow their favourite singers via the social media, They also 

try to read or understand Korean, but those Korean pop culture followers did not 

identify themselves as Korean speakers. Accepting Japanese and Korean culture is not 

the cause of Hakka shifting, by contrast, the pan-Chinese media have more control.  

2.3.2 Newspapers 

Newspapers are another important information source in Chinese communities in 

Malaysia. Although in the current decades, electronic technology has started to 

replace papers, the newspaper in Malaysia still plays a pivotal role in transmitting the 

news. Chinese populations account for nearly a quarter of the total Malaysian 

population, but the Chinese newspapers have the greatest daily circulation in 

Malaysia. Specifically, one out of two over 15-year old Chinese Malaysians reads a 

Chinese newspaper (Khoo, 2011) [雖然華族人口僅佔總人口 24%左右，但華文報
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紙的日發行量卻是全國最大的。我們甚至可以說 15 歲以上馬來西亞華人中，每

兩名就有一名是華文報紙讀者。] All Chinese languages share the same writing 

system, which is the modern Chinese characters. Written Chinese was divided into 

simplified and traditional Chinese forms in the middle of the 20th century, Chinese 

Malaysians accepted both of them. The Chinese newspapers in Malaysia are printed 

out with the mixed Chinese forms, showing that their readers are familiar with 

simplified and traditional Chinese. I will not reintroduce the use of written Chinese in 

Malaysia in this research, the interpretation of written Chinese in newspapers is 

mentioned here to demonstrate the importance of reading Chinese in a various 

Chinese speech society. In written Chinese, the transliteration of various ethnic 

Chinese languages may be considered when it comes to a particular description, but it 

does not interfere with the reading. In Malaysia, the newspapers have adopted formal 

written Chinese, also known as literacy Chinese. Literacy Chinese requires the 

background of Chinese education, which is the modern spoken Mandarin Chinese.  

2.3.3 Social Media 

Social network sites have made tremendous impact in modern society. The popular 

social network sites such as Facebook, Twitter or the social media YouTube serve 

billions of users and have become the major and essential platforms for people to 

communicate. The development of social network sites and social media allows 

people to communicate more efficiently; the users find it easier than ever to access the 

public. In the digital environment, the information is varied and widespread; any 

topics can be shared and commented on, which gives rise to important issues 

concerning language use and language choice on social networks. 

Research about language and media focuses more on minority language maintenance. 

The influence of media is considered to be hindering the process of minority language 

shift. Media is not only spreading the knowledge of the minority to the public but 

forming the solid identity for the members of the group (Cormack, 2007). The 

Cantonese and Hong Kong entertainment industry is a good example for language 

maintenance. Although there have been a great number of Cantonese speakers in 

mainland China and overseas Chinese communities, the broadcasting of Hong Kong 

TV programmes improves the maintenance of Cantonese. It can also be argued that 
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the language choice of the media is designed for the targeted audience (Bell, 1984) 

which means the Cantonese speaking programmes are produced for the market.  

There is no doubt that the media and the language use are completely correlative, the 

language of media exerts positive control of language maintenance. Current language 

maintenance research omits the languages which are not chosen by media. For 

example, Cantonese seems to be well-maintained because of the assistance of 

broadcasting. From the other point of view, Cantonese also presses other languages to 

shift. My research found the majority Hakka speakers in Sabah are able to speak 

fluent Cantonese. Some of the Hakka families shift to Cantonese because of the 

perceived superiority of Cantonese speakers. Those Hakka Cantonese speakers 

claimed that they acquired Cantonese via TVB (a TV broadcast in Hong Kong). It is 

convincing that the great influence of Cantonese causes language shifts not only of 

Hakka but more. To support maintenance of minority languages, media need to pay 

attention on the languages which seems to be under threat, however this may not be 

the first priority of media companies. 

The awareness of Hakka language maintenance in Taiwan led to the establishment of 

Hakka TV in 2003. According to the survey of Hakka Affairs in 2014, the Hakka 

language and Hakka identity in Taiwan are reviving (Hakka Affair Council, 2014). 

Speaking Hakka on TV is reversing the process of Hakka language shift. Although the 

authorities of Taiwanese Hakka Department attempt to export the Hakka programmes 

to Malaysian Chinese communities for the Hakka culture and language preservation, 

there is little response (Wei, 2016). Hakka TV channel is believed to be influential for 

language maintenance in overseas Hakka communities.  

Due to the technology improvement in the current decade, social media in the modern 

society is the major way for people to obtain information. It is easier and more 

convenient to follow the trend of pop culture through the internet which creates more 

contacts between the major media and the users. Moreover, the wake up of PRC’s 

new status as a global power and the Chinese-language media have expanded its angle 

to outside of China. The Chinese government has committed six billon US dollars to 

push Chinese media to the global space in order to blur the distinction between 

‘China’ and ‘overseas Chinese’(Sun et al., 2011). The great number of overseas 

Chinese in southeast Asia is the potential market. Regardless of the political or 
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business purpose, Mandarin is now ascending to the highest status and dominating 

‘Chinese’. Therefore, for most Chinese Malaysians, the main sources of receiving 

information are Chinese, both reading in Chinese and watching Mandarin speaking 

TV programmes.  

To sum up, the media in the contemporary Malaysian Chinese communities are 

dominated by Mandarin in multiple telecommunications. Media has inspired the 

growth of Mandarin. It is also generally causing the other Chinese languages 

including Cantonese (the pre-preferred language), to lose their speakers.   

2.4 Identity 

Identity indicates a feature of belonging. It reflects belief and personal experience in 

life. Identity is a ‘production’ which is never complete, always in process, and always 

constituted within, not outside, representation (Hall, 1990). When a language is 

chosen, a certain degree of identity is exposed; the individuals’ background and 

related information such as social status, education levels and origins are all 

embedded in language identity (Hall, 2013).  

Before going into my participants’ identity, an idea of ‘Malaysia identity’ should be 

introduced. In Malaysia, ethnicity is very distinct and is recorded on the birth 

certificate. Ethnicity is a group of people who identify with each other by sharing a 

similar background: ancestry, culture, language and religion. Ethnicity is the 

classification of people and group relationships. In social anthropology, ‘ethnicity’ 

refers to aspects of relationships between groups which consider themselves similar  

(Eriksen, 2002, p. 4) .  

Malaysia is a multicultural country with four major ethnic groups: Malay, Chinese, 

Indian and Malaysian indigenous. As the Malay population forms the largest ethnic 

group, the theme of identity formation in Malaysia practically refers to Malays. 

‘Malayness’ in history indicates post-colonial Malaysia as an independent country 

while nationally ‘Malayness’ in the framework of socioeconomic New Economic 

Policy (NEP) separated Malay (including all indigenous groups) and others. Malay 

and non-Malay represent clear identity constructions respectively in Malaysia; 

Chinese Malaysians and Indian Malaysians created their cultural and ethnic characters 
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(Shamsul, 2001). The emphasis of Chinese identity in Malaysia is undoubtedly a 

‘non-Malay’ identification (Tan, 1997) which is also shown in their education, 

language proficiency and language attitudes.  

Within social psychology, a person’s image is seen to have two components: personal 

identity and social identity. The latter derives from membership of various groups 

(Liebkind, 2010). This research is based on language use by Chinese Malaysians, how 

the participants choose their language and how they identify the language, all related 

to the ethnic identity which is the most significant factor of Chinese Malaysians’ 

language behaviours. Language is experienced as a marker of identity and it is a 

symbol of ‘us-ness’. As we speak, we reveal who we are. Through sharing a similar 

background, language also supports the sense of belonging and forms social bonds 

(Coulmas, 2013). In a multicultural society, ethnicity is often seen as an essential part 

of identity. Ethnic identity can be simply defined as the ethnic component of social 

identity, but it differs from other social identities such as gender, education or 

economics because ethnic identity is a matter of subjective belief in the common 

ancestry. Ethnic identity refers to the origins or shared beliefs, it always involves 

some form of kinship or families. Giles, Bourhis, and Taylor (1977) introduced a 

theoretical framework for understanding the interrelationships among language, 

ethnicity and intergroup relations, which is divided into three parts. It is clear that 

language can be manipulated to maintain intergroup relations and in a multicultural 

society, a minority group is suggested to extend its language use in various domains 

to avoid language attrition from external pressures. This method is useful for 

understanding language change in a Hakka community in a multilingual society.  

Ethnolinguistic identity is a development of social psychology of language and ethnic 

identity; ethnolinguistic identity involves identifying members of a speech group and 

recognising the boundaries with other social categories. Members of a speech group 

highly value their ethnic language and see the language as a passport to distinguish 

themselves from other groups. If two individuals from different ethnolinguistic groups 

identity with a number of other common groups, then the difference of their linguistic 

identity may be more salient although the shared group membership is marked too 

(Giles & Johnson, 1987). For example, Malaysian Hakkas are one of the Chinese 

ethnic groups in Malaysia while the Chinese population consists of one quarter of 

total Malaysians. Speaking any Chinese languages in Malaysia indeed shows Chinese 
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identity. In some circumstances, speaking Hakka provides a more positively valued 

sense of ethnicity, even if Malaysian Hakkas share the common Chinese culture with 

other Malaysian Chinese groups. Ethnolinguistic identity is a significant determinant 

to perceive the Chinese groups’ norm differently in Malaysia while Mandarin has 

blurred the Chinese ethnic boundaries and weakened the vitality of each Malaysian 

Chinese group. 

This research illustrates Hakka language’s maintenance and shift in a Hakka 

community. More specifically, the push forces which cause the attrition of Hakka 

language are mostly from external influences. By contrast, Hakka identity is the major 

power to maintain and pull the language back. The Hakka identity discussions include 

Hakka traditions, the religion and the respect for Hakka elders. If Hakka identity is the 

strongest force to keep the language, how Hakka people maintain the identity against 

language shift will be demonstrated in Chapter Six.  

2.5 Theoretical framework 

The theoretical framework of this research is based on the assumption that Hakka 

language is shifting in a Hakka community in Sabah, Malaysia where Hakka language 

was the lingua franca in the previous decades. As Malaysia is a multilingual society 

with various ethnic groups, the total living languages are 137 including around 10 

Chinese languages. The Chinese population in Sabah is not the majority, but prior 

research has demonstrated that Hakka have formed the greatest number of the total 

Chinese population (Han, 1971; Lee, 1965). It can be said that one of every two 

Chinese in Sabah is Hakka, and their language has been the most common language 

among all Chinese ethnic groups since the 1950s. However, the language realignment 

in Malaysia in the past half century has made Hakka language decline. It seems as if 

Hakka is not now the preferred language in many domains.  

Language choices made by individuals reflect the interaction between the speakers 

and the community. The notable question of Fishman (1965): ‘who speaks what 

language to whom, and when’ emphasises the domain and interlocutors of a speech. 

Language choices can be affected by several levels, from personal identity to the 

related social issues. Sociolinguistic studies have focused on the phenomenon of 

multilingual society and the speakers’ cultural practices often accompany it. As stated 
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in Chapter One, my research explores linguistic maintenance and change in the Hakka 

community in Sabah. To restate, my research questions are: 

• What are the factors that influence linguistic change in a Hakka community? 

• Why is a specific language being used in a domain? 

• What are the preferred languages among different Hakka generations? 

• How do Hakkas respond to the changes of culture and language? 

• How does dominant culture impact upon language choice or attitudes towards 

languages? 

• Does linguistic position allow access to two cultures and multiple identities? 

 

Concerns about inter-ethnic relations are relevant to language use by Chinese 

Malaysians. The policies of that are designed to shape patriotism may affect the rights 

of maintaining Chinese heritage and disturb the balance of relations among all 

Malaysians. Views of cultures, history, religions and people’s activities provide an 

account of systematically variable use of an ethnolinguistic subset by members of a 

Malaysian Chinese community. The theoretical framework in this sociolinguistics 

research is combining the ethnolinguistic fields with a concentration of language 

preferences in three generations and the factors of language choice.  

Sociolinguistics is a study combining the two concepts of sociology and linguistics. 

Sociolinguistics seeks to understand how language change starts, progresses and 

finishes (Weinreich, Labov, & Herzog, 1968). It is generally concerned with people’s 

lives as shown through linguistics. Sociolinguistics is a data-driven discipline which 

offers the basis of comprehensive guiding questions for data collection in the field. 

The research of Gal (1979) in Oberwart of Austria proved that language choices by 

participants can be seen as the indicator of different social classes. A case study of 

language choices among grandparents, parents and children in a Chinese community 

in Britain illustrated that the language use and the degree of bilingualism can be 

affected by kinds of social status (Li, 1994). These studies emphasised that language 

behaviours are symbolic of group identities, ages, genders and socio-economic status, 

they provided wide comparison among three generations in their social network, 

conversations between generations and family members, but did not address in depth 

the contacts among various speech groups in a multicultural society.  
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Based on sociolinguistic theoretical framework, the language use by Hakka on various 

occasions will be illustrated in this research. However, in such a multilingual society 

as Sabah, the relationships among ethnic groups should always be considered. For 

Hakkas, identity is one of the significant factors to aid language maintenance. 

Moreover, Hakka identity is being used to distinguish themselves from other Chinese 

groups in Sabah and in Malaysia. Hakkas’ linguistic behaviours are determined by 

education, policy, media, and all other contextualised social phenomena. Apart from 

external influences, the Hakka culture and the participants’ personal identity in social 

status and ethnicity are equally crucial.  

I have selected ethnolinguistic theory which seems very pertinent to my study. 

Ethnolinguistics is a linguistic study that includes culture and ethnicity. 

Ethnolinguistic identity theory addresses the issue of who in an ethnic group uses 

what language strategy, when and why, in interethnic encounters (Giles & Johnson, 

1987). Russell (2000) applied ethnolinguistic theory to describe and integrate 

variables to the language vitality of a language community. The relationship between 

language and the community is significant in the study of ethnolinguistic vitality 

which can be understood in the language behaviour of participants. Theories of 

ethnolinguistic research provide a way to understand languages and their choices by 

my participants in Sabah. 

This research employs both a sociolinguistic and ethnolinguistic theoretical 

framework for understanding the Hakka language which is being used in multiple 

domains and interrelationships among language, ethnicity and the Malaysian Chinese 

community. More methodology theories about my research will be introduced in 

Chapter Three. An important concept in sociolinguistic theory is that of domains 

(Fishman, 1972). 

2.5.1 Fishman: Domain theory 

Domains help us to understand language choice and topic (Fishman, 1965). For 

instance, individuals prefer to have a conversation about topic X in language X, this 

makes everyone feel comfortable because the topic pertains to a domain in which that 

language is dominant. On the other hand, when the same interlocutors discuss topic X 

in language Y, although language X maintains dominance, this domain displays far 
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different social interaction. In this thesis, domain theory will be the main theory to 

explore and explain what language the participants speak to whom and when. Five 

domains (Fishman, 1972) are involved in this study: family, friendship, religion, 

education and employment.  

Based on domain theory, questions asked during my interviews were: 

• What language do you speak when you are in the domains (government 

agency, hospital, shopping domains, school and family gathering)? 

• What language do you speak to family members? (grandparents, parents, 

children, grandchildren) 

• What language do you speak to friends (officemates, neighbours, classmates)? 

• What language do you speak when you speak to …? (teachers, Hakkas, non-

Hakkas) 

 

The domain theory may seem old-fashioned in the current sociolinguistic studies, but 

domains are essential to understand Hakkas’ language choices. Most Hakkas in 

Malaysia are bi/multilingual, their various language choices depend on the situation 

and interlocutors. Based on domains, my participants’ language choices can be 

analysed, identifying the status-marker of Hakka language in the community. 

Although Fishman’s domain theory provided instruction about conducting fieldwork 

efficiently, there were uncertain ties amongst participants. For example, it is clear that 

speaking Hakka at home is the tradition and it stresses the importance of family 

cohesion. According to my observations during four-months fieldwork, who is 

included in the conversation is a factor of whether Hakka language is maintained in 

the home domain. The language can be replaced by Cantonese or Mandarin if the 

conversation is only between two young brothers; it can also shift to Hakka 

immediately when other, older family members join in. Since the attitudes towards 

language use affect the language choices in various domains, extensive observation 

helped to explore the domains and build the foundation for the interviews.  

In addition, domain theory helps to understand patterns of language switching. 

Generally, in Sabah, Mandarin is the language used on a formal occasion (meetings, 

speeches, schools) while Hakka represents the more informal counterpart (at home or 

at a food stall). Cantonese can be seen as a business language due to the history of 
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immigration in Sabah. Cantonese is described as more polite than Hakka but less 

conventional. Hence, Cantonese has been chosen in most domains. From those 

examples, language in various domains shows its functions, the functions of language 

represent participants’ attitudes that offer a better understanding of Hakkas and their 

language use.    

2.5.2 Language maintenance and shift 
Language shift and language maintenance are two frequent topics of discussion when 

a language has been challenged by others. In some situations of language contact, the 

stable bilingual society can either last for a long period of time or the minority 

language eventually loses its speakers and gives way to the dominant language. 

Language maintenance refers simply to the preservation of a language from 

generation to generation (Winford, 2008). When language contact occurs, languages 

might change by slight degrees but the system of language – the phonology, 

morphology, syntax, semantics, and the core lexicons remain relatively intact. 

Language shift is understood as some demonstrable change which has occurred in the 

pattern of habitual use (Fishman, 1972a). The definition of language shift by Winford 

(2008) was “the partial or total abandonment of a group’s native language in favour of 

another.” Once the language is no longer used by members of a group, although it was 

in the past the medium for communication, then the language shift has been 

completed. Another definition of language shift is that “ if a language contact 

situation results in one or more languages being abandoned by speakers, the terms 

‘language shift’ ‘language loss’ ‘language obsolescence’ and ‘language death’ can be 

applied” (Pauwels, 2016, p. 18). Potowski (2013) emphasized the ‘replacement’, 

which is when a language is replaced by another as the primary means of 

communication or socialisation within in a community, thus language shift is a 

possibility. Research into language shift focuses on a language which is not being 

used by a group for various reasons, and another language is preferred. Language 

attrition is when lack of exposure to a language environment, leads to difficulties 

accessing the memories and knowledge of the language. If the speakers have not used 

a language for long or being have been influenced by other languages, the attrition is 

significantly increased (Schmid, 2011). 

According to my fieldwork in Sabah in 2015, Hakka language is still active in most 

Chinese communities of Sabah. Although Hakka may not be the favourite choice 
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when first meeting someone, it is spoken among Chinese. Hakka language is naturally 

spoken by old and middle-aged Chinese generations. I can confirm that Hakka 

language is not ‘totally abandoned’ yet. Hakka language may be used less by younger 

Hakkas, but the current situation could only show Hakka language has attrited as it 

has not been lost. Fishman (1991) also defined language shift as meaning when a 

language is failing to be passed down between generations. In my research, 52 Hakka 

participants across three generations were interviewed. Many of them are parents, and 

all the middle-aged Hakkas acquired Hakka language from their parents, which means 

Hakka has been maintained between the first and the second generations. Despite 

being Hakka speakers, not all middle-aged Hakka parents are necessarily passionate 

about speaking Hakka to their children. My data show that some Hakka parents do not 

speak Hakka to their children but some parents do. There are still some Hakkas who 

insist on Hakka at home. Hakka language is maintained between the first and the 

second Hakka generation, but the intergenerational transmission of Hakka language 

between the second (middle-aged) and the third generations (young) in this Hakka 

community has been questioned. More data will be discussed in later chapters. From 

the view of language shift, Hakka language in Sabah does not seem to qualify for the 

definition. Hakka is declining but there remain a number of supporters. I describe 

Hakka language in Sabah as in the process of language shift.  

Mandarin is obviously the biggest threat in the movement of language realignment in 

Chinese communities in Malaysia. When Mandarin starts to spread in Malaysia, it 

lowers Chinese heritage languages (or Chinese dialects so-called by Wang) in the 

social status (Wang, 2010, 2012). The previous research of Wang (2010, 2016, 2017) 

proved that Chinese languages, including Hakka are facing language shift. Even in a 

Hakka community in Penang with religion’s support, the intergenerational 

transmission is undergoing challenges from Mandarin. My research is based on Sabah 

where Hakka is the majority, unlike Kuala Lumpur and Penang, two large cities of 

Malaysia comprised of ethnic diversity. Sabah may encounter similar difficulties of 

Hakka language maintenance, but Sabah shows unexplored singularity.  
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2.5.3 Language choice 

A bilingual or a multilingual society often accompanies diglossia and language 

switching. The speakers in a multilingual community often switch languages or only 

switch vocabularies in the sentences depending on different domains and 

interlocutors. Their various languages skills are good enough to communicate, and 

they are free to express their thoughts and emotions according to preference and 

domain choice.  

Perspectives on bilingualism and language choice draw upon macro-social and micro-

interactional dimensions. The individual’s language behaviour is structured by social, 

situational context, and the individual’s activities; those are seen as macro-social 

perspectives. The micro-interactional perspective views the language users’ decisions, 

with an emphasis on their capacity to make language choices based on what social 

resources are available to them in producing and reproducing social structures and 

social relations (Li, 1994).    

The factors which might influence language choice are identity, occasion and 

purpose. Identity is always the most significant when a person would like to place 

himself or herself into a group. In Oberwart, Austria, Hungarian was spoken mostly 

by peasants and former peasants and symbolised the old way of life, the old forms of 

the prestige of the peasant community. In contrast, German speakers represented the 

educated upper class. The world of schooling, employment, and successful celebrity 

was totally a German speaking world. Occasion and purpose may make little 

difference in language choice. In the middle of the meeting, two men started a 

conversation in Hungarian which they usually used with each other although this 

meeting was conducted in German and bilinguals participated. Church in Oberwart 

was a location strongly associated with Hungarian; its purpose was to encourage 

Hungarian. The church also constituted a group of all bilingual children led by a 

bilingual teacher while young children there habitually spoke German (Gal, 1979).  

The major factor in the changes in Oberwart, Austria is occupation. Thus language 

use marks social status while various languages represent different functions. 

Hungarian is encouraged and maintained in church in Oberwart as Hakka is being 

preserved in Basel church in Sandakan. The sociolinguistic research in a Hungarian 
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and German bilingual community offers a case study to look into the progress of 

language shift and language maintenance. 

2.5.4 Family language policy  

The studies of language choice are the core of linguistic research in Malaysia. As 

Malaysians are used to switching languages in their daily life, the language practices 

reveal individuals’ backgrounds. Family and its widest ramifications, the clan, 

represent the core value of the Chineseness in Malaysian Chinese communities 

(Smolicz, 1981). The home domain is my primary focus in this research, not only 

because family structure and the importance of family values remain the essence of 

Hakka culture, but in the field of sociolinguistics, the choice of family language can 

be seen as the indicator of language vitality. Additionally, whether the language is 

being passed down to the next generation is one of the significances to consider 

language maintenance in a community.  

Family language policy can be defined as a deliberate and conscious attempt at 

practising a particular language within the home domain and among family members 

(Curdt-Christiansen, 2009). The studies of family language policy become crucial. In 

a multilingual society, the availability of the languages in the family raises the 

problems of selecting a home language. Parents sway between maintaining the 

heritage language and assisting their children to move into the mainstream. The 

school domain is the most noteworthy external influence; the immigrant family under 

state-controlled education may ignore or discourage heritage at home (Spolsky, 2012).  

With the growing number of families that share common societal multilingualism, the 

language use in Malaysia offers an example to show the influence of ethnic identity in 

deciding family language policy. In the Filipino-Malaysian Chinese families, the 

Filipina and mothers have decided to speak Filipino and tried to maintain Filipino 

culture at home, but when they communicated with Chinese or non-Filipino relatives, 

Hokkien, Bahasa Malaysia and English were included. The occurrence of 

codeswitching is expected; although English eventually plays the medium in the 

families, switching among languages shows moderate maintenance in other ethnic 

languages (Dumanig, David, & Shanmuganathan, 2013).  
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Family language policy determines children’s language acquisition and ideology. The 

way of thinking of language or what the language represents, for example, ethnic 

identity, shapes home language practices towards community language shift (King, 

Fogle, & Logan-Terry, 2008). The Hakka families in Penang showed a clear shift 

from Hakka to Hokkien and Mandarin as Penang is a Hokkien speaking city and 

Hokkien is considered the great pressure to threaten the use of Hakka. The change of 

language use in Hakka families reflects the interplay of social and educational factors 

while the Hakka ideology may exert limited influence (Wang, 2017). As mentioned 

above, Penang is known as a Hokkien speaking city, the Hakka family language 

policy encountered the conflicts between their heritage language (in the home 

domain) or the majority language (in the public domain). Interestingly, in Sabah, the 

Hakkas’ heritage language is consistent with the majority language of the State, but 

currently, in many Hakka families, Hakka is not being chosen as the family language. 

More family language policy studies are discussed further in Section 5.2 Hakka 

parents and family language policy to illustrate language use between the first and 

second Hakka generations, and the second and third Hakka generations. 

2.5.5 Language Attitudes 

In the field of sociolinguistics, the studies of language attitudes demonstrate language 

choice in a multilingual society, followed by the general review of participants’ 

behaviour or verbal responses. Language attitudes not only influence our reactions to 

other language users around us, but also influence our language choices that we make 

as we communicate. Language attitudes are dominated by powerful ideological 

positions. People in day-to-day living are apparently not conscious of the influence of 

those ideological positions, instead, they tend to accept common sense (Garrett, 

2010). Through the use of language, the socio-cultural norms are revealed that 

highlight the relationship between personal experiences and the environment.  

Language attitudes can be loosely divided into positive and negative. Positive feelings 

refer to a language which is often encouraged by the role it plays as a marker of a 

desired group. Negative language attitudes mean having rejected identity (Saville-

Troike, 2003). Chinese Malaysians are used to switching languages when they are 

involved in any conversation. Their language use patterns reflect the conscious choice 
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among languages. Most of my participants have clear attitudes toward each language, 

including any of the Chinese languages, Bahasa Malaysia and English. My data show 

that the majority of Chinese Malaysians gave negative attitudes to Bahasa Malaysia as 

they intentionally like to present their firm Chinese identity.  
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH 
METHODOLOGY 

Introduction  

This chapter describes the research methodology and data collection procedures used 

in this study, which explored the lived experience of language use by Chinese 

Malaysians in Sabah, Malaysia. My research focused on language maintenance and 

language shift among three generations in a Hakka community and explored their 

understandings, attitudes and identity construction. Sociolinguistic and ethnolinguistic 

methods are the theoretical framework for this research. Sociolinguistic researchers 

investigate language and how languages are being used in a community; they also 

seek the possible relationships between language and the society in which it funtions. 

When my participants choose their languages, they are concerned about their ethnic 

identity and the interlocutor’s ethnicity and their language proficiency. Language 

spoken in multicultural communities becomes more complex when ethnic identity and 

the socioeconomic competition among each ethnic groups are involved. 

Ethnolinguistic research concerns the knowledge of language and culture. The theory 

of ethnolinguistic vitality in this research supports the exploration of a wide variety of 

factors of Hakka language use in Sabah.  

Research contention 

As stated in Chapter One, my research contention concerns Malaysian Hakkas’ 

language use in various domains and the attitudes to this across different age groups. 

My research questions provided an initial direction, and were formulated in ways 

which allowed the identification and investigation of further issues that only doing the 

research could bring to light.  

This thesis looked at language use by three Hakka generations in Sandakan, Sabah. 

The initial research question was ‘Is Hakka language shifting? If so, how’? In 

particular, I explored the various language choices by old, middle-aged and young 

participants. For instance, in a Hakka family: what languages are spoken between 

parents and children, grandparents and grandchildren, and grandparents and parents. 
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In the public domains in a Hakka community, how are languages being switched by 

groups of peoples in different situations? I hoped that the results would provide 

evidence of whether the language is being maintained or is shifting. This research 

ascertained the understandings of people who are native Hakka speakers or who 

identified themselves as Hakkas, their ideology and their standpoints about their 

changing community and its languages (Sunderland, 2010). 

3.1 Theoretical framework of the research  

3.1.1 Sociolinguistics 

Sociolinguistic research concerns language and society; language is the medium 

among people who are the members of a particular society. Sociolinguistics includes 

comprehensive aspects of the society such as ethnicity, culture, religion, education, 

gender. Briefly, sociolinguistics explores people’s speech and its effects. A society 

may be plurilingual which means many speakers are able to use multiple languages, 

knowing the rules and principles and the ways of saying and doing things with 

sounds, words, and sentences rather than just a knowledge of the languages 

themselves (Wardhaugh, 2013). Most of the definitions of sociolinguistics are 

consistent and assert that social issues should be considered when the study looks into 

various languages and their use. The differences between sociolinguistic studies and 

others are that the “information of the society is used by linguists to better explain 

how language works in a group or further, while the sociologists and anthropologists 

used language variation to better explain how society works” (Hazen, 2014, p. 8).  

This research explores language use in three generations in a Hakka community in 

Sabah, Malaysia. The purpose of this study is to demonstrate Hakka language vitality 

in a traditional Hakka community. By applying a sociolinguistic theoretical 

framework, the change of speech patterns in Hakka language makes deeper sense and 

provides a better understanding of languages, society and the relations between them. 

Sociology, linguistics and anthropology share a theoretical view of human activities 

and the environment. Despite their close relationship, there are some arguments about 

the necessity to distinguish sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology. 
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Sociolinguistics became separated from anthropology because linguistic analysts 

sought a social theory to solve contemporary societal problems while anthropologists 

tended to concentrate on small-scale groups. Sociolinguistics and linguistic 

anthropology are experiencing a realignment due to the recent change of emphasis in 

the study of language and culture. Identity and concerns with the political dimension 

of language in social life are important issues for contemporary researchers to explore 

the relationships between people and how they deal with changing society (Gumperz 

& Cook-Gumperz, 2008) 

The variable language use in Sabah cannot fend off culture and ethnicity. The core 

values of Chinese Malaysians are their origins and ethnic (heritage) language. More 

specifically, in Malaysian Chinese communities, the speech group determines the 

social structure. The occupations of different Chinese ethnic groups lead to the 

established business networks and their work shapes territories and communities. For 

example, Hokkien and Teochew mostly deal with import and export businesses, 

preferring to stay close to the ports while Hakkas live in mountain areas and are 

generally engaged with agriculture or mining. Cantonese speakers are typically blue-

collar workers, occupying urban areas for doing technical works. Although the 

development of Malaysian economics is breaking down the traditional identification 

of each ethnic group with specific occupations, such identifications remain generally 

true today (Tan, 2000b). The increasing stiff competition and more and more 

interpersonal contacts in modern Malaysia allow more cooperation among groups for 

a common purpose or benefit. This interaction also contributes to culture 

interferences. The boundaries of the groups have become less important, presently 

showing slight differences among each ethnic group. The decreasing use of minority 

Chinese languages can be considered to be a result of the development of a 

multilingual society (Wang, 2010).  

Since culture and ethnic identity are the significant concerns of Chinese Malaysian 

studies, the methods of anthropology and ethnography both emphasise people, 

community and the connections between them. Research has demonstrated that 

“intergroup speech (and sometimes even intergroup-influenced outgroup speech) can 

serve as a symbol of ethnic identity and cultural solidarity; language is often the major 

embodiment of this ethnicity” (Giles et al., 1977, p. 307) The greatest challenge to 

this research is to marry and direct anthropology and ethnography in language studies 
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in a broad sense within those terms. Ethnographic research focuses on a few cases that 

comprise small-scale but in-depth studies. Ethnographers draw on a range of sources 

of data such as documentary evidence and observational records of people’s actions 

and conversations, and their everyday contexts. Such data are usually unstructured 

(Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007). Ethnographers record the daily lives of people 

through the researcher’s participation and observation. Interviews in ethnographic 

fieldwork are called “targeted” data collection as they ask specific but open-ended 

questions. Unlike quantitative or demographic approaches, qualitative interviewing 

allows participants to answer questions without pre-defined choices. In most cases, 

ethnographic interviews are spontaneous and based on everyday conversations from 

long term participant observation (Hoey, 2014).   

In the process of data analysis, interpretation is crucial. The collected data from 

interviews provide an alternative perspective to the researcher’s records, including 

fieldnotes and direct observation. Combined with a researcher’s fieldwork, this 

perspective can generate new analysis angles and findings (Copland & Creese, 2015) 

The implication, description and explanation all give distinctive character to 

understand the ethnographic work. Ethnography first became involved in linguistic 

research as a notion of ethnography of communication; Hymes (1964) pointed out that 

when many anthropological, sociological and psychological problems invaded the 

field of languages, the terms of ethnolinguistics, sociolinguistics and 

psycholinguistics were considered more characteristic and useful. Since the first 

appearance of the term Ethnography of communication in the 1960s, ethnographic 

studies have investigated directly the use of language in context. 

In the middle of the 20th century, the terms ‘anthropological linguistics’ and 

‘sociolinguistics’ were considered largely interchangeable. Since that time, the two 

have diverged. The study of anthropological linguistics recognises the various 

subsystems of language not as autonomous phenomena, which concern physical 

objects only in and of themselves, but in relation to cognition, culture, and social 

systems (Danesi, 2004). Anthropological linguistics is the study of language in its 

social and cultural context and explores the logic underpinning linguistic systems 

such as grammar. Culture embodies practice, and consists of the things people do to 

communicate in ongoing transgenerational social interaction (Foley, 1997). The role 

of language in culture is as a medium to create and record individuals; the study of 
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anthropology offers explanations as to why languages are being used in a particular 

way by particular speakers. Foley (1997) provided an example of language research in 

a village in Papua New Guinea, that was sociolinguistic research focused on language 

use in old and young generations, and by male and female speakers. The use of data in 

this anthropological linguistic approach revealed that the traditional village way of 

life was the key to the construction of Tok Pisin (a creole language spoken throughout 

Papua New Guinea). In my thesis, anthropological understandings inform my use of 

sociolinguists to describe and interpret the use of Hakka language under Chinese 

culture in a country with a ‘non-Chinese’ majority. The self and given identities 

influence Hakka people’s language choices. Moreover, the life of Chinese Malaysians 

is influenced by the history of their immigration and by the significance of kinship 

associations.     

3.1.2 Ethnolinguistics 

Linguistics and anthropology customarily deal with language as an ethnic 

phenomenon by definition and nearly all traditional linguistic research has been 

ethnolinguistic in character. Ethnolinguistics is the determination of what ethnicity 

does to language; similar to linguistics, anthropology’s view of the nature of ethnicity 

has undergone a radical change (Edmonson, 1973). Ethnolinguistics refers to all the 

speech codes, or the languages and the dialects, spoken by the various groups of 

people. For example, in the U. S. A., English-based Creoles emerged when English 

came into contact with other ethnic languages, such as Jamaican Creole, Nigerian 

Pidgin English and Sierra Leone Krio. Ethnolinguistic diversity indicates that not only 

are various linguistic codes switched by populations, but also the cultural meanings 

embedded in those codes. Cultural meaning involves social structure; social structure 

implicates aspects of identity as ethnicity, gender and social class (Farr, Seloni, & 

Song, 2010). Since language diversity develops in a multicultural society, the capacity 

for languages is shared across all communities. The use of language can be seen as a 

personal decision or a social phenomenon which inevitably relates to the process of 

language maintenance and erosion. Instead of social practices in contemporary life, 

my research attempts to recognise people’s understandings of multilingualism and 

their different responses to their changing world. Ethnolinguistics is considered a 

framework that concerns people and their speech.  
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Giles et al. (1977) developed a concept of ethnolinguistic vitality as a structural 

analysis method to look into variables in a given intergroup which must be considered 

in studies of ethnolinguistic viability. These include political, historical, economics 

and linguistics factors (see Figure 3.1). The vitality of an ethnolinguistic group 

symbolises a distinctive and active collective entity in intergroup situations. The 

vitality of a linguistic minority depends on the degree of the language use in various 

domains in a community, such as a public department, religion or business. 

Ethnolinguistics describes and integrates variables to the language vitality of a 

language community. It is essential to study the ethnolinguistic vitality that is 

underpinned by the relationship between language and the community; more 

specifically, how language is being used by participants. Lack of a range of language 

practices in many institutions of a nation, religion or informal conversation weakens 

language vitality.  

Ethnolinguistic vitality also includes a national or ethnic group's ability to maintain 

and protect its identity. Ethnolinguistic identity indicates the members of an ethnic 

group’s identification and their attitudes toward their language and culture. 

Ethnolinguistic identity theory is employed to address the issue of who is in an ethnic 

group, what language strategies are employed, when and why, in inter-ethnic 

encounters (Giles & Johnson, 1987). Whether language and identity are maintained is 

the initial research question in this research, that is explored through combining 

ethnolinguistic vitality and ethnolinguistic identity theory to provide a better 

understanding of languages and language use by my participants in Sabah. 

The purpose of the study of ethnolinguistics is to systematise and offer a clear picture 

of the interrelationships among language, ethnicity and intergroup relations. In order 

to understand the functions of languages in a multilingual society like Sabah, the 

relations among each ethnic group are significant. Language acts as a symbol of 

ethnic identity in many ways in Sabah.  

Heritage languages are often also referred to as; immigrant languages, indigenous 

languages, community, complementary and colonial languages; issues of heritage 

language relate to culture, traditions and ethnic identity (Wiley, 2001). Heritage 

language is a medium often used to maintain and pass down the culture. Language is 

flexible. The features of a language including accent, content and certain lexical 
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items, also represent the uniqueness of the group. Speaking one language is an 

identity which excludes members of outgroups. The vitality of an ethnolinguistic 

group shows the distinctive and active collective entity in intergroup situations. On 

one hand, little linguistic vitality would contribute to the challenge of group survival, 

on the other hand, the possession of greater vitality by a linguistic group will foster 

thriving as a collective entity in an intergroup context (Giles et al., 1977). Three main 

factors may be most likely to influence the vitality of ethnolinguistics: the status, 

demographic and the institutional support factors.  

 

Figure 3.1. A taxonomy of the structural variables affecting ethnolinguistic 

viability (Giles et al., 1977, p. 309) 

An ethnolinguistic vitality framework has recently been proposed to explore language 

maintenance and loss. In the network of linguistic contact, the model of individuals’ 

identities is influenced by ethnolinguistic vitality which contributes to the disposition 

to maintain or reduce the linguistic network (Allard & Landry, 1992). As the figure 

above shows, status, demography and institutional support are most likely to influence 

the vitality of the ethnolinguistic group, specifically, the prestige variable of the 

linguistic group, numbers of members and formal and informal representation in the 
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various institutions of a nation are related to the degree of its language use (Giles et 

al., 1977).   

3.2 Case Study 

A case study generally involves rich contextualisation and deep inductive analysis of 

data from a small set of participants. Yin (2014) defined case study as a method used 

in many situations to contribute to our knowledge of individual, group, organisation 

and social, political and related phenomena. The need for case studies arises out of our 

desire to understand complex social phenomena. The case study method allows 

investigators to retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics of real-life events, 

such as individual life cycles, small group behaviour, and the changing process. The 

case study can also be a disciplined force in setting public policy and in reflecting on 

human experience (Stake, 2008, p. 141). Various experiences are important to develop 

epistemology: somehow people draw from description of an individual case, 

implications for other cases. Although they are not always correct, those cases are 

shared with confidence by people with dissimilar views. Figure 3.2 attempts a 

representation of my research process. 

My research employed two qualitative approaches: sociolinguistic and 

ethnolinguistics case study methodology as sociolinguistic explored the language use 

by Hakkas in Sandakan while the methods of ethnolinguistic research focused on 

Hakkas’ ethnic identity and relations with other Chinese groups.  
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Figure 3.2. The research process 

Sociolinguistic case studies involve not only language studies, but the society, culture, 

history and politics that form their social context. Such studies describe a current 

event, which is occurring or a group of people who are going through a phase. 

Therefore, case study methodology would be a suitable frame to fit my 

sociolinguistics research. For example, Gal (1979) conducted her research on 

language shift in a town with a population of five thousand, Oberwart, Austria. By 

1971, only a quarter of the inhabitants spoke Hungarian and others were German 

speakers or Hungarian and German mixed. The use of language in Oberwart was 

changing as a presenting situation, and Gal made a comprehensive record and 

analysed language choice and language attitudes in each group. Gal’s case study 

research took a long time to prove language shift in a bilingual community and it 

provided a phenomenon observation as linguistic study. Another sociolinguistic case 

study example is that of Silva-Corvalán (1996), who collected data in a Mexican 

community in Los Angeles. During the period 1983 to 1985. She interviewed 50 

Spanish and English bilingual participants to see how they dealt with language contact 

in their social life. This research explored people’s experiences concerning how those 

participants chose their language when they encountered multilinguistic culture and 

society. This case is not to represent all language contact communities but to represent 

the case itself.  
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Language maintenance and language shift are the main concern in this research. The 

definition of language shift is a group of people abandoning their native language in 

favour of another (Winford, 2008). Low status, few speakers and without institutional 

support, the group members would choose another language. The less used language 

thus experiences low ethnolinguistic vitality. 

Ethnography’s traditional object of study is culture; in language use studies, culture is 

related to participants’ identities (Hymes, 1996). Ethnolinguistic research explores the 

relationship of languages and ethnicity, specifically, ethnolinguistic study involves 

culture, language ethnic group and social reality. Ethnolinguistic research occurs in a 

social situation which indicates individuals’ behaviours are enacted according to their 

various kinds of knowledge in culture, language and ethnicity. Ethnic identity has 

always been influential in the diasporic Hakka community, affecting their sense of 

belonging and being closely linked to language preference and choice. Since Sabah 

has the greatest number of Hakka population, this case study was located in one of the 

large cities in Sabah.  

Sandakan was chosen to be the field site to explore the language use by one of the 

Chinese groups, the Hakka community. This study interpreted the language use as 

lived experience across all ages of Hakka people (aged 10+). Sociolinguistic and 

ethnolinguistic research offers a means to exploit a close and local observation to 

broader relations of language and interlocutors. The concept of domains defines 

typical communication situations, such as education, employment, family, friendship 

and religious activities. Based on the sociolinguistic theoretical framework, the speech 

of Hakka people exhibited various language choices in locations and among 

generations, which illustrates the patterns of language changes in Sabah. These were 

influenced by wider overseas Chinese Hakka communities. The several issues 

included in the notion of ethnolinguistic vitality address causes that directly relate to 

individuals’ motivations and attitudes. With the sociolinguistic and ethnolinguistic 

methods, this study was well-designed to enable the understanding of the participants 

and the linguistic broad spectrum of the society. 

Several types of case study have been illustrated by Stake (1995): intrinsic case study, 

instrumental case study and collective case study. Intrinsic case study explores a 

particular case study on its own; the case is special and it needs to be explored. An 
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intrinsic case study is undertaken to gain a deeper understanding of the case. An 

intrinsic case study has no expectation of the findings which may lead to any 

implication of other case studies. Instrumental case studies are mainly undertaken to 

provide insight and understanding of a particular phenomenon. An instrumental case 

study offers thick description of a particular individual, group, and/or site, and uses 

the case to support or reconstruct a generalisation and/or to develop a theory. 

Collective case studies emphasise comparative analysis and use multiple cases to look 

for the relations among them. My research has adopted instrumental case study 

methodology as it endeavours to investigate the language use of ethnic Chinese 

Malaysians in Sabah, Malaysia. Observation fieldnotes, semi-structured interviews 

and a reflective researcher journal were undertaken. The use of multiple data sources 

is a common strategy in case studies and triangulation of data can support and 

hopefully ensure the trustworthiness of the representation of the case. A research 

question having been set, the language use by participants is a case to prove and show 

the lived experience in language maintenance and language shift theory. The collected 

data will explore factors of language changes across three Hakka generations.  

Malaysia is a country with a large number of Chinese diasporic people, it provides 

various and representative examples for language surveys. As stated, my research 

collected data from people’s language behaviour in a small group: a Hakka 

community in Sandakan, Sabah. My use of case study method captured and described 

a contemporary phenomenon based on my participants’ reality and memory of past 

experiences. Furthermore, the participants’ attitudes and their ethnic identity revealed 

their emotions and the sense of belonging which makes the linguistic data analysis 

structured and concrete. An in-depth case study is appropriate to present dense 

descriptions and unpack the factors behind them. 

Before beginning data collection, ethical approval was sought and received from 

Monash University Human Ethics Committees (see Appendix A). Confidentiality and 

privacy of participants has been protected by de-identifying the data, applying 

pseudonyms, and securely storing the data. There were no potential risks, harm, or 

side-effects associated with involvement in this research.  
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3.3 Data Collection  

Data collection, organisation and annotation are a complex multi-step process, which 

includes three sections: fieldwork preparation, during the session and post-fieldwork 

data collection.  

3.3.1 Fieldwork preparation and methods 

The details of fieldwork preparation depend on the researcher’s confidence and 

experience; the researcher’s ability could determine how long the activities will take 

(Bowern, 2008). This fieldwork took place in a Hakka community of Sandakan, 

Sabah where English, Mandarin and Hakka are spoken by all generations. I am a 

Mandarin and Hakka speaking student from Taiwan. I preferred speaking Hakka in 

Sabah as I expected most Chinese in Sabah to have Hakka proficiency. During my 

fieldwork, my participants responded in Mandarin in the interviews.  

My language experiences in Taiwan have prepared me for the research fieldwork. 

Taiwan has a similar situation to the Hakka people in Sabah: they both live in a 

multilingual society and encounter great difficulties in maintaining Hakka language. 

Thus I hold both insider (emic) and outsider (etic) roles in this research. In Taiwan, 

the rising awareness of speaking Taiwanese languages (including all Chinese 

languages and indigenous languages) has put pressure on the Taiwanese authorities 

and the rights of ethnic minorities have been improved. The establishment of the 

Hakka Affairs Council in 2001 and the Council of Indigenous Peoples in 1997 strives 

for language rights. In Taiwan, all languages can be included as compulsory and 

taught in schools. According to the latest report released in 2013 and 2014 by the 

Hakka Affairs Council, the number of Hakka speakers is increasing, with more and 

more Taiwanese identifying themselves as Taiwanese Hakka. The government report 

also found that Hakka language education in Taiwan is developing in an optimistic 

way. In contrast to the situation in Taiwan, in Sabah Hakka language is real, not a 

subject at school; Hakka identity is an instinctive habit, it does not need to be 

approved.  
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Methods of data collection included a short questionnaire to collect demographic data 

with the semi-structured interview, participant observation and the researcher’s 

fieldnotes.  

Questionnaire and the semi-structured interviews 
A questionnaire has been included in my data collection fieldwork. This research is 

qualitative and the prepared questions can avoid over sensitive questions and bring 

out participants’ statements. The use of a questionnaire in my fieldwork increased the 

efficiency of the data collection. Through the questions they had been asked, my 

participants understood more about my research. They offered information later or 

came back to me to discuss their answers; their reactions were highlighted in my 

fieldnotes.     

Language for interviews 

I planned to interview my participants in Hakka, but it work out that way. My first 

participant was B1 who was not able to speak Hakka; instead she chose to speak 

Mandarin. I had collected more than 60 interviews, in most of which the 

conversations were in Mandarin. My participants claimed that they felt more 

comfortable speaking Mandarin to me. For them, speaking Mandarin showed their 

respect to a researcher. Although those participants spoke mainly Mandarin during the 

interviews, they naturally switched among Hakka, Cantonese and Mandarin at some 

points. There were a few interviews that were undertaken in Hakka and English; A7 

stressed his Hakka identity by speaking Hakka and C10, C11 and C16 had limited 

Mandarin proficiencies.  

Thus the languages for the interviews in this research were Mandarin, Hakka and 

English. I translated the quotations from Mandarin and Hakka to English, the 

translations had been approved by other Chinese (or Mandarin and English bilinguals) 

PhD students in Monash University. My fieldnotes were in Chinese and English; 

Chinese handwriting reminds me of the response of participants during the interviews 

and their behaviours in the life while English records my research thoughts.   

My questionnaire had four sections (See Appendix B). The first section of the 

questionnaire elicited participants’ backgrounds and the languages they are able to 

speak. The next section asked about their self-perceived level of proficiency in 

speaking, reading and writing languages. Based on the research of Gal (1979) in 
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Oberwart, Austria and the Interagency Language Roundtable (ILR) scale8, the 

knowledge of languages is on a scale of one to five. In this questionnaire, the 

participants were required to self-rate their proficiency in each language at five levels, 

from one, meaning weak, to five, showing excellent in languages. The third section of 

the questionnaire is domains which help us to understand participants’ language 

choice and topic. Five domains proposed by Fishman (1972) were involved in the 

questionnaire in this study: family, friendship, religion, education and employment. 

The participants responded with the language choice in each domain. The last part of 

the questionnaire was an open discussion: there were seven questions which were 

asked by the researcher and the participants could talk freely.  

The interview questions covered a range of topics: 

• Background 

Birthplace, education, parents’ birthplace, places lived for more than one year 

• Languages (to people) 

Languages spoken to family members, friends, non-Hakka friends, colleagues, 

teachers, neighbours  

• Languages (in places) 

Languages spoken at home, in religious domains, workplaces, school, 

traditional market, department store 

• Other questions 

The dominant language, the feeling about using a specific language, the 

importance of being and speaking Hakka 

 

The questionnaire has a significant advantage being more structured, and it can 

control and direct the survey to increase standardisation. However, respondents may 

lack motivation to fill in the questionnaire or even be unwilling to write in a 

comprehensible manner. Interview is an effective method of conducting a survey, 

providing opportunities for in-depth probing and the researcher can have more 

success with obtaining responses to open-end items (Wiersma & Jurs, 2009). In spite 

                                                           
8 The Interagency Language Roundtable (ILR) scale is a standard grading scale for language 
proficiency in the United States Federal-level service. Language proficiency is on the scale of 0-5, it 
can also be 0+, 1+, 2+, 3+, or 4+, 11 possible grades in total. I designed my scale by modifying ILR 
and the method of Gal (1979). There are five levels of language proficiency in this research.  
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of the values of using interviews, the disadvantage associated with non-response and 

occasionally with careless response costs much time and effort. The successful 

completion of this survey is guiding participants to respond accurately and express 

their feelings in the face-to-face interview. This study utilised semi-structured 

interviews based on the questionnaire but with an open conversation. A semi-

structured interview allows new ideas to be brought up during the interview and the 

questions can be flexible depending on the context of the researcher and the 

participant. During the interviews the participants were required to fill in the 

questions listed on the questionnaire about their background and language use.  

The questionnaire and the semi-structured interviews led the researcher to observe the 

participants’ reactions and their language behaviours. I observed the participants 

while they were replying to my questions. For example, the hesitation in choosing 

their best language; or the language code switch while they talked to me. The open 

conversations at the end of the semi-structured interviews led to maximum 

information and created trust between participants and researcher; it could produce an 

honest conversation allowing unexpected findings. When the participants were asked 

about the feeling of speaking Hakka or being a Hakka, many responses were 

meaningful which offered a broad scope for later discussion.  

Participant observation 
Bernard (2011, p. 342) explained that, “Participant observation fieldwork forms the 

foundation of cultural anthropology. It involves getting close to people and making 

them feel comfortable enough with your presence so that you can observe and record 

information about their lives”. Participant observation data collection requires the 

researcher to experience the lives of local people, taking part in cultural events, 

thinking of oneself as a member of the community. Bernard (2011) continued to 

emphasise that ‘participant observers’ are the roles between ‘complete participants’ 

and ‘complete observers’. Participant observers can be insiders who observe and 

record some aspects of life around them. The researcher using participant observation 

methods can also act as outsiders who participate in some aspects of life around them 

and keep records, thinking as a researcher. Learning and speaking the local language 

is important which helped me to gain the trust and the respect of the community 

(Bernard, 2011).  
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The sociolinguistic data are able to show the participants’ language choices; in this 

research, it illustrates the differences among three Hakka generations. Applying a 

sociolinguistic framework in this research, the language shift is progressing in 

Sandakan, Sabah. But the deeper meaning of the culture and the related social effects 

are less emphasised in the existing research. My research shows that the patterns of 

language use are currently changing and the factors responsible for this include social 

and cultural values. One of the advantages for using participant observation method 

for data collection is exploring the ‘backstage culture’ which leads to richly detailed 

description (Kawulich, 2005). Participant observation in this research provides 

comprehensive understanding of the language maintenance, attrition, and shift in a 

Hakka community. The direct contact and getting involved in my participants’ life 

allowed me to discover Hakka parents’ struggle between reality and tradition, which 

is one of the significant factors in language shift. 

Fieldnotes 
Fieldnotes play a central role in ethnographic research: they not only describe the core 

element of ethnography but can be seen as a daily production in the fieldwork. Creese, 

Bhatt, Bhojani, and Martin (2008) listed several important reasons for keeping 

fieldnotes:  

First, fieldnotes are primary data in ethnographic study and they are central in 

producing constructions of research participants. Fieldnotes can reveal a 

process of interpretation and analysis. Second, fieldnotes reveal how decisions 

are reached during the research period and which interpretations subsequently 

are taken forward to become more polished narratives. Third, we can 

understand how teams begin to constitute themselves and how researchers’ 

different life trajectories, ideologies and viewpoints impact on how they 

represent research participants and themselves (p. 198).  

In my research, fieldnotes were, therefore, documents presenting details of my 

observations and practices. I kept recording not only the interviews but also the daily 

informal and formal conversations; the recordings of participants’ language 

performance proved the language switch. I also kept writing a research diary to collect 

detailed data such as participants’ opinions about politics or their ways of parenting. 

My research diary allowed me to record my initial impressions and interpretations. 
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Through my notes, the vitality of the Hakka communities and the interaction between 

different participants and between participants and me were fully recorded.  

Instead of being a lone fieldworker, sharing the fieldnotes can help to gain wider 

vision in the survey. One way is to discuss the observations afterward, offering 

comments and adding information. The other way is to make a debriefing session to 

present the findings and analyse them (Erickson & Stull, 1997). There were two 

stages in my fieldwork: I stayed around 60 days in Sabah and returned to Taiwan for 

the initial data analysis. I reported to my supervisors and consulted with other peers in 

Taiwan to discuss my raw data before continuing my second stage of data collection 

in Sabah. A few weeks’ gap between the two terms of my work enabled me to review 

my methodology, and sharing my field experience with others inspired me in my 

research questions. The second fieldwork period was more efficient and vibrant.     

3.3.2 The fieldwork 

Based on the anthropological and ethnographic fieldwork method, my fieldwork took 

longer than regular linguistic research. I had initial contact with the Sandakan Hakka 

Association in 2014 before visiting Sabah. The Sandakan Hakka Association is the 

largest Chinese association in Sandakan, with 131 years’ history and almost 6000 

members. They accepted my invitation and welcomed me to undertake my research. 

They arranged accommodation for me that was close to many Hakkas, and their 

offices and houses. My observation site was based in a Kopi tiam (Malaysian café) as 

going to cafés is one of the daily routines in Sabah life. I chose a popular café in the 

centre of the community, I went there every day for Kopi (coffee) and breakfast, 

reading newspapers like a regular customer. I often joined local people’s 

conversations in Hakka and Mandarin and observed their language behaviours. The 

owner and many customers were very interested in me and my work: they approached 

me and asked questions (in Mandarin). I briefly introduced my research, some of the 

customers from the café volunteered to be my participants or they introduced others 

who they thought would be more qualified participants. After interviews, my 

participants and I continued the routine life, meeting each other in the café, having 

conversation as usual. They started to see me as a friend and invited me to join their 

leisure activities or family gatherings.   
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Combining three fieldwork methods: a short questionnaire with the semi-structured 

interview, participant observation and the researcher’s fieldnotes led to detailed and 

deeper information. For example, when one of my participants (JX) was talking on 

the phone with his family, he spoke in Mandarin (observation). From my records 

(fieldnotes), he is from a Cantonese-speaking Hakka family. When I was invited to 

dinner with his family, I confirmed that Cantonese is the dominant language in this 

family. JX explained that his older brother preferred Hakka while his younger brother 

spoke better in Mandarin. According to the data I collected a few weeks before, JX’s 

older brother claimed in the interview that Hakka is the language between brothers 

(interview). Undeniably, he gave the truth, but what I could not see from the 

questionnaire and the interview is, that although he liked speaking Hakka, one of his 

brothers responded in Mandarin. The languages among the three brothers were Hakka 

and Mandarin with, in addition, Cantonese for other family members. With the 

support of the questionnaire, interviews and fieldnotes, more understanding about the 

language use in a family and the language choices among young Hakkas is inspired 

via the method of participant observation.  

Surprisingly, many participants enjoyed the questionnaire and the open discussion. 

They came back to me and offered more opinions or asked for feedback. They even 

talked to each other to review and argue about their answers. The post-interview 

effects demonstrated the passions and concerns of my Hakkas participants.  

3.3.3 Participants  

This study began in March, 2015 and was undertaken by one researcher. The 

Sandakan Hakka Association was contacted by the researcher in 2014 and invited to 

take part in this project. The chairman of the Youth League of the Sandakan Hakka 

Association gave permission for interviewing their members and agreed to provide 

documentary materials. The participants also recruited other Sandakan Hakkas who 

were not members of the Sandakan Hakka Association, to avoid what they considered 

might be inequitable selection.  

Fifty-two qualified participants including 30 males and 22 females were interviewed: 

seven were from the older generation (age 50 or over age 50), twenty-one were 

middle-aged (31 to 50) and twenty-four were younger (age 10 or age 10 to 30). Table 
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3.1 below shows the participants’ background. Group A is the oldest Hakka 

generation, Group B is the middle-aged Hakkas and Group C is the youngest 

generation. All participants were asked about the language they feel the most 

comfortable and confident to speak, the answers were shown in Table 3.1. 

Number  Age  Gender The dominant language 
A1 76 F Hakka 
A2 58 F Hakka 
A3 64 F Hakka 
A4 88 F Hakka 
A5 71 F Hakka 
A6 63 M Hakka 
A7 67 M Hakka 
B1 49 F Hakka 
B2 45 M Hakka 
B3 40 M Hakka 
B4 41 M Hakka 
B5 35 F Hakka 
B6 40 M Hakka 
B7 35 M Cantonese 
B8 48 F Hakka 
B9 30 M Hopo (Hakka dialect) 
B10 30 F Cantonese 
B11 32 M Hakka and Mandarin 
B12 43 M Hakka 
B13 39 F Hakka 
B14 41 M Hakka 
B15 43 M Hakka 
B16 31 M Hakka 
B17 34 M Hakka, Cantonese 
B18 36 M Hakka 
B19 34 F Cantonese 
B20 42 M Hakka, Mandarin 
B21 42 F Hakka 
C1 14 F English 
C2 16 M Hakka 
C3 24 F Hakka 
C4 23 M Cantonese 
C5 21 M Hakka 
C6 16 F Mandarin 
C7 15 F Mandarin 
C8 29 M Cantonese 
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C9 28 M Hakka 
C10 11 F English 
C11 11 F English 
C12 10 M Mandarin 
C13 23 F Mandarin 
C14 23 M Cantonese 
C15 17 M Mandarin 
C16 26 M Bahasa Malay 
C17 29 M Hakka 
C18 23 M Cantonese 
C19 24 M Hakka 
C20 19 F Mandarin 
C21 19 M Hakka, Cantonese, Mandarin 
C22 23 F Cantonese 
C23 17 M Hakka 
C24 13 F Mandarin 

 

Table 3-1. The background of all participants 

3.4 Data Analysis 

The transcription was completed and checked by myself. The database was well 

organised and labelled by date. The results were analysed and reported thematically 

using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA). IPA is a method for 

investigating how people make sense of their experiences and the importance of how 

the world appears to the individuals (Eatough & Smith, 2006).   

The major theoretical underpinning of IPA comes from phenomenology, 

hermeneutics and idiography. Phenomenology refers to the intentionality of human 

consciousness and the praxis of the life-world, the world of lived experience. 

Phenomenology aims at identifying the essential components of phenomena or 

experiences which make them unique or distinguishable from others (Pietkiewicz & 

Smith, 2012, p. 362). One of the characteristics of a phenomenological approach is 

that it is not interested in questions of existence, or causal relationship of phenomena, 

but rather concentrates on searching for an understanding. Hermeneutics in Greek 

means ‘to interpret’ or ‘to make clear’ (Pietkiewicz & Smith, 2012). A comprehensive 

demonstration of a person’s experience in language is needed, in order to translate the 
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messages (Freeman & Mathison, 2009). Hermeneutics and phenomenology are 

important in qualitative research; hermeneutics opens up the infinite meanings while 

phenomenology brings humans into being in and through context intentionalities and 

linguisticalities (Freeman & Vagle, 2013). As IPA research explores individuals’ 

lifeworld, uncovering the phenomena is the primary task, describing and 

demonstrating provide pre-understanding. Hermeneutics makes sense of an 

appearance phenomenon. Idiography is the concern with the individual and the 

particular (Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009). The importance of participant 

individuality should be highlighted, an idiographic approach is committed to find out 

details of a phenomenon and to make meaningful distinctions in the lifeworld of 

individuals. 

Ethnography and interpretive phenomenology have aspects in common. They both 

rely on the researcher’s experience and see the researcher as the instrument in the 

field of data collection. Moreover, ethnography and interpretive phenomenology 

stress the importance of taking a self-conscious approach in the research (Maggs-

Rapport, 2000). Interview is a common method of data collection in both ethnography 

and interpretive phenomenology. Further both approaches seek out the routine, daily 

life of people and explore the meaning of lived experience. For ethnographics, 

individuals’ views or the shared views are the value of the particular culture. Unlike 

describing participants’ cultural world, interpretive phenomenology uncovers 

concealed meaning, and presents these findings in a narrative form (Sorrell & 

Redmond, 1995).  

The primary purpose of IPA is to understand experience and this is inevitably 

enmeshed with language and culture (Smith, Flowers & Larkin, 2009). More 

phenomenological approaches to individuals’ accounts of language and identity 

should be considered. For instance, IPA aims to capture participants’ attempts to 

make sense of their personal and social worlds. Furthermore, recent research in the 

field of social psychology has been enriched by phenomenological and qualitative 

methods, which are likely to be useful in studies on language and identity (Jaspal & 

Coyle, 2009). As Jaspal and Coyle (2009) demonstrate, research requires a framework 

to discuss and describe language and its relationship to their ethnicity and culture. In 

terms of this research, with the ethnographic theoretical framework, the culture of 

Hakkas and the meaning of Chinese to them were explored. This is a suitable study 
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for IPA analysis in a qualitative research. IPA not only contributes scope for 

exploration of intrapsychic processes in participants’ lived experience but also the 

meaning of them. One of the significant factors of Hakka language shift is their 

negotiated identity. Utilising IPA leads to better interpretation of participants’ 

thoughts and reflections in their current situation. In short, IPA in this research 

enhanced the exploration of the sociolinguistic implications and enabled drawing 

upon relevant constructs as a means of language use in a Hakka community in 

Malaysia.  

3.5 Stages in IPA analysis 

The data were analysed and reported by IPA as this research focused on 

understanding individuals’ language behaviour and their ideology in a particular 

community. IPA is a suitable model to understand the ‘experience’ of individual 

participants and to generate an analysis that is unique to the individual and complex 

(Larkin, Watts, & Clifton, 2006). My research explores language patterns of Hakkas 

and the factors relating to participants’ languages choices. Their feelings about 

choosing languages revealed their positive or negative lived experiences. Emotion and 

experience are directed outward towards the world, and the people, event and objects 

that make up that world. How and why languages were being chosen is the domain of 

phenomenology, with IPA, the participants’ ways of thinking, their motivation, 

behaviours; the importance of language in influencing how individuals make sense of 

lived experiences and then, in turn, how researchers make sense of participants’ sense 

making, are presented (Eatough & Smith, 2006). 

 

Most interviewees in my fieldwork are Mandarin speaking. There were some Hakka 

interviewees with participants in Group A (older generation) and two participants 

(one is in Group B one is in Group C) spoke English. I recorded interviews and kept 

notes. My notes are in both Chinese and English writing.  

 

The first stage of data analysis was reading and re-reading the transcript closely. 

Using one side of the margin to note down anything which might be meaningful and 

telling about what the participant is saying and understanding (Smith, Jarman, & 

Osborn, 1999). The more I read the transcript, the more I became familiar with the 
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account. Each reading stimulated further thinking and encouraged wider insights. For 

example, catching the keywords at the first review of the transcript was helpful in 

summarising the participants’ experience of using languages. An example of 

keywords identified in my analysis is “tradition” (chuan tong 傳統). According to my 

participants, being a Hakka is a tradition, speaking Hakka is also a tradition. It can be 

said that principles they cannot explain but they must follow and enact are traditions. 

Hakka tradition referred to the central value of Hakka culture which represents their 

belief. Traditions can also be seen as rules, people who were not practising tradition, 

such as not speaking Hakka or not respecting Hakka culture, are perceived as deviant. 

The second stage of data analysis was to draw an initial table to exhibit language 

choice in various domains which made the language vitality distinct. Such an initial 

table listed distinctive linguistic changes across generations, which stresses the 

research contention. This table also led to unusual examples, some interviews should 

be noted or confirmed with the participants. My analysis involved grouping themes 

and then identifying overarching themes.  

The next stage of data analysis involved remaining open to unexpected findings that 

may appear. For example, the relevance between age and ethnic identity. Cantonese is 

obviously a social language for middle-aged Hakka participants but my findings show 

that the younger generation are not really interested in speaking Cantonese. Even 

those young participants whose parents are Cantonese speakers, still prefer Mandarin. 

More discussion will be illustrated in Chapters Four and Five. Under the discussion of 

the “participants’ attitudes”, emerging issues from the transcripts may force the 

researcher to think in a slightly different direction (Smith, Jarman, & Osborn, 1999). 

The participants’ responses have been written up based on their lived experience with 

minimal bias. It showed Hakkas’ attitudes to language use and their cultural identities, 

and it was developed into the master-theme list to look for more evidence from the 

second follow-up interviews. As there may have been some tension at the first 

meeting, a few of the participants modified their responses or offered more 

explanation in the second interview.  

The final stage of analysis was to organise the quotations and show the findings 

according to the original marginal notes on the preliminary transcript. In this research, 

although the emphasis was on conveying the Hakka people’s lived experience in 

Sabah, the link between participants and external issues must be included. As an 
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ethnolinguistic researcher, observing language vitality and the factors are the priority. 

As well as an IPA researcher attempts to understand people’s relationship to the 

world, it is necessarily interpretative, and focusing on the meaning of people’s 

activities and to the things happening to them (Smith, Flowers & Larkin, 2009). 

Ethnography and IPA researchers usually keep a reflective diary to record details of 

the nature and origin of the participants’ lived experience as data is collected. This 

record also helps recall and initial analysis. In order to gain an in-depth understanding 

from the context, researchers identify themes from within each section of the 

transcript and look for possible connections between themes. Problems may appear if 

the researcher’s analysis is influenced by their presuppositions.  

The practice of ‘bracketing’ allows researchers to suspend their assumptions and 

judgements, focusing on what is actually presented in the transcript data (Biggerstaff 

& Thompson, 2008). Bracketing was developed by Edmund Husserl and is also called 

epoché, which means deliberate putting aside one’s own beliefs and knowledge about 

the phenomenon under investigation and starting to exclude irrelevant elements. The 

method of bracketing is one of the focuses in phenomenological studies. Rather than 

describing phenomena, ‘bracketing’ one’s preconceptions enables phenomena to 

speak for themselves (Pietkiewicz & Smith, 2012). The phenomenological reduction 

builds the essential core of the method. Bracketing provides a methodological device 

to maintain the purity of the facts and makes a disconnection with the researchers 

which forms the proper phenomenological approach. As I am a native Hakka speaker 

who comes from a traditional Hakka family in Taiwan, I have my Hakka identity and 

my definition of being a Hakka. Although there was a little difference between 

Taiwanese Hakka language and Sabah Hakka language, my participants and I felt 

connection because of our Hakka identities. My Hakka identity and my Hakka speech 

made me become a member of their community. ‘Bracketing’ in this research implied 

that my prior knowledge could be suspended and set aside so that fresh impressions 

such as ‘Hakka’, ‘overseas Chinese’ and ‘Confucianism’ could be formed about 

phenomena without the interference of my Taiwanese Hakka perspective that may 

affect the interpretation. Enacting bracketing method balances my deep observation in 

sociolinguistic and ethnographic data collection, my detailed fieldnotes and 

identification with my participants with my etic researcher position.  
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3.6 Trustworthiness 

In a qualitative research, trustworthiness and credibility are always great concerns. In 

order to ensure the nature of “truth”, some inquiries must be included (Lincoln & 

Guba, 1986). Lincoln and Guba (1986) addressed four criteria which are well known 

to test rigor in the conventional paradigm: internal validity, external validity, 

reliability and objective. Fulfilling those methodological requirements could obviate 

problems of confounding, a typicality, instability and bias. These techniques either 

increase the probability of the criteria or test them to have been well explicated.  

3.6.1 Credibility 

Credibility is a naturalist term for explaining internal validity of exploring truth value. 

Credibility refers to ensuring that the study measures or tests what is actually intended 

(Shenton, 2004). Specifically, the line pursued in a data gathering session or the 

methods of data analysis should be well established from previous, successfully 

comparable projects. Moreover, Lincoln and Guba (1986) mentioned that the 

prolonged engagement between the researcher and participants is also significant; 

more understanding and trust of each other can build a better relationship. A 

familiarity with the culture of participants is an advantage for the process of data 

collection. 

Triangulation is also being utilised to enhance the credibility of the present study. 

Triangulation is a method especially focusing on observation, groups and individual 

interviews. The results from a group or individual interview may be influenced by 

multiple sources. More supporting data should be considered which provides a wider 

background to help to explain participants’ attitudes and behaviours. Dervin (1983) 

emphasised the importance of “circling reality” as a wider spectrum of observations 

which enables us to achieve a fuller picture via communication. Through the past-

time space, a better and more stable reality will eventually arise.  

3.6.2 Transferability 

Transferability is the generalisation of the study findings to other situations and 

contexts. It is the concept of external validity in qualitative research as described by 
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Lincoln and Guba (1986). Firestone (1993) suggested that it is the responsibility of a 

researcher to let the reader understand the contextual information about the fieldwork. 

Gasson (2004) states that the main concern with regard to transferability is “how far a 

researcher may make claims for a general application of their theory” (p. 98).   

3.6.3 Dependability  

As Shenton (2004) demonstrated, in addressing the issue of reliability the positivist 

employs techniques to show that if the work were repeated, in the same context, with 

the same methods and with the same participants, similar results would be obtained 

(p. 72). According to Gasson (2004), the interpretive worldview of dependability was 

that the study process is consistent and reasonably stable over time and between 

researchers (p. 90). Thus, the research design should be in-depth coverage, and it is 

fact according to the method. In this study, the dependability is fulfilled by a single 

researcher arranging interviews of selected participants effectively with data analysis 

after fieldwork. Admittedly this dependability is limited to within the case explored 

but given the phenomenological approach taken in this research, this limitation is 

reasonable and understandable.   

3.6.4 Confirmability     

Since the questionnaires are designed by humans, researcher’s biases are inevitable 

(Patton, 2002). Shelton (2004) presented the concept of confirmability, as the 

qualitative investigator’s comparable concern for objectivity. The findings of a 

research must ensure, as far as possible, that the presented experiences and ideas are 

from participants instead of preferences of the researcher. Shelton (2004) also 

mentioned that the detailed description process, “audit trail”, allows any observer to 

trace the course of the research step-by-step via the decisions made and procedures 

described (p. 72). The critical methodology here could help to reduce the effects of 

researcher bias.  

In conclusion, the present study employed prolonged engagement, triangulation, 

member checks, detailed description, and audit trail strategies to ensure the 

trustworthiness of its data. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: LANGUAGE 

CHOICE 
 

Introduction  

“Who speaks what language to whom and when?”(Fishman, 1965, p. 1) is always an 

intensive discussion in multilingualism research. When speakers are able to speak 

more than two languages, a decision has to be made about which of these languages is 

more appropriate for use in any given situation. Factors affecting language choice 

include macro-sociolinguistic and micro-sociolinguistic considerations. The language 

choice is informed by macro-sociolinguistic factors such as language planning, 

language policy and language legislation while the micro-sociolinguistic level refers 

to a particular interaction. Both levels are interrelated, a person’s language choice 

may be affected by the social norm and broadened by institutionalised restrictions 

(Coulmas, 2013). This chapter includes a discussion of the following three themes 

which impact on the data of this research. The three sections are language proficiency, 

language choice and language attitudes.  

The first section begins with my 52 participants’ proficiency in languages as the level 

of language fluency is one of the factors concerning language choice. The ILR is a set 

of descriptors of abilities to communicate in a given language. It is the standard 

grading scale for language proficiency in the United States Federal-level service. The 

ILR was established in 1955, and is used for language training and testing in federal 

agencies for better coordination and communication. Five levels of language 

proficiency are recognised (excluding level 0, which means no knowledge of the 

language). Level one shows weak language proficiency while level five, the highest 

level is assumed speaking language as the native speaker. Another sociolinguistic 

research which collected data in a bilingual community in Austria also designed a 

self-ranking scale for participants’ language proficiency. It was level one: perfect 

speaking as native speakers and level five: hardly at all (Gal, 1979).  
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Based on the ILR and a sociolinguistic research of Gal (1979), my research adopted a 

five-level language proficiency scale. Level one is elementary proficiency; the scale 

of language proficiency progresses to level five which describes native speakers. 

More specifically, level four is fluent; at this level, people can speak quite fluent 

language and can be generally understood. Level three is considered good in 

speaking, indicating that the users produce a few errors or sometimes present 

hesitation when they speak. Normally, it does not affect interlocutor understanding at 

this level. Level two is below the intermediate: people at this level may not 

communicate well with others. They have limited knowledge of the language, usually 

present long pauses in talking and always need assistance in translation when reading 

documents. The lowest level is one, which shows very weak language proficiency. 

Compared with level two, level one indicates people who can only pick up some 

keywords in listening and reading. They can hardly complete a sentence.  

In section two of this chapter, language use in seven domains (locations and social 

interactions) was recorded. Interaction patterns in home, workplace and friendship 

domains support the development of language choices. The domains used in this 

research were the city council, hospital, traditional market, grocery, workplace/school 

and family gatherings. A speech community is based on the intensity of contact and 

the communication network and it acts as a group who share knowledge of 

communicative and social rules (Gumperz, 1972). The purpose of collecting data 

from these domains is to define the functions of languages; as Gumperz (1972) 

emphasised a space to share and follow social practice. According to my observations, 

my participants switched languages when they visited various types of café. Although 

those cafés were all located in the same neighbourhood, the local residents found 

different functions for different languages. My participants spoke Hakka to order their 

breakfast in a café and had afternoon tea using Cantonese or Mandarin in another 

café; those two cafés were just within walking distance of each other.   

The latter section addresses the reasons for language choices such as why a specific 

language has been chosen in a particular domain. As the language choices in a 

multilingual community contribute to the diglossia, participants’ language choices 

reflect their attitudes toward each language they speak. Language attitude is a 

‘feeling’ toward using a language and this could be more complicated than just 

positive or negative emotions. Language attitude represents personal belief and may 
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reflect the social context. Based on the examples above, Hakka, Cantonese and 

Mandarin in cafés were the productions of making language choices in a specific 

domain.  

Researcher   

This research applies methods of sociolinguistics, anthropology and ethnography, 

offering me inside and outside positions to collect data. For each site of language use 

and all social engagement I was involved in, I kept descriptions in my fieldnotes.  

I interviewed 52 participants, each interview taking 30 to 60 minutes. I observed 

participants not only during the interviews but also in the domains and activities in 

which they were involved. As an example, participant A1 is a 68-year old lady, I 

interviewed her in her café. I also followed her to market for shopping and as 

company to a hair salon. I was invited to A4, A2, B3, B5, B6, B9, B18 C3, and C8’s 

family dinner, I collected data from their real-life experience, including patterns of 

language switch at home and the interaction among family members. Most 

participants chose Mandarin to talk to me in both interviews and in casual 

conversations although they knew I was also a native Hakka speaker. Sometimes 

participants switched to Hakka in order to emphasise a special case, such as 

complaints or describing a local custom. Interviews with older participants in Group 

A were mostly Hakka speaking. They tried to speak Mandarin to me in the beginning, 

the communication did not work well. The Hakka interviews were because either they 

had limited Mandarin proficiency or they would like to show their Hakka identities. 

Other interviewees spoke mostly Mandarin, the conversations also included some 

code-switching. Three interviews with C10, C11 and C16 were in English. They were 

native Hakka speakers but weak in Mandarin; they claimed that they had problems in 

understanding my Hakka. C10 and C11 study in a public primary school and they are 

fluent in English. They felt more comfortable to speak English to me instead of 

Hakka.  

Although all participants were familiar with my Taiwanese Hakka background, they 

chose Mandarin to speak to me. One reason given was that most Hakka people I met 

in Malaysia claimed that my Hakka speech was very different from theirs and they 

found it challenging to communicate in Hakka. Although I could understand around 
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90 per cent of their speech and tried to use a more local accent, they still preferred 

Mandarin. They also believed that Mandarin is a ‘civilised’ language and a researcher 

like me deserved great respect. After I had stayed in Sabah for four months, the local 

people including my participants and other residents treated me like a member of the 

community. Most Hakkas continued to feel awkward speaking Hakka to me while 

some of them started to add more Hakka phrases in our conversations. Language 

attitudes among my participants will be presented in this chapter. 

Fifty-two valid questionnaires were collected from the Hakka community of 

Sandakan, Sabah from March to July, 2015. Participants were required to evaluate 

their language proficiency at five levels and choose their first and dominant language. 

Table 4.1 introduces five levels of language proficiency which were modified from 

the ILR scale.  

Level Descriptions 

1 Elementary proficiency  

able to understand basic questions and speech 

2 Limited proficiency 

can handle elementary constructions quite accurately but does not 

have confident control of the grammar 

3 Medium proficiency 

able to speak the language with sufficient structural accuracy and 

vocabulary to participate effectively in most conversations  

4 Fluent proficiency 

able to use the language fluently and makes rare and minute errors 

5 Native speaker proficiency 

has complete fluency in the language, is able to use idiom, 

colloquialisms, and pertinent cultural references 

Table 4.1. Five levels of language proficiency (from the ILR scale) 
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4.1 Language Proficiency  

This section analyses 52 participants’ first and dominant language and their speaking 

proficiency in various languages. Table 4.2 includes the most common languages in 

Sandakan, which are Hakka, Cantonese, Mandarin, Bahasa Malaysia and English. 

Table 4.2 shows linguistic data by participant’s age; the oldest participant was 88 

years old and the youngest was 10 years old. Most participants gave Hakka as their 

first language, and Hakka seems like the dominant language for the old and middle 

Hakka generations. The languages in Table 4.2 from left to right are most 

participants’ best to least proficiency. Hakka collects the most level fives (highest 

level) while the majority spoke basic functional English. Cantonese, Mandarin and 

Bahasa Malaysia are languages for daily use in the Sandakan Hakka community. The 

average of language proficiency in Cantonese and Mandarin is similar; most 

participants speak good Cantonese and Mandarin.  

 Age First 
Language 

Dominant 
Language 

Hakka Cantonese Mandarin Bahasa 
Malaysia English 

A4 88 H H 5 0 0 0 0 
A1 76 H H 5 1 2 4 0 
A5 71 H H 5 0 4 1 0 
A7 67 H H 5 5 5 5 4 
A3 64 H H 5 3 4 2 4 
A6 63 H H 5 3 4 2 2 
A2 58 H H 5 5 3 4 1 
B1 49 H H 5 3 4 4 3 
B8 48 H H 5 5 5 4 3 
B2 45 H H 5 5 4 4 3 
B12 43 H H 5 4 5 2 2 
B15 43 H H 5 5 4 4 0 
B209 42 C X 5 5 5 3 3  
B21 42 H  H 5 4 3 3 2 
B4 41 H H 5 4 4 3 3 
B14 41 H H 5 5 5 2 2 
B3 40 H H 5 5 4 4 4 
B6 40 H H 5 5 4 4 2 
B1310 39 H H 5 5 5 4 2 
B18 36 H H 5 5 4 3  2  
B5 35 H H 5 5 5 5 2 
B7 35 H C  5 5 4 3 2 
B17 34 H X 5 5 3 5 5 
B19 34 H/C C  4 5 3  3 3 

                                                           
9 Hokkien at level 2, Teochew at level 2, Japanese at level 1 
10 Teochew at level 2, Hokkien at level 1 
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B11 32 H X 5 4 5 3 2 
B16 31 H H 5 5 2 3 4 
B911 30 Ho Ho 5 5 5 4 3 
B1012 30 H/C C  5 5 5 4 3 
C8 29 C C  5 5 5 5 3 
C17 29 H H 5 5 5 3 3 
C9 28 H H 5 5 5 4 4 
C1613 26 B/H B 4 2 5 5 4 
C3 24 H H 4 4 4 3 4 
C19 24 H H 5 5 4 4 4 
C4 23 C C  4 5 4 4 4 
C13 23 M M 5 5 5 3 3 
C14 23 C C  5 5 5 3 2 
C18 23 C C  5 5 4 4 4 
C22 23 C C  4 5 5 4 5 
C5 21 H H 5 4 4 3 4 
C20 19 M M 2 4 5 4 3 
C21 19 H X 4 4 4 3 4 
C15 17 M M 4 4 5 3 3.5 
C23 17 H H 5 5 5 2 2 
C2 16 H H 5 0 3 2 3 
C6 16 H M 5 4 5 3 4 
C7 15 H M 5 2 5 2 4 
C1 14 M E 1 0 3 3 5 
C24 13 H M 5 2 5 3 4 
C10 11 H E 5 0 1 4 5 
C11 11 H E 5 0 1 4 4 
C12 10 H M 5 0 5 4 4 

 

Table 4.2. Language proficiency by all participants  

Language B: Bahasa Malaysia  

Language C: Cantonese 

Language E: English 

Language H: Hakka 

Language M: Mandarin 

X: Not applicable or cannot answer 

                                                           
11 Hopo at level 5 
12 Hokkien at level 3 
13 Kadazan (one of the indigenous languages in Sabah) at level 3 
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In groups A and B (aged 30 to 88), 26 of 28 participants claimed that Hakka is either 

their first language or one of their first languages. Speaking Hakka as the first 

language means those participants have been exposed to a Hakka environment from 

birth. Participants who grew up during the 1930s to 1980s are now in Groups A and 

B. Their reporting of their first language proved that Hakka was the language choice 

in most Chinese families and Hakka was the dominant language in Sandakan. Other 

Hakka speakers such as B20 and B9 were not from Hakka speaking families but they 

gained Hakka proficiency later. Hakka was the prevailing language and a required 

skill in their society. For example, B20 was raised by his maternal grandmother, who 

was a Cantonese speaker from China. The paternal side of B20 was a traditional 

Hakka family, although Cantonese was his first language, speaking Hakka represented 

his ethnic identity. According to the Chinese Malaysian culture, fathers’ heritage 

determine the ethnicity. If one’s father is a Hakka, he is a Hakka even if his mother is 

not (Tan, 2000b). Due to the conflict between the first language and the ethnic 

identity, B20 could not give the answer of his dominant language. B9’s first language 

is Hopo, which is one of the Hakka dialects and a minority language in Malaysia. B9 

was proud of being a Hopo speaker, and there are only two to three Hopo families in 

Sandakan. In general, Hopo is a subgroup in Hakka and most Hopo speakers are 

bilinguals. B9 chose Hopo as his dominant language.  

The first language of the 24 participants in Group C, from age 10 to 29, was varied. 

Cantonese and Mandarin have started to become a first language in some Hakka 

families; ten participants adopted non-Hakka at home. Group C can be roughly 

divided into two subgroups, CX is between the ages of 21 to 30 and CY is between 10 

to 20. The data showed a clear boundary between CX and CY: instead of speaking 

Hakka as the first language, five of twelve participants in CX gave Cantonese while 3 

of 12 in CY spoke Mandarin. Furthermore, Cantonese influences many Hakka 

participants in CX but it almost disappears in CY. Participants who are under age 20 

neither speak Cantonese at home or favour Cantonese. Although some Hakka 

teenagers are able to speak Cantonese, in my research 6 of 12 young Hakkas in CX 

have limited Cantonese proficiency (five of them reported zero in Table 4.2). 

Comparing CX with CY, Cantonese is a favoured language for Hakka who are aged 

20 and above; in the youngest Hakka generation, Mandarin has replaced Cantonese.  
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Fourteen participants (B20, B19, B9, B10, C8, C16, C4, C13, C14, C18, C22, C20, 

C15, C1) proved that when non-Hakka languages are taken as the first language for 

Hakka participants, Hakka loses its dominance. By contrast, taking Hakka as the 

family or first language does not secure language maintenance. Thirteen participants 

(B7, B17, B19, B11, B10, C16, C21, C6, C7, C24, C10, C11, C12) spoke Hakka as 

their first language but they did not continue to see Hakka as their dominant language. 

The middle-aged Hakka participants replace Hakka language with Cantonese and the 

young generation prefer speaking Mandarin or English. In the column of dominant 

language in Table 4.2, Cantonese was obviously important to participants aged in 

their 20s and 30s while Mandarin was considered more important in the younger 

generation. Interestingly, five participants in Group C reported little knowledge of 

Cantonese. This may demonstrate that Cantonese is decreasing in the young Hakka 

generation. 

My data in this research shows that family language or first language is not always 

consistent with the participants’ dominant language. In the young Hakka generation, 

there are only two participants C23, C2 (both male) who claimed that Hakka was their 

first language, also the language they could speak the best. Both C23 and C2 were 

high school students, the reason for favouring Hakka speech is friendliness.  

Language proficiency sets up with five levels, the most common languages in 

Sandakan are Hakka, Cantonese, Mandarin, Bahasa Malaysia and English. My data 

show that 43 of 52 participants speak Hakka as native speakers; they rated themselves 

at level five (highest level). Seven participants are at level four (fluent) and two 

participants had weak or limited Hakka language proficiency. Generally, in the 

column of Hakka languages of Table 4.2, 50 participants show confidence in speaking 

Hakka that offers the evidence of Hakka’s vitality in Sandakan.  

Table 4.2 demonstrates that Cantonese is also a commonly used language in this 

Hakka community. Twenty-eight level fives in the Cantonese column show the 

majority of native Hakka Cantonese speakers. In the 52 interviews, there are 25 

participants who assumed that their Cantonese proficiency is as good as their Hakka; 

three participants speak better Cantonese than Hakka.  

Bahasa Malaysia and English are considered separately from the Chinese languages. 

Bahasa Malaysia and English have a different language status in Malaysia, the former 
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is the national language, the latter is the colonial language and continues to be the 

language for education. In Malaysia, both Bahasa Malaysia and English are 

compulsory subjects at school. All educated Malaysians are expected to equip 

themselves with two language skills. In Malaysian Chinese communities, Chinese 

languages can replace Bahasa Malaysia and English to communicate. Bahasa 

Malaysia and English are less important in Chinese communities. Bahasa Malaysia 

and English may be needed on some occasions but in general neither language is 

required in Chinese communities in Sabah. As illustrated in Table 4.2, 44 of 52 

participants are able to speak Bahasa Malaysia above level three, from which it is 

assumed that their Bahasa Malaysia proficiencies allow them to proceed with 

everyday conversations. There are only five participants in Table 4.2 who rated their 

Bahasa Malaysia as excellent at the native speakers’ level, one of them has a Malay 

parent, and the others explained the language was required for communicating with 

their business clients. The number of participants with Bahasa Malaysia at level five 

is one more than the participants who claimed native speaker level in English. Hakka 

participants in this research were least confident in English. B17 is a special case: he 

works in the tourism industry, speaking English is necessary and his colleagues are 

mostly local Malays of Malaysian.  

Figure 4.1 shows 52 participants’ dominant languages by their ages. The black bars 

indicate participants who preferred and were more confident in speaking Hakka. 

Yellow bars are Cantonese, blues are Mandarin, reds are English and others. This 

figure highlights the language choices among Hakka generations: black indicates over 

aged 25 which means Hakka is a preferred language by old and middle-aged Hakkas. 

In terms of Cantonese, as discussed above, Cantonese appears to be chosen by 

participants who are aged between 20 and 40; it is consistent with the data in Table 

4.2 that many Hakka Cantonese speakers are from Group B. Cantonese is indeed the 

most popular language used by middle-aged Hakkas. Compared with Hakka and 

Cantonese, Mandarin and English are ‘young’ languages. Participants who are 

dominated by Mandarin and English are much younger. The blue and red bars are 

lower and similar. The youngest Hakka generation has selected or is being affected by 

external factors to speak more Mandarin or English that makes them identify 

themselves as Hakka-Mandarin or Hakka-English speakers. 
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Figure 4.1. The dominant language by all participants  

Tables 4.2 and Figure 4.1 show that age is the key point to recognise distinctions 

among language use in the Hakka community in Sandakan, Sabah. The old, middle 

and young generations have different language preferences which lead to the different 

language proficiencies. The older Hakkas are mostly Hakka speakers while the young 

Hakkas have switched to Mandarin or English. The language proficiencies of the 

middle-aged Hakka participants are more complex; although many of them reported 

Cantonese as their dominant language, they still maintain Hakka fluency and are able 

to speak good Mandarin, Bahasa Malaysia and English.  

4.2 Language use in domains 

During the interviews, participants were asked to describe their language choices in 

various domains. Fishman (1972) emphasised the importance of observing 

individuals’ language choices in different domains. The domains structure the data of 

social behaviours, and include language use in religion, education, home, and the 

workplace. Based on Fishman’s (1972) sociolinguistic methodology, I collected my 

data in a popular café in Sandakan and I interviewed my participants with the domains 

questions. I also observed my participants’ language behaviours at the city council, 
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hospital, traditional markets, grocery shops, the workplace, schools and family 

meetings.  

 

 City 
Council Hospital Shopping 

centre 
Traditional 
market Grocery Workplace School Family Gathering 

A4 B B B H H H H H 
A1 B H B H H/C H H H 
A5 B B B H H H H H 
A7 B/E E B/H H H/C H/C/M/B M H/M 
A3 E B H/C H H H H H 
A6 B/E B B H H H M H 
A2 B B/C B H/C H/C C M H 

B1 B/E B/E B/H/C/M B/H/C/M B/H/C/
M B/H/C/M B/H/

C/M H 

B8 B B B H H/C H M H 
B2 B B B H H H/C/M/B M/B H 
B12 B B H H H H M H/M 
B14 B B B H C/H H X H 
B20 B/E E B H H H/B/E M C 
B21 B B B H H X M H 
B4 B B B H H H/C/M/B M H 
B15 B B/C B H/B H H/B X H 

B3 B B B H H H/C/M/B/
E M/B H 

B6 B B B H H H/C/M/B M H 
B13 B B/C B/C B/C/H C H/C/M X H 
B18 B B B H H H M H 
B5 B B/C B H H H/C M H 
B7 B B B/C/H H H/C E/C/B M/B H/C 
B17 B B/E B C/H H B/C B H 
B19 B B B H H C/H M H/C 
B11 B B/C B H H C M H 
B16 B B B H/C H/C/B H X H 

B9 B B/M B/C/H/E H/C H/C H/C/M/B/
E 

M/B/
E Ho 

B10 B B B H/C H/C H/B/C/M M C 

C8 B B/M B/H/C B/H/C H/C B/H/C/M M/C/
E C/M 

C17 B B/M B B/H B/H/C C/B C/M H/M 
C9 B B B/H/C H/B H M/H/B X H 
C16 B B B B/H B/H M/H/E B/M H(fa)B(mo) 
C3 B/E B B/E H H C/E M/E H 
C19 B E B H B/H H/M M H 
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C4 B B/M B/E H/M/C/B H/M/C/
B H/M/C/B M/B C/H/M 

C13 B B B H/C B/H/C/
M C/M X H/C 

C14 B B B H B/H/C/
M C X C 

C18 B B B B/C C M M C 

C22 B/E E/C/
M B H/C H E/M M H/C 

C5 B B B H H M/H X H 
C20 B B B B/M M M/C M M/C 
C21 B B B H H C/H/M/E E/M H 
C15 B B E/B H B X M C 
C23 B B B H B/H X C H 
C2 X H/C B H B X M/H H 
C6 B B B H/B M M M H/M 
C7 B B B H/B M M M H/M 
C1 B B E M M X M M 
C24 B B/E B H E/M X M H 
C10 X E B/E H H X B/E H 
C11 X B B H B X B/E H 
C12 X B B H B X M H 

Table 4.3. Language choices by all participants in various domains 

Table 4.3 shows the language choices by 52 participants in various domains. 

Participants in Table 4.3 are arranged by their ages. Group A were Hakka participants 

who were aged 51 or above, Group B were participants who were aged from 31 to 50 

and in group C they were aged 30 or under. The oldest participant was 88 years old 

and the youngest was 10 years old.  

4.2.1 City council  

In the column of city council in Table 4.3, there were 48 participants who had 

experience speaking languages in the city council or any public department in 

Malaysia. All of them chose Bahasa Malaysia, a few participants added English as an 

additional language when they need to speak in the public department. The data show 

that the city council is a place for Bahasa Malaysia as Bahasa Malaysia is the sole 

official language in Malaysia and the Malaysia government departments were 

dominated by mostly Malay elites. The participants described that Bahasa Malaysia 
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was required in the government agency for speaking and also for completing official 

documents.  

4.2.2 Hospital  

In Malaysia, there were two options for choosing hospitals: public hospitals and 

private clinics. Many Chinese Malaysians prefer private clinics, more specifically, 

they seek out Chinese doctors. In Sandakan, private clinics were not commonly 

available and they charged more fees. Some of my participants still went to private 

clinic and some chose public hospitals. Participants who preferred public hospital 

claimed that they were satisfied with the health care and the reasonable cost. In the 

Sandakan public hospital, doctors were Bahasa Malaysia speakers; they were either 

Malay or Indian.  

In my research, participants who went to private clinics for non-Malay doctors did so 

because they trusted them. Some Hakka patients preferred Chinese doctors; they 

explained that in an urgent case, it feels better to see a doctor and speak one of any 

Chinese language. Data show that participants A2, B5, B11, B13, B15 and C2 chose 

Cantonese to communicate with doctors while B9, C4, C8 and C17 used Mandarin, 

although most participants explained that they did not have the authority to choose the 

language as a patient. In the situation of seeing a doctor, the doctor opened the 

conversation. Whatever doctors asked, they replied in the same language. From the 

language choices above, A2, B5, B11, B13, B15 and C2 spoke Cantonese to doctors 

while B9, C4, C8 and C17 claimed that they used Mandarin to talk to doctors. It is 

likely that doctors also chose languages depending on the patients’ ages.  

From the column of hospital in Table 4.3 participants who went to Chinese clinics 

chose either Cantonese or Mandarin when the patients were not sure whether the 

doctor was a Hakka speaker or not. In many cases, the doctors may have come from 

other states of Malaysia where Hakka was not commonly used. Cantonese or 

Mandarin were preferred between doctors and patients.  

In general, the relationship between a doctor and a patient is not close like a regular 

friendship. Moreover, as doctor is an honourable and respectable occupation in 

Chinese communities, Hakkas like to choose languages they perceive to be ‘high-

class to talk to doctors. There were two participants, A1 and C2, who had experience 
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of speaking Hakka to their doctors, which were exceptions in this research. A1 was a 

76-year-old lady and she was not able to speak other Chinese languages fluently. It is 

understandable that the doctor or the patient, herself, chose Hakka to communicate. 

C2’s doctor was his family doctor; the doctor spoke Hakka to C2’s family.  

華人醫生都說華語，可能他們很多都從西馬來。(C17) 

[Chinese doctors speak Mandarin; I suppose because many of them are from 

Western Malaysia.] 

Many of my participants mentioned that Indian doctors were more skilled and they 

were confident to prescribe a higher dosage of medication. C19 favoured Indian 

doctors, he saw Indian doctors in a private clinic. They talked in Bahasa Malaysia.  

              我都看印度醫生，因為比較快好，他們的藥都很強。(C19) 

[I prefer to go to see Indian doctors, because they are very efficient. They 

always write prescriptions with high-dose medication.] 

I had my own experience of visiting a public hospital. When I was in Sandakan, I 

caught a cold. A participant (B5) took me to a public hospital in the night, and I was 

worried about the ‘low-prestige’ public hospital as I had heard such hospitals 

described in Kuala Lumpur and from many of my Chinese Malaysians friends. B5 

trusted the public hospital very much and I trusted her. She kept saying how cheap it 

was when she delivered her first child in the public hospital and she survived; the 

public services in Sandakan were not too bad. I entered the hospital, it was very quiet 

and clean. I asked B5 to join me to translate my diagnosis, as my Bahasa Malaysia 

proficiency was limited and I was not sure whether the doctor spoke English or not. 

The doctor seemed to be a Malay. B5 started to describe my symptoms to the doctor 

in Bahasa Malaysia and translated into Mandarin with a few Hakka words to me. I 

replied in English to the doctor, the doctor responded in English shyly and repeated in 

Bahasa Malaysia to B5. B5 explained in Mandarin and Hakka to me again. In the 10-

minute conversation in the Sandakan public hospital, a patient (me), doctor and friend 

(B5) had included Bahasa Malaysia, English, Mandarin and Hakka. When we left the 

hospital, B5 was not satisfied with the doctor’s prescription but she was not surprised 

by Malay doctors.  
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馬來醫生都很小心，如果是印度醫生，他們不怕的，他一定會給你打針

讓你快點好 (B5)。  

[Malay doctors are always careful. Indian doctors are not afraid of taking a 

risk to give an injection.] 

The language use in hospital and the ethnic relationship demonstrate that a doctor’s 

ethnicity is one of the significant factors to affect patient attitude to their diagnosis 

and possibly their ultimate recovery. 

4.2.3 Shopping centre, traditional market and grocery  

The shopping centre in this research refers to a full-service supermarket which has a 

number of smaller independent stores attached. There were no such large shopping 

centres or shopping malls in Sandakan but there were a few medium sized 

supermarkets there. Most participants reported that they spoke Bahasa Malaysia or 

chose Bahasa Malaysia as the first choice to speak to the shopkeepers in those 

supermarkets. From their experiences, they assumed those shopkeepers were Malays.  

In contrast, at the traditional market it was always a place for Hakka speech. As many 

Hakka make their living from agriculture, vegetable distribution is one of their 

businesses. There were several huge traditional markets in Sandakan with various 

ethnic groups trading in the traditional ways. In those traditional markets Bahasa 

Malaysia, indigenous languages, Cantonese, Hokkien, Teochew and Hakka circulated 

naturally. Fifty-one of 52 participants in this research spoke Hakka in traditional 

market shopping, showing that Hakka is a dominant language in traditional markets. 

Two participants, C1 and C20 spoke Mandarin in the traditional market instead of 

Hakka because of their limited Hakka speaking. C1 and C20 had little experience of 

shopping in the traditional markets; they explained that the stall-holders in traditional 

markets did not speak fluent Mandarin. Although the young Mandarin speaking 

participants talked in Mandarin, the stall-holders replied in Hakka. According to 

participants who speak Hakka in traditional markets, shopping with Hakka in 

Sandakan is a habit which gives the trade more ‘warmth’. For many old Hakkas, 

traditional markets are a social domain, an essential part of their daily life. According 
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to interviews, the old Hakkas may not need anything from the markets, but they go 

anyway to meet friends.   

 

我媽媽在市場有一個小攤子賣雞肉，我們又不要她去賺錢，可是她就

要。她那些朋友就會來聊天喝茶一個早上，再帶一點雞肉回去 (B2)。 

[My mum has a small business in the market. She sells chicken meat. We do 

not need her to work, but she enjoys it. Those customers are her friends, they 

come for chatting not really for buying.] 

Participant B4 was the owner of a café where I met my participants. This café was a 

meeting point for many members of the Sandakan Hakka Association and there were 

many customers who worked in the neighbourhood. B4 was the owner but his mother 

and his mother-in-law worked and were in charge of the café. B4 explained that he 

opened this café for his mother to keep her busy. 

我這間店沒有賺錢的，我是開給我媽媽讓她有事情做。這樣她就可以每

天去 Pasar 買菜再來店裡煮給客人吃。(B4) 

[This café doesn’t bring me money. I opened this café to keep my mum busy 

so that she can go shopping in the traditional market every day and be a food 

supplier for the café.]  

I went to traditional markets many times, I went with B2 and B4’s mother (participant 

A1). These markets were filled with Hakka language and even non-Chinese stall-

holders were able to speak Hakka. There is a long history and the relevant background 

about Hakka and farming in Sabah. Agriculture has been carried out by Hakka since 

they arrived in Sabah in the 1950s, growing vegetables or engaging in the palm oil 

industry that was mostly monopolised by Hakka. One of my participants was a 

vegetable supplier and another eight participants lived on the proceeds from the palm 

industry. They claimed that in the vegetable markets it is always Hakka traders. 

Because of the great influence of Hakkas in the agricultural and vegetable business, 

Hakka is the predominant language in the traditional market.   

The grocery is a domain which plays a role between the shopping centre and the 

traditional market. Hakkas in Sandakan went to the shopping centre probably once a 
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month or less but they went to the traditional market more frequently. The groceries 

were like smaller supermarkets with fresh vegetables and fruits but the locations of 

those groceries were more convenient for customers to access. Many grocery owners 

in Malaysian Chinese communities were non-Hakka, as Tan (2000b) described that 

Hokkien were mostly import-export and wholesale dealers; Hokkien and Teochew ran 

groceries in Malaysian Chinese communities. The shopkeepers in the groceries were 

either Chinese or Malay. Participants had clear considerations to decide which 

language they were going to speak when shopping in groceries. For Chinese 

shopkeepers, if the shopkeepers were friends, participants chose Hakka, others would 

hold Cantonese conversations as they assumed most Chinese were able to speak 

Cantonese. With non-Chinese shopkeepers, it was always Bahasa Malaysia. Seven 

participants in Group A chose Hakka in a grocery, two of them (A2 and A7) added 

Cantonese as the second choice. In group B, shopping in a grocery was a multilingual 

service but Hakka was their first choice. None of the participants in groups A and B 

reported that they used Mandarin in a grocery (except participant B1, who insisted on 

using four languages everywhere). One third of the participants in group C who 

shopped in the grocery spoke Mandarin.  

4.2.4 Workplace/school 

Workplace refers to a domain with more formal and official dialogue. Language 

choices at workplaces can be various, as Sandakan is a multicultural society, the 

language use at workplaces needs to be negotiated. Chinese prefer to work for 

Chinese companies; any Chinese languages can be spoken at workplaces while 

Bahasa Malaysia and English are required for documents. Many of my Hakka 

participants work for their relatives or they run a business together; Hakka is one of 

the available language choices at work. Other languages such as Cantonese, 

Mandarin, Bahasa Malaysia and English are also included.   

Participants in Group A were old Hakkas and most of them were retired and or 

worked only part-time. The period of old Hakkas working was around 20 to 30 years 

ago. Participants in Group A recalled their work experience was mostly Hakka 

speaking or it can be seen that my old Hakka participants worked for Hakka 

employers. At the time I interviewed A7, he was a CEO in a multinational company, 
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he travelled overseas frequently and speaking many languages at work was inevitable. 

In addition, A7 was able to speak and understand several Hakka dialects due to his 

rich experiences of talking to overseas Hakka. He was the only person I met in 

Malaysia who understood my Hakka speech. We had no problems with 

communicating in Hakka during the interview. A7 ran a factory in China, he had 

Hakka work partners in China so he had the sensibility to understand Chinese Hakka 

and other Hakka dialects.  

All participants in Group B emphasised that Cantonese is the most important language 

in offices. Chinese companies in Sandakan see Cantonese as the lingua franca. 

Speaking Cantonese is an unwritten rule in the office; it is rare that a Chinese 

employee works without Cantonese skills. The Hakka-Cantonese speakers in my 

research described Cantonese as a ‘more polite’ language than Hakka but less formal 

than Mandarin. They felt it more appropriate to speak Cantonese to someone who was 

neither a Hakka speaker nor a close friend. According to Table 4.3, 43 of 52 

participants were employed and more than half of the Hakka employees (23 

participants) needed Cantonese at their workplaces. The workplaces in Sandakan 

include various Chinese employees and Cantonese is their common language. This 

seems like a contradiction in the reference that Hakka language is the lingua franca in 

Sabah, but Table 4.3 also shows that the number of using Hakka language at the 

workplace is more than the number of Cantonese. My data proved that Hakka is 

commonly used in public and Cantonese also has a strong presence. Hakka and 

Cantonese in Sandakan were in language competition.  

 

Office 都是講廣東話的啦，講客家就好像 … 很不禮貌這樣 … 我現在才

知道 C3 也是客家人，她之前都跟我講廣東話。(C17) 

[We always speak Cantonese in the office. Speaking Hakka in the office 

seems inappropriate. I didn’t know C3 is a Hakka until now. She always 

speaks Cantonese to me in our office.]  

 

Office 是這樣的啦，大家都講廣東話。也是可以講客家啦！就跟比較熟

的那些講囉！(B7) 
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[Office is always like that! Everyone speaks Cantonese. We sometimes speak 

Hakka too, I speak Hakka to those colleagues who are my close friends.]  

 

我老闆是福建人，他不會講客家阿，我們就講廣東，再不行就講華語

囉，像跟妳啊廣東話就不通。現在我也會聽一點福建話。(C18) 

[My boss is a Hokkien. We speak Cantonese because he can’t speak Hakka. If 

it doesn’t work, we speak Mandarin, like you (the researcher): you can’t speak 

Cantonese. I can understand Hokkien a little now.]  

 

English and Mandarin were also required in some workplaces. Participants who spoke 

English at their workplaces were in the tourism industry, such as working in hotels or 

being an accountant for an international palm oil company. There were only seven 

participants who spoke English at their workplaces. English proved to be the least 

needed language at workplaces in Sandakan. The reason for Hakka participants 

speaking Bahasa Malaysia at workplaces in Sandakan was like other situations, the 

interlocutors had no proficiency of any Chinese languages or they were non-Chinese 

(Malays, Indians, Indonesians, Filipinos or indigenous Malaysians).     

 

我做工是講英文的，因為我在酒店嘛，客人很多外國人。同事就馬來人

講馬來話，華語很少講，我不太會講華語。(B17) 

[I work in a hotel, I speak English at work. We serve many foreigners. My 

colleagues are Malays, I speak Bahasa Malay to them. I hardly speak 

Mandarin, I am not good at it.] 

 

I don’t speak Cantonese at all. My father is a Hakka and my mum is a 

Kadazan [an indigenous group]. We speak Hakka and Bahasa Malaysia at 

home. I know my colleagues all speak Cantonese, it’s …(pause) OK not to 

speak it. But I speak excellent Malay, much better than everyone in the office. 
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So, they all switch to speak Malay to me … or Hakka. Both work! (C16, 

interviewing in English) 

 

To sum up, in Sandakan, except for a few workplaces, such as working for tourism or 

in an international company, data revealed that the order of choosing languages at 

workplaces was Cantonese, Hakka, then Mandarin.  

Language use at schools is rather simple, the language choices at schools depend on 

the medium of instruction. The medium of Chinese schools in Malaysia is Mandarin; 

Bahasa Malaysia and English are compulsories. The medium of public schools is 

Bahasa Malaysia, Mandarin is not included in the curriculum. Students in Chinese 

schools are not encouraged to speak other Chinese languages, but students may 

whisper or chat in Hakka or Cantonese. The oldest Hakka participants reported their 

language choice at school was Hakka, they spoke Hakka to friends at school, but they 

had blurred memories about the medium at schools. Other participants offered the 

similar answers, Mandarin was the medium (for Chinese school graduates) but they 

spoke various languages to friends. For those participants who went to public school, 

they acquired Bahasa Malaysia while they chose Hakka, Cantonese or Mandarin to 

talk to their peers at school.   

4.2.5 Home 

Whether a language is being used at home is a key to the degree of language 

endangerment. According to UNESCO (The United Nations Educational, Scientific 

and Cultural Organization), one of the factors of language endangerment is language 

shift. The significance of language shift assessment is to analyse whether the language 

is being used in the home domain. When the dominant language begins to penetrate 

the home domain and the children become semi-speakers of their own language, they 

are identified as Grade three: Dwindling Domains. From Grade five: universal use to 

Grade 0: extinct, language use at home and between family members was in the 

middle of language shift and maintenance. It is suggested that when a language is 

decreasing its use at home, the language is in the process of shifting or the language is 

lost.  
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From Table 4.3, Hakka seemed to be maintained in almost all old and middle-aged 

Hakka participants’ home domains. There were 9 participants (B20, B9, B10, C8, 

C14, C18, C20, C15, C1) who excluded Hakka in their home domains and 8 of them 

were under age 30. Those participants who did not maintain Hakka at home had two 

language choices. Five participants replaced Hakka with Cantonese at home because 

one of their parents was a Cantonese speaker. In terms of participant C1, Mandarin 

was her dominant language and she spoke Mandarin everywhere. C8 and C20 were in 

Cantonese and Mandarin bilingual families. B9 was from a Hopo speaking family and 

also a Hopo which was not considered as a case of Hakka language shift.  

In total, 12 participants (A7, B12, B7, B19, C8, C17, C16, C4, C13, C20, C6, C7) 

reported that they have adopted other languages as well as Hakka at home and were 

becoming bilingual or trilingual families. In addition, 7 participants were from 

Cantonese or Mandarin speaking Hakka families (B20, B10, C14, C18, C20, C15, 

C1). More than one third of the total participants in this research are facing Hakka 

language shift.   

This research includes three Hakka generations; there were two generations of 

parents. Table 4.3 shows most Hakka families with Cantonese or Mandarin speaking 

were in Groups B and C which indicates the Hakka language shift occurs in the 

middle and young Hakka generations. The middle-aged Hakkas were the children of 

old Hakkas and the parents of young Hakkas. All middle-aged Hakkas were native 

Hakka speakers who acquired Hakka from their parents. If the Hakka language was 

not maintained at home and passed down to the next generation, they were the key 

point of Hakka language shift.  

4.2.6 Types of Café 

Two types of café are introduced in this section. One on the left was a Malaysian café 

(kopi tiam), the other was a more modern type, which was called in this research the 

new café (see Figures 4.2 and 4.3).   
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Figures 4.2 and 4.3. Cafés in Sandakan (These two cafés were within walking 

distance with the same customers but different languages). 

 

Figure 4.2 was the Malaysian café I visited to interview and observe participants. It 

was also a place where many people in the neighbourhood preferred to meet. I went to 

this café almost every day during my fieldwork in Sandakan. Most customers there 

were Hakka speakers. The owner was one of the participants, B4. His mother was in 

charge of this café with two Malay staff, one Teochew Hakka speaker waitress and 

one Hakka cook. Ordering food from the Malay staff was through Bahasa Malaysia. 

Other conversations in this café were usually in Hakka. I spoke Mandarin to my 

participants and other customers; most of the customers were able to recognise me as 

an overseas Chinese and chose to speak Mandarin to me.  

I also observed people in the other type of café (see Figure 4.3). Unlike the Malaysian 

café, here they offered cheese cake, tiramisu, café latte, cappuccino and western 

flavour cookies. There were around two to three new cafés in Sandakan, all filled with 

Cantonese and Mandarin speech. My participants went to the Malaysian café at least 

five days a week, they also went to the new café a maximum of once a month. The 

youngsters liked the new café but were students and they were only available to go on 

the weekends. The adults were used to meeting friends in the Malaysian style café and 

went to the western café intermittently. I volunteered to work as a waitress in one of 

the new cafés in Sandakan to observe the customers’ language choices. The owner 

was a Hakka who spoke Hakka and Cantonese to his employees, and Mandarin to me. 

I recognised that most customers were Chinese Malaysians and their first language 

choice in the café was Cantonese. Due to my limited Cantonese proficiency, 

customers naturally switched to Mandarin without hesitation. It was rare to hear 
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Hakka in this café although a few customers whispered in Hakka but it seemed like 

Cantonese and Mandarin were the ‘right languages’ in this atmosphere.   

 

他們就是用廣東話 order 的，你看這店那麼美，所以要講廣東話阿，客家

話太粗了。(C8) 

[They took orders in Cantonese, and this place is fully decorated. I must speak 

Cantonese. Hakka is rude.] 

 

我也不懂喔，我覺得只有廣東話跟華語可以用，我都是跟他們講華語

啦，他們也知道我就是講華語的，每次來就華語囉。(C21)  

[I don’t know, it feels like only Cantonese or Mandarin could fit in this café. I 

normally speak Mandarin, and they knew it.] 

 

4.2.7 Other domains – dance studio and children’s art classroom 

Participants invited me to join their dance studio; it was a Zumba fitness programme 

running three classes a week. I went there three times, there were around 15 to 20 

students, most of whom were Chinese ladies. The teacher had Hakka and Kadazan 

parents. She taught in Cantonese and sometimes came up with a few English words. 

She was on the stage speaking Cantonese but when she finished her dancing class and 

stepped down, she switched to Hakka and talked to students like good friends. In this 

classroom, Cantonese was the language of instruction while Hakka was a language for 

casual conversation.  

Participant C9 was an art teacher who opened an art classroom to teach drawing to 

five to 18-year-old students. There was also a teacher of abacus skills to share this 

classroom. Both of them taught in Mandarin. Most of the children in this classroom 

learnt in Mandarin and talked to each other in Mandarin too. A few of them spoke 

English. For some special situations, like a student needing specific assistance in the 

class, teachers switched to Hakka to comfort the child. The children who spoke 
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English were in public primary school and were able to speak English and Bahasa 

Malaysia well but not Mandarin. Participants C10 and C11 were this type of child. 

Participant C10 was C9’s student. C9 knew she was from a Hakka family and was 

very fluent in Hakka. He always talked to her in Hakka (Mandarin to other students). 

C10 was an 11-year-old girl, who was not able to speak Mandarin. She spoke English 

and Hakka when she played with other students in the art classroom. Most students in 

this classroom were Mandarin speakers, but C10 and they could understand each 

other.    

At the end of my first term of the fieldwork, my camera was broken. Participant B9 

took me to four places to have it repaired. The first was the customer service centre, 

where the lady behind the counter spoke Cantonese. The second and the third stops 

were appliance shops, one where Hakka was spoken, the other had a Malay 

shopkeeper and she served in Bahasa Malaysia. The last one was a photography 

studio, where the manager talked in Mandarin. My experience demonstrated a 

multilingual Hakka community where Cantonese, Hakka, Bahasa Malaysia and 

Mandarin were frequently used.  

4.3 A Hakka Cantonese family 

Participants C4, C8 and C15 were from a prominent family in Sandakan. The Teng 

family owned many businesses and they were respected in the Hakka community. C4 

was one of the core leaders in the Sandakan Hakka Association and he often 

represented the Youth League of the Sandakan Hakka Association at national 

meetings. I noticed that C4 spoke Cantonese to almost everyone in the Sandakan 

Hakka Association except participant B2. C4 and B2 used to work together. As B2 

was a strict Hakka language maintainer, they talked in Hakka. C4 changed his 

employment to work with B6 and they talked in Cantonese while B2 and B4 spoke 

Hakka to each other. Three of them were in the leadership of the Sandakan Hakka 

Association, but Cantonese occupied a large part of their conversations. Other senior 

members in the Sandakan Hakka Association had noticed C4’s dominant Cantonese 

speech and they assumed that may affect other young Hakka members. The 

committee specifically made a rule about non-Cantonese speaking in formal Hakka 

meetings to show their determination to maintain Hakka.  
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I was invited to the Teng family home for the Mid-Autumn Festival dinner. This 

family is a three generation Hakka family with entirely Cantonese speech. Mr. Teng 

and his brother and sister’s families attended the dinner. C4, C8 and C15 were there 

too. C15 was the youngest in the family. He spoke fair Cantonese to his grandmother 

and Mandarin to others. The grandmother, Mr. Teng’s mother, was a Cantonese 

speaker, married into a Hakka family. The Tengs defined themselves as a Hakka 

family, most of them were able to speak excellent Hakka. This Hakka family had 

switched to Cantonese since the paternal grandfather passed away a long time ago. 

But they insisted on Hakka identity by the paternal descent, despite no Hakka 

language at home. 

4.4 The use of Cantonese 

This research defines the term ‘Cantonese’ as a language and people who live in or 

have migrated from Guangdong Province of China will be referred to as 

‘Guangdongese’. Hakka is one of the Chinese ethnic groups scattered in Guangdong 

and their language (Hakka) is widely used in this area. Hakkas can be both 

Guangdongese and Cantonese speakers but Cantonese speakers are not necessarily 

Hakka.  

The spread of Guangdongese and their accompanying cultures and languages to 

overseas Chinese communities was not by accident. Guangdong Province was the 

result of one of the earliest divisions of China which had had extensive trade networks 

with other countries since the 16th century (Yow, 2013). From the 1850s to the 1930s, 

Chinese migration boomed more and more each year. Between 19 and 22 million 

Chinese emigrated over this period. Over half of them went to Singapore and many of 

those Chinese transhipped to other locations in Malaya, the Dutch Indies, and Burma 

(McKeown, 2005, p. 69). Chinese migration from the southeast of China seemed to 

have more coherence with regions of Southeast Asia. The Chinese merchants, miners 

and settlers at that time enjoyed a similar symbiotic relationship with various 

indigenous and colonial states in Southeast Asia (Trocki, 1997). Although Cantonese 

is ranked third of the Chinese languages in Malaysia, Cantonese is the most common 

language used in Malaysian Chinese communities.  
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As Sabah has been dominated by the Hakkas, their language has been taken up among 

all Chinese groups. Sandakan, the previous capital city, is called “little Hong Kong” 

due to its great popularity with Chinese traders, who spoke Cantonese. From the 

1950s, Hakka language has acted as the lingua franca in Sabah, while Cantonese has 

seized the port of Sandakan and a large proportion of business activities. Cantonese 

has been used for business and Hakkas were engaged in the agriculture industry. 

Hakka language has no strong connection with commercial activities, many Hakka in 

Sabah have Cantonese competence. Because of the predominance of Cantonese in the 

port and accompanying businesses the port area is known as ‘little Hong Kong’. I 

argue that ‘little Hong Kong’ does not prove Sandakan is a Cantonese speaking city. 

It only implies that many Cantonese speakers were and continue to be engaged in 

business around the Port of Sandakan. Port trading stimulates catering businesses 

which is well within Cantonese speakers’ common practices and at which they excel. 

There was no data found that the number of Cantonese speakers was predominated 

and Hakka was the subordinate in Sandakan Chinese communities.  

From the tables above, it can be seen that Cantonese is frequently used by many 

participants, especially for middle-aged participants and in grocery and workplaces. 

The Cantonese speaking Hakka families in Sandakan like the Tengs were not the sole 

and exclusive case. My data proved that Cantonese is a threat for the Hakka 

community. Forty-five participants in this research were Cantonese speakers and 41 

participants’ Cantonese proficiency was above level three. The Hakka-Cantonese 

speakers identified that Cantonese was useful. They often selected Cantonese as the 

first choice when they talked to a stranger with Chinese appearance. Although Hakka 

is the majority group in Sabah, it is more likely that a Hakka is also a Cantonese 

speaker rather than that a Cantonese speaker is able to speak Hakka. Many 

participants pointed out that Cantonese was a social language in Chinese communities 

and it was common and general in all kinds of groups. One of the most active national 

Chinese associations, the Young Malaysia Movement (YMM, 馬來西亞青年運動) 

has adopted bilingual speech. Members of YMM usually talk to each other in 

Cantonese while they are required to speak Mandarin in public. There is no strict 

language policy in YMM, the reason for preferring Mandarin in public is because it is 

the most common language for the younger Chinese generation in all areas of 

Malaysia. One of my participants is a member of YMM and the Sandakan Hakka 
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Association. He talked to his girlfriend in Cantonese although they were both Hakkas. 

They found it difficult to switch to another language because they met each other in 

YMM, a Cantonese speaking association. There were many similar examples like this, 

where Cantonese was always the priority on a social occasion and Hakkas did not 

switch back to Hakka language if they chose Cantonese as the first language to greet 

each other. This proved that Cantonese is becoming a widely used language in the 

Hakka community and Cantonese is replacing Hakka. Six participants (B7, B9, B10, 

B11, B20 and C19) chose Cantonese to speak to their Hakka partners, all offering the 

same explanation, which was that they first met each other in Cantonese and they 

have kept the habit. 

 

我認識我老婆的時候就是講廣東話，就這樣囉！(B7) 

[When I first talked to my wife it was in Cantonese. That’s what we do.] 

 

我跟我女朋友是講廣東話的，廣東話就比較斯文嘛，不會改。可是我去

他們家就跟他們家人講客家話。(C19) 

[I speak Cantonese to my girlfriend; Cantonese is more polite. We will keep 

speaking Cantonese, won’t change. When I visit her house, I switch to Hakka 

to talk to her family.] 

 

As shown in Table 4.2, Group B are more fluent in Cantonese than the other two 

groups. Specifically, 22 participants in Group B are all capable of Cantonese speech 

and three quarters of them (17 of 22) claimed that their Cantonese speaking is at level 

five, as fluent as native speakers. The average Cantonese proficiency in this group is 

above level three (no problem in daily regular conversation). In contrast, two of the 

seven oldest participants in Group A and five of the 24 younger participants in Group 

C cannot speak Cantonese. Comparing Groups B and C, the number of people 

speaking Cantonese is in the majority but in Group C some participants had no 

Cantonese proficiency while in the middle-aged Hakka generation (Group B) 

everyone was able to speak Cantonese. Interestingly, five participants of Group C 
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with no Cantonese background are between the ages 11 and 16. The five participants 

who cannot speak Cantonese had Cantonese speaking families or friends but they 

were less interested in acquiring Cantonese. Data show a clear boundary that 

Cantonese is a preferred language for Hakkas aged from 20 to 45 who were also in 

employment. Cantonese in Sandakan is a language used in social events and 

workplaces.   

Hakka-Cantonese speakers reported that they acquired Cantonese from radio and TV 

programmes. Hong Kong entertainment reached all Chinese Malaysian families in the 

1980s. People who were born or have grown up since then are around age 30 to 40 

now. They are quite familiar with Hong Kong movies, pop stars and Cantonese pop 

music. When participants were asked about music, many of them offered similar 

answers, such as Jacky Cheung, Andy Lau or Beyond (a band) who were widely 

known in almost all overseas Chinese communities. The advance of Karaoke is also a 

medium of Cantonese language spread that has increased the wave of singing in 

Cantonese (Carstens, 2005). Middle aged participants recalled that watching 

Television Broadcasts Limited (TVB) was one of their good memories from their 

childhood. TVB is a commercial television station based in Hong Kong, which 

commenced broadcasting in 1967. It was the first wireless television station in Hong 

Kong and today it runs five free channels. TVB’s headquarters is the largest 

commercial television production centre in Asia, whose television programmes are 

available in Mainland China, Taiwan, Macau, the United States, United Kingdom, 

Canada, Australia, Ireland, New Zealand, Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore. In other 

words, as long as there are Chinese in a region, there is TVB. 

Back to the 1970s, a few years after the establishment of Malaysia, television was 

introduced there and became popular in the late 1970s. Meanwhile the entertainment 

industry in Hong Kong had advanced rapidly, Cantonese therefore acted as the 

medium to spread throughout overseas communities. In the 1980s, Cantonese 

television programmes swept over and filled Malaysian Chinese life. Cantonese can 

be seen as the fashion or it is a very popular cultural medium even in an unwavering 

Hakka community. The Chinese who were not Cantonese speakers may not always 

have understood the language, but they seemed to enjoy watching Cantonese videos 

and following the style of Hong Kong life (Carstens, 2005). Cantonese became a 

‘trendy’ language; the local Malaysian television station started to produce shows in 
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Cantonese, Cantonese operated as the sole language for the Chinese Malaysian 

audience until a Hokkien TV channel, Hua Hee Dai, started to broadcast in Malaysia 

in 2007 (Sim, 2012). Through the influence of mass media, Cantonese and the culture 

of Cantonese speakers represented the image of fashion and high development in 

Malaysian Chinese communities. Cantonese has circulated in Chinese communities in 

Malaysia since the 1970s. Although the number of native Cantonese speakers is not 

the majority, Cantonese still retains high social status. Cantonese in Malaysia 

represents commerce, sociability and modernisation. Cantonese in some ways has 

promoted unity amongst all ethnic Chinese groups in Malaysia during the period of 

political and social turbulence and continues to be the lingua franca amongst Chinese 

in Malaysia.  

When Cantonese acted as a social and fashionable language in the Hakka 

communities, some Hakkas were negative about Cantonese. Not only because 

Cantonese decreased Hakka language maintenance but Cantonese created the 

diglossia. Cantonese seems to be of a higher prestige and it could depress Hakka.  

 

我不講廣東話的，我不喜歡講，講廣東話的人好像覺得自己很高一等。

(B12) 

[I don’t speak Cantonese. I don’t like to speak Cantonese. The Cantonese 

speakers act like they are superior.] 

 

那些年輕人現在都講廣東話，開會也講廣東話，這樣很不好，我們是客

家公會，要講客家話才對嘛，我之前就警告過他們。 (A3) 

[Those young people like to speak Cantonese, even in our meeting (Sandakan 

Hakka Association). This is bad, we are in a Hakka Association, every one 

should speak Hakka. I have warned them.] 

 

A3 was a senior administrator in the Sandakan Hakka Association. She saw 

Cantonese as a challenge to maintaining Hakka language. She was aware that 

decreasing Cantonese is difficult, but banning Cantonese speech in the Hakka 
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Association was her duty and a critical mission of being in the leadership in the 

Sandakan Hakka Association.  

4.5 The use of Mandarin  

Mandarin is fast becoming the first language for many young Hakkas, which means 

that many middle-aged Hakka parents choose Mandarin as their family language 

although their first language was Hakka. Mandarin has also been the medium of 

instruction in Chinese schools in Malaysia since the 1920s and other Chinese 

languages were forbidden in schools. Mandarin has occupied the two significant 

domains in the Hakka communities in Sandakan: education and family. Hakka 

language maintenance is in a crucial phase. From Tables 4.2 and 4.3, 51 of 52 Hakka 

participants were able to speak Mandarin and Mandarin could be found in all domains 

in Chinese communities (except the city council where Bahasa Malaysia was required 

as the official language and as outside of Chinese communities). Compared with 

Cantonese, the influence of Mandarin is beyond the boundaries of Chinese ethnic 

groups. Mandarin is one of the international languages that Hakka parents are eager to 

keep at home.  

When Mandarin started to expand and occupy more and more domains in the Hakka 

community in Sandakan, Hakka language maintenance fluctuated. Hakkas were on 

one hand fearful of losing their tradition and language but on the other hand they have 

also adopted Mandarin. Many Hakka parents in Sandakan have encouraged their 

children to acquire Mandarin in both speaking and writing skills to fit into the 

international Chinese world. Under the umbrella of Chinese culture, Malaysian 

Hakkas have followed the global tendency. They are Hakka and Mandarin users. 

Speaking Mandarin for Hakka middle-aged parents represents a well-educated level; 

some of the participants expected their children to prepare Mandarin for the future 

with Mandarin instead of Hakka. B18 revealed the belief that Mandarin is worth 

learning and being good parents was assisting their children to speak the standard 

Mandarin.  
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我們是故意跟小孩講華語的，因為華語比較正，你懂嗎 … 我們怕他輸給

人家 (B18)。 

[We intentionally chose Mandarin. Because you know … Mandarin is the 

standard language. We don’t want him to lose.]  

 

Hakka parents’ attitudes to Mandarin tend to be economic and strategic planning. 

Participants argued that the reasons for giving up Hakka language is because Hakka 

was impractical for Chinese literacy. Hakka parents see little value in Hakka 

maintenance. By contrast, being a Mandarin native speaker was labelled as being 

intelligent and knowledgeable because Mandarin is the medium of instruction in 

Malaysian Chinese schools. Many Hakka parents in this research shied away from 

telling the truth of language use to their children. They were carrying the 

responsibility to revive the culture, maintaining Hakka is a duty, whereas guiding 

their children to speak Mandarin is beneficial. Speaking Mandarin seems easier to 

gain a position in other metropolises of western Malaysia where Mandarin is 

commonly used. As parents, the biggest concern of parenting is leading their children 

to adjust to the stiffly competitive society. They have pride, but they also have to face 

the reality, which is causing the mother language to fade away. Hakka parents put 

Mandarin in the priority of children’s education; they also keep the hope that children 

could eventually revive the Hakka language.  

 

現在的孩子太聰明了，他們吃的東西跟我們以前不一樣，以後她自己會

學會客家話的！(B1) 

[The kids are too smart. They are much smarter than we were. They eat better; 

they will eventually learn Hakka in future.] 

 

我以前和他們講華語，我想讓他們學好華語才去學校，現在改講客家

話，以後他們要講華語還是客家都隨便他們，反正我已經教會他們了。

(B3) 
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[I used to speak Mandarin to my children to assist them in getting ready before 

going to school. I have switched to Hakka now. Speaking either Mandarin or 

Hakka in their later life is up to them. I have taught them everything.] 

4.6 Language attitudes  

Given the fact that a language is the vehicle through which individuals encode their 

speech, it becomes intimately connected to a sense of belonging. The way of people’s 

speaking and their language choice reflects levels of individual cognition and lead to 

certain behaviours. Language choice shows peoples’ preferences for speaking and 

language attitudes represent thoughts and emotions. The studies of language choice 

and language attitudes promote the interests and values of the dominant group and 

strengthen the relationships between individuals and the community. Language 

attitudes is a field which is related to social psychology, it cannot be described 

through momentary action. Attitudes towards language require observation of both an 

individual’s internal mental state and the effects of social experience on them.  

The focuses of attitudes towards languages in the field of sociolinguistics are 

participants’ interaction among groups and their beliefs about the groups and the 

society. Language attitudes are hard to describe as an organised or measurable matter; 

they are not easily observed through an interview. In the past, social psychologists 

employed questionnaires, interviews and scaling techniques to understand language-

and-people connections. The results were suspect because of the problems of 

trustworthiness and credibility. Language attitudes need to be demonstrated through 

actual behaviour; participants’ responses and opinions related to language varieties 

are even more significant.   

In this research, attitudes towards each language are defined in terms of the 

language’s functions and participants’ motivation towards learning language. Data 

were collected from my four months’ anthropological fieldwork in Sandakan, Sabah, 

Malaysia; 52 participants’ language attitudes were recorded by semi-structured 

interviews and long-term participant-observation. Most participants could identify 

their dominant language and described the experiences of using languages while a few 

participants were struggling with selecting the preferred/first/dominant language 

because of their multilingual skills. Feelings about a language are not easy to assess, 
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and language attitude is not a dichotomy of positive or negative thoughts. For 

example, Hakka language in Sandakan is used daily by participants who are over the 

age of 20. They claimed that Hakka language should be preserved and passed down to 

following generations, but some of them as parents did not take such actions in life. 

Data show positive language attitudes are not always followed by support; the 

situation of not passing down Hakka does not mean they had negative attitudes to the 

language. Giving attitudes to languages should consider the external perspectives such 

as social networks, children’s education, politics and the internal perspectives like 

identity.  

4.6.1 Mandarin is elegant, Hakka is rude  

During the interviews of my fieldwork, I offered four terms for participants to choose 

how they feel about languages they speak. The four terms were “elegant”, “rude”, 

“polite” and “common”. These terms were derived from initial conversations I had 

with my participants. All participants showed positive attitudes toward Mandarin; 

they confirmed that Mandarin is a language used for education and for a formal 

occasion. They chose elegant and polite to describe their feeling about Mandarin. In 

contrast, Hakka was felt to be rude but friendly.  

我跟我朋友打球，我們男孩子都講客家話，感覺… 比較親。可是女生喜

歡講華語，我常聽他們講華語，我就跟他們講華語。(C2) 

[My friend and I speak Hakka. We boys play basketball, Hakka makes me feel 

closer to them like a team. Girls, they prefer speaking Mandarin. I have 

noticed that they always speak Mandarin. I speak Mandarin when I need to 

talk to girls.] 

 

我平時大多講廣東話，但我跟我女朋友講華語，華語比較斯文浪漫，客

家話怎麼講我愛你嘛，我愛你 (in Hakka)？不好聽嘛！(C14) 

[I usually speak Cantonese in my life, but I use Mandarin to talk to my 

girlfriend. Mandarin is more polite and romantic. How can we say” I love 

you” in Hakka? Ngai Oy Ngi? It’s vulgar, it doesn’t sound right!] 
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Speaking Mandarin mostly in schools where Hakka is not acceptable or in some 

formal occasions in Chinese communities. The function of Mandarin is to convey 

knowledge or when talking to people who are highly educated. Therefore, Mandarin 

has been labelled as a polite, elegant language by my Hakka participants. Hakka 

language is the opposite to the elegant label, it is deemed to be rude and impolite. 

Because Mandarin is being seen as an elegant language, some male participants 

described their female friends as preferring Mandarin, thus they chose Mandarin to 

speak to ladies. As quoted earlier participant C2 likes speaking Hakka due to its 

friendliness and cheekiness, which makes him more popular. When boys play sport 

they always speak Hakka; he believed that the way of speaking this language showed 

his manhood. Interestingly, many participants showed gender stereotype in languages. 

They thought that Hakka language is rude, speaking Hakka represented masculinity; 

and Mandarin is, in this society a female’s language.  

C14 was not the only young male participant who chose non-Hakka language to speak 

to his girlfriend. C9, C19, C21, B9 and B7 all have Hakka speaker girlfriends (or 

wives), but they all chose Mandarin or Cantonese to communicate. The reasons for 

this choice were all similar, Hakka was too rude to be spoken in a romantic 

relationship. As the young Hakka couple decide not to use Hakka to communicate, 

continuing the situation of “difficult to change” (see quotations B7 and C19 on page 

112), it terminates Hakka language transmission.  

Language attitudes of Hakka people in this research proved their language choices in 

various domains. Language attitudes research provides a backdrop for explaining 

linguistic variation and change (Garrett, 2010, p. 15). Apart from parents, 41 of the 52 

participants claimed that Hakka traditions were important and maintaining Hakka 

language was necessary. Speaking Hakka came from different motivations such as 

stressing Hakka identity or getting involved in the Hakka community. Hakka 

language has been seen as a rude and uncivil language by all participants, but it seems 

to be like a glue to unite Hakka people in the multicultural community.  

 

我喜歡講客家，因為我是客家人嘛！(B1)  
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[I like to speak Hakka because I am a Hakka] 

 

在客家公會我就一定講客家話，因為要開會。客家公會開會那當然是客

家話。(C14) 

[I definitely switch to Hakka language in the Hakka Association. We have 

meetings regularly, having a meeting in the Hakka Association Hakka 

language must be spoken.]   

 

Given the question about the importance of Hakka and attitude toward Hakka 

language, 11 young participants were indifferent, most of them were under the age of 

20. In this generation, the difference between Hakka and Chinese was not clear. A 

few young participants took “Chinese” to describe Mandarin, they did not understand 

much about groups and languages. It was predictable that they expressed little 

enthusiasm for speaking Hakka language because they were not encouraged to use it. 

A main concern is that some languages are losing their speakers because these 

languages are not being used in technological devices or mass media, which all relate 

to the younger generation. For example, twenty years ago the Maori language in New 

Zealand was experiencing language attrition, because many Maori speakers believed 

that their language is just not good enough to be taught and it was not keeping up with 

the social changes (Harlow, 1998). Although this has changed over the last decades, 

the past understanding aligns with the belief of younger Hakka in Sabah. For the 

young Hakka generation, Hakka language is neither the medium of instruction at 

school nor is it used by the majority of people. The attitudes towards Hakka language 

are not as contradictory as for the older generation. As mentioned in the introduction 

to language attitudes above, function and motivation of speaking Hakka language 

have left negative attitudes espoused by young participants.    

The positive-negative attitudes are ambiguous: participants’ behaviours and beliefs 

are affected by many factors. Language attitudes are rather complicated, being 

positive about Hakka language without passing it down to the next generation or 

seeing Hakka language as a low-level language but speaking it every day are factors 

to be considered, whether the language survives or dies out.  
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Language attitudes toward other languages are more consistent in most participants. 

Cantonese is neither related to Hakka identity nor a language of education in 

Malaysia; the function of Cantonese for Hakka people is for communication with 

other Malaysian Chinese ethnic groups. According to the Chinese immigrant history 

of Sabah, Cantonese has been seen as a language for trading. Participants marked 

Cantonese with the term “common” or added another term “useful”. From Table 4.3, 

Cantonese was commonly used in the workplace: 23 out of 42 participants needed 

Cantonese skills in their full-time job. Cantonese circulated among middle-aged 

participants, but many young Hakka participants are unaware of linguistic differences, 

tending to believe in the ‘Greater Chinese’ instead of Cantonese or Hakka.  

 

我以前做工的時候會講廣東話，很久沒講了，現在都客家(話)。不講廣

東話也沒什麼。 (B21) 

[I used to speak Cantonese when I was employed. I haven’t spoken Cantonese 

for a long time. It’s all Hakka now. It’s also fine for not speaking Cantonese.] 

 

我沒有教我的兒子講廣東話，他以後出來做工自己就會講了！(B2) 

[My son will acquire Cantonese by himself when he starts to work, I don’t 

need to teach him now.] 

我不知道他們在說什麼，廣東或客家，不過他們要找我的時候就會講華

語。 (C1) 

[I don’t know what they are talking about, speaking Cantonese or Hakka; if 

they need me they would speak Mandarin.] 

 

Bahasa Malaysia and English are two compulsory languages in schools. Although 

language policy promotes both languages with equal status, Hakka people have 

different attitudes toward Bahasa Malaysia and English. Bahasa Malaysia is the sole 

national language in Malaysia, it represents “Malay value”, more specifically intended 

to build a sense of nationalism (Ali, 2013; Hassan, 2005). Hakka participants had 
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negative attitudes to speaking Bahasa Malaysia, they only spoke Bahasa Malaysia 

when the conversation needed it or the interlocutor was a monolingual, such as in an 

official department or talking to a Malay friend. Unlike English which is a world 

language, learning Bahasa Malaysia for Hakka participants was not always regarded 

enthusiastically. The main factor in avoiding Bahasa Malaysia is political identity, the 

political conflicts in Malaysia are always related to ethnic issues. English is a supreme 

language in Malaysia, people who speak fluent English in Sabah are unusual. English 

speakers are more respected in Sabah than in western Malaysian cities. Although 

English has been taught in schools, it is rarely spoken in Sabah. Most participants 

reported their English proficiency was in the intermediate level, and they were not 

confident in speaking English. Having excellent English skills was a goal. 

Alternatively, speaking Mandarin enables increasing the chance to survive in any 

Malaysian Chinese communities or overseas Chinese communities.   

Summary 

The study of language attitudes as a performance indicator correlates clearly with 

participants’ linguistic choice in a multilingual community. The use of language 

reflects the dominant culture and differentiated functions, social status of languages 

and their speakers.  

In a linguistically varied society like Sandakan, each domain carries different 

expectations for language use. The pressure coming from societal norms caused 

diglossia which raised Mandarin as a polite and elegant language and other Chinese 

ethnic languages are becoming valueless. The significant external factor of diglossia 

is language planning such as the policy of medium of instruction in the education 

domain and restriction on social media. In this research, the majority of Chinese 

Malaysians went to Chinese schools, where they acquired Mandarin in schools and 

recognised Mandarin as a formal language. Their Cantonese proficiency came from 

TV and radio; in the 1970s, programmes made by Hong Kong were the only source 

imported to Malaysian Chinese communities. The internal factors include 

participants’ skills, knowledge and abilities. In general, language ideology has 

powerful influence on language use. When language is reduced in its use in domains 

or a language is gradually replaced by another dominant language, language shift 
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occurs. While members of a Hakka community emphasised their ideological position 

without maintaining their language, Hakka language is considered to be experiencing 

language shift.   
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CHAPTER FIVE: LANGUAGE 
MAINTENANCE AND LANGUAGE 

SHIFT 
 

Introduction  

Language maintenance and language shift are concepts to explain how a language 

gradually replaces another as the dominant language in a community and how a 

language maintains its primary role under external and internal pressure. This chapter 

demonstrates examples of Hakka participants’ language choices with different 

interlocutors. The data in this section are drawn from long-term participant 

observation in a range of situational contexts in a Hakka community in Sabah, 

Malaysia. On the basis of language choice discussions across three Hakka generations 

in Chapter Four, the patterns of language use and linguistic attitudes show the use of 

Hakka language decreasing. Hakka is no longer a dominant language in Sandakan, the 

previous capital city of Sabah. Hakkas were the majority in Sabah Chinese 

communities and their language has been the lingua franca among Chinese groups 

from the 1950s (Han, 1971; Lee, 1965).  

The significant finding from the data presented in Chapter Four is that Hakka is not 

successfully maintained in the home domain as language use at home or among 

families is of crucial importance to examine language shift. Some Hakka families in 

this research have switched to Cantonese or Mandarin. Although most participants 

hold a positive attitude to being a Hakka, speaking Hakka is considered to be impolite 

and rude behaviour. By contrast, Mandarin has increasingly occupied more domains. 

Mandarin is the medium in Malaysian Chinese schools, representing knowledge and 

intelligence. Speaking fluent Mandarin seems superior in the Hakka community 

which threatens Hakka language survival. As shown in Table 4.2 (page 87), 51 out of 

52 participants have Mandarin proficiency and four young participants have adopted 

Mandarin as the first language; one has abandoned Hakka and shifted towards 

monolingual Mandarin. Cantonese also plays an important role in the linguistic 

competition in the Hakka community: domains of Cantonese are groceries, 

workplaces and families which are socially interactive places. Figure 4.1 (page 95) 
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shows that participants who favour Cantonese are middle-aged Hakkas, who identify 

that Cantonese is less formal than Mandarin but commonly used.  

Following Chapter Four, the language use in various domains in a Hakka community 

in Sandakan, this chapter focuses on Hakka participants’ language choices with 

different interlocutors. The data show how the Hakka language has been replaced by 

other languages in relationships among three generations. Significant factors are 

considered in the process of Hakka language shift, likewise the existing reasons for 

Hakka language maintenance.  

According to Fishman (1991), language shift occurs when intergenerational language 

transmission has ceased. It is suggested that the efforts of successive intergenerational 

transmission must continue so that the language can be maintained. In countries with 

immigrant populations, a pattern of language shift within a span of three generations 

is common. The patterns of language change crossing three generations reflect the 

pressure of assimilation to the host country. An immigrant community may employ a 

variant of the same general principle: networks constitute strong ties which function 

as a mechanism to support minority (heritage) languages before resisting institutional 

pressures to adopt bilingualism. When these networks weaken, the heritage language 

weakens, accordingly with the loosening networks, language shift is likely to take 

place (Milroy & Llamas, 2013). Due to the different types of different social 

networks, the language choices among the first, second and third generations are 

distinguished. For example, in the British Chinese community, the earliest immigrants 

(first generation/grandparents) are tied with kin and ethnic-based networks while the 

second generation prefer British Chinese, whereas members of the youngest 

generation are more extensively engaged with non-Chinese peers (Li, 1995). 

The language use by three Hakka generations in Sandakan was observed. Participants 

aged over 60 are Hakka language maintainers. As Li (1995) demonstrated, the earliest 

immigrants associated more with family members. Sandakan Hakka elders founded 

the Hakka Association in order to bring all Hakkas together. With the gradually 

increasing network, the second generation of Hakkas started to adopt various cultures 

and eventually became multilingual Hakkas in the Malaysian Chinese community. In 

Sandakan, a previous capital city where Cantonese acts as a business language, most 

Hakkas over age 30 were Cantonese speakers. The young Hakka participants were 
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born after 1990, which is the remarkable period of China becoming a greater economy 

in the world. Speaking Mandarin, the language of China represents a higher 

socioeconomic status which affects the language choice of this generation. From the 

perspective of immigrant society, Hakkas have settled down in Sandakan for four to 

five generations and their language has been maintained for a long time (the first 

generation of my participants is the second or third generation Hakka immigrants in 

Sandakan). Cultural assimilation is an issue, although it is one of the factors in losing 

the heritage language, Hakka language still survives. My research found that the great 

effects are the recent changes in the contemporary world: ‘Chineseness’ is 

challenging Hakka culture.  

More and more Hakka families in Sandakan have adopted Mandarin/Cantonese and 

Hakka bilingualism. The increasing number of bilingual families shows Hakka 

language is losing its domains. In many social contexts in Sandakan, speaking 

Cantonese is more appreciated and acquisition of Hakka is not encouraged. In Chapter 

Four, the middle-aged Hakkas were able to speak more languages than the other two 

generations. They were children of the older generation and also the parents of the 

young generation. When Hakka is not chosen in the home domain, they seem like the 

key turning Hakka to other languages.  

The later sections in this chapter illustrate language choices among interlocutors 

showing how the communicative norm selects languages while the values of 

‘Hakkaness’ remain embedded in those languages. Moreover, the shift of family 

language policies between two Hakka parenting generations must be understood, 

which relate to whether Hakka is passing down to subsequent generations or not. 

Factors of Hakka maintenance such as religion, the Hakka Association and the 

traditions of Chinese culture are included as they contribute to certain degrees of 

reversing language shift.  

In other communities, language is maintained for religion reasons. Yiddish-speaking 

Hasidic Jews in New York and German-speaking Amish and Old Order Mennonites 

in Pennsylvania both utilise their minority language for religious purposes (Potowski, 

2013). As study of the True Jesus Church in the British Chinese community revealed, 

that religion provided opportunities for Chinese families to gather together and 
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maintain their pre-migration networks. The True Jesus Church also assisted with 

retaining Cantonese speech and Chinese literacy lessons (Li, 1995).  

 

 Grandfath
er 

Grandmot
her 

Father Mother Siblings Partner Children  Grandchild
ren 

Hakka Friends Non-
Hakka 
Friends 

Malay 
Friends 

Indian 
Friends 

Other 
Friend 

Teachers 

A4 X X  H H H H H H H H X X X X 

A1 X X  H H H H H H H H B X H H/M 

A5 X H  H H H H H M H/M H H/
B 

X H/B M 

A7 H  H  H H H H H H/M/
E 

H H/C B B B M 

A3 H H  H H H H H H H H B X B M/E 

A6 H  X  H H H H H X H H/C B B B M 

A2 X X  H H H H H H H C B X B M/C 

B1 X X  H H H H M X H H/C B B/
E 

B M/B/
E 

B8 H H H H H X X X H H B B B M 

B2 X X  H H H H H X H/C H/C B B B M 

B12 X X H H H M M X H H B X X M 

B14 X X H H H X X X H/C  C/H B B B M 

B20 H C C C C/H/
M 

C C/E/
M 

X H C B X X M 

B21 X X  H  H  H H H X H H/C B X X M 

B4 H H H H H H H X H/C H/C B B B M 

B15 H H H H H H M X H C/M B X B M/C 

B3  X X  H H H H H/M X H/C H/C B B B M 

B6 H H H H H H H X H/C H/C B B B M 

B13 H H H H H H X X H H/C B/
H 

X B M 

B18 H H H H H C M X H/C C B X X M 

B5 H H H H H H H X H/C H/C B B B M 

B7 H H H H H C H/M X H/C C/H B B B M 

B17 H H H H H X X X H/C C B X X B/E 

B19 X C H C H/C H X X C/H C/M B X X M 

B11 H H H H H C X X H/C C/H B X B M 

B16 H H H H H C X X H/C C/H B B B B/E 

B9 Ho Ho Ho Ho Ho C X X H/C H/C B B B M 

B10 H H H/
C 

H/C/H
K 

C C C/H
K 

X H/C/M C B X B M 

C8 H C C C M/C H X X H/C C B B M M 

C17 H H H H H H/
M 

X X C/H M/C B X X M/E/
B 

C9 H H H H H H/
M 

X X H/C H/C B B/
E 

E M 

C16 X X H B B/H X X X H H/M B X X M/B/
E 

C3 H H H H H H X X H/C/M
/E 

C B E H/M/
E 

M/E 

C19 H H H H H C X X C/H C B X X M 
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C4 C C C C C X X X C/H C/H/
M 

B B B M 

C13 H H H/
M 

H H M X X H/C C B X X M 

C14 C C C C C M/
H 

X X C C B M X M 

C18 X H C H C X X X C/H C B X X M 

C22 H/Te
o 

H C C C X X X C/H M/C E/
B 

E E M 

C5 H H H H H/M X X X H/M M B B X M 

C20 M M M M M X X X M M B X X M 

C21 H H H H H E X X C/H C B E B E/M 

C15 H C M/
C 

M/C M X X X M/H M B/
M 

M X M 

C23 H H H H H X X X C/H C B X X M 

C2 H H H H H X X X H/M/E H/M/
E 

B/
M 

X X M 

C6 X X H H H X X X M M B X X M 

C7 X X H H H X X X M M B X X M 

C1 H H M M X X X X M M/E E/
B 

E E M 

C24 H H H H H X X X M M X X X M 

C10 H H H H E/H X X X E E E/
B 

E E E/B 

C11 H H H H H X X X E E E/
B 

E E E/B 

C12 H H H/
M 

H H/M X X X H/M M B X B M 

Table 5.1. Language used by all participants with family members, friends and 

teachers 

Language B: Bahasa Malaysia  

Language C: Cantonese 

Language E: English 

Language H: Hakka 

Language M: Mandarin 

Language Ho: Hopo 

Language HK: Hokkien  

Language Teo: Teochew 

X: Not applicable or could not answer 
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5.1 Language use among family members 

Table 5.1 presents 52 participants’ language choices with different interlocutors. The 

different interlocutors include family and non-family members: grandfather, 

grandmother, father, mother, siblings, partners, children, grandchildren, Hakka-friend, 

non-Hakka friend, Malay-friend, Indian-friend, other friends and teachers. The code 

of participants in the far left column are sorted by age, the youngest was 10 years old 

and the oldest participant was 88 years old. In general, Hakka is used more on the left 

and upper area of the table, which indicates Hakka is the older generation’s preference 

and Hakka is chosen by other participants for speaking to grandparents. Speaking to 

grandparents in Hakka seems common, but the number of participants who choose 

Hakka to speak to parents has slightly decreased.  

5.1.1 Grandparents and parents  

Of 40 participants, 37 chose Hakka to speak to one of their grandparents. Participants 

C4, C14 and C20 have abandoned Hakka; C4 and C20 switched to Cantonese to 

speak to both grandparents and C20 chose Mandarin to communicate to grandparents. 

Interestingly, the three Hakka and Cantonese bilingual families are all made up of 

Hakka speaking grandfather and Cantonese speaking grandmother. B20, C8 and C15 

reported that they spoke Hakka to their grandfather and Cantonese to grandmother as 

their grandmothers were Cantonese speakers not Hakkas. Three of them did not 

maintain Hakka in the family, they chose Cantonese to speak to the grandmother, both 

parents and siblings. I introduced this type of Hakka family in Chapter Four; they all 

claimed their Hakka identity is determined by their paternal side despite losing Hakka 

speech at home. Although Hopo is one of the Hakka dialects, B9 is considered as a 

case of maintaining Hakka at home; he spoke Hopo-Hakka to his grandparents, 

parents and siblings.  

My participants who were in the three-generation families may not all live in one 

house but they are in the same neighbourhood or meet each other at dinner. Looking 

after grandparents is one of the Chinese traditions, which demonstrates the closer 

relationship and daily conversations between grandparents and grandchildren. 

Grandparents’ language habits may affect participants’ language choices, but it is 

more convincing that parenting language determines children’s first language. 
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Language choice between parents and children are the essence of family language. 

More family language policy will be discussed later. From Table 5.1, eight (B20, C8, 

C4, C14, C22, C20, C15, C1) of the 52 participants have left Hakka behind and 

adopted Cantonese or Mandarin to speak to their parents. Participants who chose (or 

were given the choice of) a non-Hakka language to speak to their parents were also 

the same people who spoke Cantonese or Mandarin to grandparents, excepting C22, 

whose grandfather was a Teochew and Hakka speaker: she had Hakka conversations 

with her grandparents. C1 had to speak Hakka to her monolingual grandparents with 

her limited Hakka proficiency (level one), she avoided speaking Hakka and speaking 

to her grandparents. The data show that without Hakka speaking grandparents (this 

must include both grandfather and grandmother), Hakka has ceased to pass down. The 

Hakka language use between grandparents and parents is shrinking, which causes the 

third generation to lose the domain and motivation to acquire Hakka. Moreover, the 

eight participants who chose non-Hakka to speak to parents also reflect an age 

boundary; B20, C8, C4, C14 and C22 were between the ages of around 20 to 40, they 

spoke Cantonese to their parents. C15 and C1 were under age 20; they spoke 

Mandarin at home.  

5.1.2 Siblings and partners 

When non-Hakka languages were involved between participants and their parents, it 

affected the language choices with their siblings. Table 5.1 shows 14 participants 

adopted Cantonese, Mandarin or Bahasa Malaysia as one of the languages to speak to 

their parents and 13 of them continued to employ those languages with siblings. For 

example, C18 spoke Cantonese to his father and Hakka to his mother, but he did not 

choose Hakka to speak to his sister, although he and his sisters were excellent Hakka 

speakers. As well, participant B19 spoke Cantonese to her grandmother (maternal) 

and mother, and Hakka to her father. She preferred Cantonese and emphasised the 

superiority and elegance of speaking Cantonese. She mostly spoke Cantonese to her 

sisters; the conversations sometimes included Hakka when they were at home and 

with paternal relatives.  

Partners in Table 5.1 refer to husbands, wives, boyfriends and girlfriends. The 

language between wife and husband would determine their children’s language 
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acquisition. Young children in a multilingual environment may be sensitive to the 

languages that their parents speak within their hearing range, even when not talking to 

them. People’s language choice is affected in an early multilingual environment not 

only by parental input but also by parental language use to each other (Quay, 2008). 

From my data, the language use between participants and partners illustrates two 

points. Firstly, if a married couple speaks one language to each other and another one 

to their children, this means they intentionally avoid language maintenance. By 

contrast is the case where the couple choose the same language to speak to their 

children as the one they speak to each other, but the children are bilingual or do not 

prefer the parenting language. This shows that the language has been maintained at 

home but seems to be influenced by external factors. Secondly, looking at unmarried 

couples, they might be young but their language choices between them show the 

languages status in the next generation. 

 From Group A, there is no exception: all participants spoke Hakka to their partners 

which maintained Hakka in Group A and the majority of Group B (next generation). 

In terms of middle-aged Hakkas, the non-Hakka languages start to show up in the 

column of Group B partners. Seven of 18 participants in group B (aged between 30 

and 50) chose languages other than Hakka to speak to their partners. The data show 

almost half of middle-aged Hakka participants did not prefer to speak Hakka to their 

partners, nor did they pass down Hakka language to their children. B12, B20, B18, 

B7, B10 chose either Mandarin or Cantonese to speak to their husbands or wives and 

those couples who spoke a non-Hakka language had difficulties to maintain Hakka at 

home. 

5.1.3 Children and grandchildren 

Although many participants spoke Hakka to their wives or husbands, they still had 

other choices for the parenting languages. It is that being Hakka speaking parents does 

not necessarily mean they could or they were willing to pass down Hakka language. 

B1 preferred Hakka, she claimed she spoke Hakka to everyone (see quotation B1 on 

next page) but her daughter. Table 5.1 shows her language choice to her parents, 

siblings and husband was Hakka, but she did not want to speak Hakka to her 

daughter. She strategically switched to Mandarin for assisting her daughter to bridge 
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the gap between a Sabah Hakka family and the mainstream culture in Malaysia. 

Mandarin appeared to be the best solution. B15 also gave the same explanation: that 

he chose Mandarin to parent his children because of the change of linguistic 

environment.  

我到哪裡都講客家(話)除了跟我女兒。(B1) 

[I speak Hakka everywhere except to my daughter] 

 

我以前也想跟孩子講客家話阿，可是不行阿，大家都跟孩子講華語。我

知道要保留客家話嘛，可是只有我一個人怎麼做 ？(B15)  

[I intended to speak Hakka to my kid, but I can’t do it. Everyone speaks 

Mandarin to their children, I wish I could maintain our language. The problem 

is how can I do it if I am the only one doing it?]  

 

B3 and B7 spoke Hakka to their wives although they noticed that their children 

acquired Mandarin at school so they changed their family language to Hakka and 

Mandarin bilingual families, B3 and B7 as Hakka parents did not discourage the use 

of Mandarin. Partners of Group C were unmarried couples. Their language choices 

were various, including Hakka, Mandarin, Cantonese and English. Mandarin seemed 

to be their preference as most young participants explained Hakka is an elegant and 

romantic language.  

 

我以前和他們講華語，我想讓他們學好華語才去學校，現在改講客家

話，以後他們要講華語還是客家都隨便他們，反正我已經教會他們了

(B3)。 

[I used to speak Mandarin to my children to assist them in getting ready before 

going to school. I have switched to Hakka now. In the future, speaking either 

Mandarin or Hakka will be up to them. I have taught them everything.] 
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Regarding Group A, all participants reported that they spoke Hakka everywhere, 

Hakka is their main language in life. Six of them had grandchildren but only four 

maintained Hakka. Hakka speech could be found between first and second generation 

(grandparents and parents) but not always in grandparents’ and children’s 

communication. The interviews found that the language choice in Group A, the older 

Hakka generation, had been affected by the youngest Hakkas’ language habits. A5 

described that she acquired Mandarin in order to talk to her grandchildren. A3 

included Hakka, Mandarin and English because her children and grandchildren 

currently live in west Malaysia where there is a Mandarin and English-speaking 

community. Grandparents tended to adjust to their grandchildren’s language choice, 

for example improving their Mandarin and English. From the interviews, none of the 

participants in group A recommended their grandchildren to maintain Hakka; they 

identify Hakka language as an optional skill. So language speaking is mainly being 

maintained ‘up’ rather than being passed down.  

5.1.4 Friends and others  

Table 5.1 shows participants’ language choices with various interlocutors, this section 

attempts to analysis the Hakka participants’ language at their social networks: the 

language use between my participants and their Hakka friends, non-Hakka (other 

Chinese ethnic groups) friends, Malay friends, Indian friends, others and teachers. 

 My participants have several options to speak to their Hakka friends, their language 

choices in Table 5.1 are arranged in order. Six of seven participants in Group A only 

chose Hakka to speak to their Hakka friends, participant A5 added Mandarin as her 

second choice. A5 explained that she tried to improve her Mandarin proficiency in 

order to speak to her grandchildren, she would like to include more Mandarin 

conversations in her life. Middle-aged Hakkas, as described in the previous sections, 

preferring Cantonese; around half of them had experiences of speaking Cantonese to 

their Hakka friends. Most of them still selected Hakka as their priority if they could 

recognise that their friends were Hakka speakers. B19 emphasized the impoliteness of 

Hakka language, she switched the order of choosing languages. B10 was the only 

participant in Group B used Mandarin to speak to her Hakka friends. She was a school 

teacher and her case illustrates that Mandarin is included in the education domain. 
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The language choices among Hakkas prove that Cantonese has great influences in the 

middle-aged Hakka generation. The data show that participants in Group C started to 

choose other languages instead of Hakka to speak to their Hakka friends. I have 

divided Group C into two subgroups in order to compare their language choices: CX 

is aged 21 to 30 and CY is 10 to 20. Participants in groups CX were mostly employed 

and the youngest group were high school and primary school students. The section 

4.2.4 pointed out Cantonese is the primary language used in the workplaces, 

Cantonese is seen as an important language at social networks in Chinese 

communities in Sabah. This also explained that Cantonese has also been chosen as 

their first language between my participants in Group CX and their Hakka friends. 

Participants C17, C19, C4, C18 and C22 preferred Cantonese, and Hakka is an 

additional language choice; C14 spoke Cantonese to all his Hakka friends. In Group 

CY, many of them (C20, C6, C7, C1 and C24) had one language (Mandarin) among 

friends, as Mandarin has become the common language in this generation, they do not 

see many differences between Hakka and non-Hakkas.  

From Table 5.1, Cantonese seems a choice for communication between Hakkas and 

Chinese non-Hakkas. The data show that Hakka language was also one of the 

language choices, which indicated that Hakka language worked between Hakka other 

Chinese Malaysians in Sandakan. In Group A, six of 7 participants chose Hakka or 

preferred Hakka to speak to their Chinese non-Hakka friends, Cantonese was their 

second choice. Participants in Group B adopted Hakka and Cantonese bilingual in this 

column, eleven out of 21 middle-aged Hakka participants would start with Hakka 

languages to speak to their Chinese non-Hakka friends. They claimed that their 

friends were non-Hakkas but Hakka speakers. This suggested that Hakka was 

accepted as one of the social languages by other Chinese groups in Sabah. Participants 

C10 and C11 were not able to speak Mandarin, they chose English to speak to their 

Chinese friends and Bahasa Malaysia to non-Chinese friends. Other young 

participants (Groups CY) preferred either Mandarin or Cantonese while C2 favoured 

Hakka.    

The language choices between my participants and their Malay, Indian and other 

friends (Indonesians, indigenous peoples, Filipino and others) were mostly Bahasa 

Malaysia. Some of them spoke Hakka, English and Mandarin because multiple 

languages help them to understand each other. Another factor of including more 
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language in the conversations is that one of them may have limited language 

proficiency. For example, A5’s Bahasa Malaysia was only at level one (weak), her 

Bahasa Malays speech needed many Hakka phrases to continue the communication. 

Interestingly, data show that Cantonese has never been chosen between my 

participants and their non-Chinese Malay, Indian and others ethnic groups. Although 

Cantonese is a popular language in Chinese communities in Sabah, from the language 

choices between Hakkas and the non-Chinese groups in this research, Cantonese is 

not common in Malay, Indian and other ethnic community in Sabah. None of my 

participants acquired Tamil demonstrates the minor role of Indians in Sabah.  

Chinese education in Malaysian has been introduced in Chapter Two and examples of 

language choices in education domain are analysed in section 4.2.4. The language use 

at schools are various, students chose Hakka, Cantonese instead of the medium of 

school. But the language choice between my participants and their teachers are more 

consistent with language policy. If the participants go to Chinese schools, they spoke 

Mandarin to their teachers; in public school, Bahasa Malaysia is the medium and 

English is also allowable. From the language choices between my participants and 

their teachers show their education background.  

5.2 Hakka parents and family language policy 

Family language policy is defined as the deliberate attempt at practising a particular 

language within the home domain and among family members (Curdt-Christiansen, 

2009) as the choice of family language can be seen as the indicator of language 

vitality. The ways of thinking in a language or what a language represents, such as 

ethnic identity, shape home language practices towards community language shift 

(King, Lyn, & Logan-Terry, 2008).  

Analysis from the previous sections indicates that there are two different family 

language policies over and amongst three Hakka generations. The oldest Hakka 

participants articulated a strong Hakka identity and explicitly were involved in 

passing down all Hakka traditions to their children whilst their children (now middle-

aged parents) did not always practise these traditions or use Hakka language in their 

homes. The middle-aged participants spoke Hakka to their parents but many chose 

other languages as family language for their children. Not choosing Hakka as the 
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family language also presented findings indicating language shift in the broader 

Hakka community. This shows that Hakka language in the Hakka community is 

facing language shift as the language is failing intergenerational transmission 

(Fishman, 1991).  

The middle-aged Hakka parents have a double identity, of which one is their origins, 

the Hakka. Particularly, 30 to 50-year-old Hakkas are third or fourth generation 

Hakka immigrants in Sabah; their grandparents came from China in the early 20th 

century and had strong connections with their hometowns. As Hakka offspring 

overseas, they believed that returning to China to seek for their roots is a duty. When 

Mandarin started to expand and occupy more and more domains in Malaysian 

Chinese communities, the linguistic identity fluctuated. Hakka people are fearful of 

losing their tradition and language but many of them have also adopted Mandarin at 

home. From the views of family language policy, the middle-aged Hakkas are Hakka 

language maintainers and shifters.  

Of the 21 participants from group B, 13 were parents. Five of them were very careful 

to maintain Hakka at home, two participants were Hakka and Mandarin bilingual 

families and others had dropped Hakka. Certainly, almost all middle-aged participants 

(except B20) spoke Hakka to their parents while some of them chose other languages 

to speak to their next generation. I did not have the chance to interview all of their 

children; many of their children were too young to be interviewed. From my 

observation, those Mandarin speaking children would stick with Mandarin, causing 

their parents’ and grandparents to speak Mandarin too.  

Hakka parents in Sandakan fell into two groups, depending whether they argued about 

Hakka language parenting being good education or not. B5, B6 and B18 held opposite 

views. While they were close friends, they had different views of language parenting. 

B5 and B6 took a firm stand on speaking Hakka while B18 preferred Mandarin for the 

children’s future. B5’s children were able to speak fluent Hakka, they went to a public 

school where Bahasa Malaysia was the medium of instruction. B5’s children were 

fluent in Bahasa Malaysia, English and Hakka. B6’s children were five and three 

years old, not started school yet, they were Hakka monolingual. None of B5 and B6’s 

children had Mandarin speaking skills, while B18’s three-year-old son was given 

Mandarin as the first language and he could only understand Mandarin. B5, B6 and 
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B18 had regular meetings and children often played together. Parents had discussions 

about maintaining Hakka language as tradition since they were all members of the 

Sandakan Hakka Association but B18 argued for the benefits of better education.  

 

我的小孩有問過我為什麼我們家講客家，我跟她說我們是客家人，這叫

做傳統。可是我老公還是覺得孩子要送去華小才好，我們都很擔心她不

會華語 。(B5) 

[My child asked me why we speak Hakka, I told her because we are Hakka 

and this is tradition. My husband said it would be better if we sent her to 

Chinese primary school to acquire Mandarin. We are worried about her 

Mandarin skills.] 

 

小孩當然要講客家話，我想都沒有想。(B6) 

[It’s definitely Hakka for children, without a second thought.]   

 

我們是故意選華語跟他說的，華語比較正阿你懂嗎…我們怕他以後輸給

人家。(B18) 

[We intentionally chose Mandarin. Because you know … Mandarin is the 

standard language. We don’t want him to lose.]  

 

I was invited to their family gathering several times; parents spoke Mandarin to me, 

their children and I talked in English and Hakka (not with B18’s son). Like Hakka 

adults in Sabah, those children had problems understanding my Hakka speech. The 

children were even more confused by my accent, after a few conversations we 

realised that our second language choice to each other was English. I preferred Hakka 

to talk to them, but it did not work very well. I often explained in English after I spoke 

Hakka. Both Hakka and English made them feel comfortable, sometimes I talked in 

Hakka and they replied in English or vice versa. When the children played, they spoke 
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Hakka because the majority of them were Hakka speakers. They may have had one or 

two basic words in Mandarin in order to invite B18’s son to join them. For example, 

來 (come here), 要不要玩 (Would you like to play this?). Parents knew one group of 

children was Hakka speaking the other one was Mandarin; they always translated 

between the two languages for them. One of the children told me (in Hakka) that they 

felt disappointed to communicate with B18’s son because he was quiet and different. 

Children may not notice the language barrier, but the two different family language 

policies have shaped or will shape their children’s ideology (Fogle, 2013). 

Parents can also be divided into two groups, they have different family language 

policies. Although they joined the Hakka Association to support Hakka culture and 

enjoy participating in all kinds of Hakka activities, they had different perspectives on 

children’s education. The reason for Hakka parents choosing Mandarin was to lead 

their children to adjust to the stiffly competitive society. Hakka language maintainers 

claimed that traditions and identity were the important value of being a Hakka. 

Contradictorily, although the Hakka maintainers would not give up Hakka language, 

they also worried about their children’s Mandarin literacy. 

 

以前我是想跟小孩講華語，等孩子出生以後就自然講客家話了。(B21) 

[Before I had my children I intended to speak Mandarin to them. When the 

children were born, Hakka just came up by instinct.] 

 

我家都講客家話，山打根人都知道我家嘛。可是我哥小孩一出生大家就

跟他講華語真的是很奇怪。(C3) 

[My families are all Hakka speakers, people in Sandakan know us. But 

everyone in my family switched to Mandarin to my brother’s newborn baby. It 

is abnormal.]  

 

Parent’s concern is understandable, especially since Hakka language is not used for 

education and it does not stand for high socioeconomic status either. Preserving 
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Hakka tradition and keeping an identity are important, but parents in Sandakan are 

aware that speaking Hakka has little advantage in getting a job. Martin (2007) 

identified a language shift in North Borneo. The data showed language contact in two 

communities: a Belait community of Brunei Darussalam and Malay-speaking people; 

lack of Belait transmission from parents to offspring would appear to be the final 

stage of an on-going process of language shift. Most parents in Martin’s study 

explained that the reason for choosing Brunei Malay instead of their ethnic language 

to communicate with children was always education. In this research, Mandarin has 

become a language of instruction and a subject in Chinese schools in Malaysia. 

Mandarin represents the standard language, the well-educated people. Many parents 

in Sandakan send their children to tuition centres to improve all kinds of Mandarin 

skills. Beyond language and identity, there are more advantages in expanding 

Mandarin in Malaysia when China’s political and economic strength is growing 

rapidly (López C., 2014). All Chinese parents in Malaysia share the same concerns: 

they are aware of their ethnic identity, but they also recognise that being parents 

brings them pressure to instruct their children to adjust to the world tendency. Hakka 

parents like B5 and B6 have maintained Hakka at home but they were not confident 

of selecting Hakka as the family language.  

Speaking Mandarin at the highest level as a native speaker was the majority in group 

C, one third of them had the opportunities to speak Mandarin at home, either to 

parents or siblings. Most participants under age 30 were confident in speaking and 

writing in Mandarin. Young participants who had limited Mandarin proficiency were 

rare. C10 and C11 could barely speak Mandarin. They were from two unconnected 

families, both of them were 11 years old and currently studying at the same primary 

school. This primary school was funded by an Anglican church and the school is well-

known for its English medium. Pupils at the school were required to speak English 

and the national language-Bahasa Malaysia. Mandarin was one of the courses and 

they learnt Mandarin two hours a week. C10 and C11’s Hakka proficiency was at 

level 5, English at level 4 as fluent; they spoke Hakka at home and English or Bahasa 

Malaysia to friends at school. For those two young Hakkas, they had no chances and 

no motivation to approach Mandarin. Both of them chose English to be interviewed, 

they spoke very fluent English, they were the best English speakers I met in 

Sandakan. I described C10 in Chapter Four (See 4.2.7). In the children’s art 
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classroom, the teacher spoke Hakka to her and C10 spoke English to other students. 

Mandarin was not required in her life. Similarly, for C11, Hakka, English and Bahasa 

Malaysia were enough for her to survive. Both of them spoke Hakka to all family 

members (grandparents, parents and siblings); their parents chose Hakka as the family 

language.  

The Hakka-Mandarin bilingual families seem to have made a compromise in the 

family language policy by using both languages. B3 and B7 adopted Hakka and 

Mandarin for their children, claiming that they have done their responsibility of 

passing down Hakka to the next generation and they were equipping their children for 

the new society. They believe this is the best family policy, they have no difficulties 

finding the balance between tradition and modernity (see quotation B3 on page 116). I 

also interviewed B3’s son (C12) who spoke Mandarin during the interview. From 

Table 4.2, C12 rated both his Hakka and Mandarin proficiency at level five. In the 

domain questions, he spoke Hakka at home and Mandarin at school. It seems that C12 

made a clear distinction between choosing Hakka and Mandarin, but Table 5.1 shows 

he preferred speaking Mandarin to his siblings and peers which is consistent with his 

dominant language. B7’s children were too young to be interviewed; a case like C12 

is not enough to prove Hakka-Mandarin bilingual families will eventually shift to 

Mandarin only. From the increasing number of Mandarin speakers in Hakka 

communities, the Hakka-Mandarin bilingual families or the Mandarin speaking Hakka 

families are growing. Section 5.1 also illustrated that speaking any non-Hakka 

languages at home causes Hakka language decline.  

Comparing middle-aged Hakka parents with the old Hakka parents, the shift in family 

language policy is noticeable. Twenty out of 21 middle-aged participants in Group B 

were given Hakka as the first language, which demonstrates that their parents chose 

Hakka as their family language. Back in the 1960s to 1980s (the middle-aged Hakkas’ 

childhood), Hakka speaking families were the majority. However, in my research, 

more than one third of young participants in Group C spoke other languages but 

Hakka as the first language; Hakka language was not chosen at home. Family 

language policy shift in the Hakka community is a subsequence when Hakka language 

starts to be replaced.   
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Choosing Hakka as the family language for the modern Hakka families has not been 

easy. Some Hakkas insist on maintaining Hakka language at home, but it is not as 

common as in the previous generations. Hakka language has lost its speakers in the 

youngest generation. Compared with the middle-aged and older Hakkas, the stability 

in habitual language use has changed. Mandarin has entered the Hakka community 

and led it to a certain degree of bilingualism. According to my data, participants under 

age 20 had a great passion for Mandarin; they frequently used Mandarin at school, in 

friendship or even in the home domain. They might switch to Hakka for certain 

reasons, for example, boys’ talk (see quotation C2 on page 118) or whispering. 

Although some of them had excellent Hakka speaking proficiency, they still chose 

Mandarin as their dominant language and preferred to speak Mandarin in public. 

5.3 Young Hakkas  

Group C can broadly be divided into two subgroups: adults and teenagers. 

Participants aged between 20 and 30 were employed and were more sociable. My 

research shows that they have more sense of ethnicity than the youngest Hakka 

generation. Fully employed participants always have chances to maintain connection 

with non-Hakka colleagues or business partners. Chapter Four illustrated that this 

group of participants spoke Cantonese most frequently at the workplace which proves 

that most Hakka participants work in an environment with various Chinese groups. 

The purpose of speaking Hakka in a multicultural work environment is to highlight 

their Hakka identity. Competition among various groups may exist in Chinese 

communities. Each Chinese ethnic group forms a tight business ring with private 

channels of communications and intelligence. Chinese Malaysians would rather deal 

with members of the same speech group than with others. This has often resulted in 

difficult competition and sometimes hostile harassment from merchants of the 

dominant group (Han, 1971). The business competition in the contemporary society in 

Sabah Chinese communities became milder in recent decades, because life was more 

stable and safer than the time when they had just migrated from China. But the 

development of the occupational pattern has seen little change. Based on the culture 

of Chinese immigrants, the business network is often built on the kinship of reciprocal 

obligations. Representing as a member of one group is important in the Chinese 

community in Sabah: being a Hakka, the majority ethnic group, in the office may not 
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always be beneficial but it is untroubled. This explains why some Hakkas in Group C 

were able to speak many languages and still maintained Hakka.  

In terms of the youngest Hakka generation, they were students in either secondary 

school or primary school. Sandakan does not have universities and I did not have any 

participants who currently study at a university. The youngest Hakkas have identified 

themselves as Chinese Malaysians and showed little concern for the difference among 

each Chinese group. Participants C20 and C21 (both were aged 19) claimed that they 

had limited understanding about Hakka. Speaking Hakka or showing Hakka identity 

is not necessary as Mandarin is the common language at school and among friends.   

 

我沒問過我家人我們是不是客家人，不過他們都講客家話我想我們大概

是吧，反正都可以。(C21) 

[I never ask my family whether we are Hakka or not. They all speak Hakka, I 

guess so. It’s OK anyway.]  

 

我覺得隨便，反正我都講華語，跟朋友也是講華語，我也不會去問：你

是不是客家人？(C20) 

[I don’t mind at all (giving the question about feeling about Hakka). I always 

speak Mandarin, I speak Mandarin to friends too. I would never ask my friend: 

Are you a Hakka?]  

 

Apart from study, most teenagers in Sandakan were interested in pop culture; they had 

less contact with social activities. Given the question about entertainment, their 

answers were Hollywood movies, American pop singers, Korean dramas or 

Taiwanese TV programmes. English and Mandarin were the two main resources for 

young Hakka, they also used English or English alphabet Chinese to text or post on 

social media. Hakka language has been withdrawn from many youngest Hakkas’ 

lives. The young generation were easily distracted by social media. Since Hakka is 

not included in the latest fashion trends or available in the media, it is under challenge 
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to increase its influence. With little inspiration to acquire Hakka language, most of the 

youngest Hakka participants seem impassive about Hakka. From the view of language 

choice in media, the young Hakka’s obsession with Mandarin is like middle-aged 

Hakka watching Cantonese TV programmes and speaking Cantonese in the 1970s to 

1980s. The change of language use in the media has influenced two Hakka 

generations: two languages were replacing Hakka in two periods, but one mode.  

5.4 Maintenance and faith 

Data in Chapter Four illustrated that in many domains of a Sandakan Hakka 

community my participants chose other languages to communicate with each other 

rather than their heritage Hakka; and Hakka is not the preferred language for all 

Hakka generations. Figure 4.1 shows that only 28 of the 52 participants pointed out 

that Hakka was the dominant language and these were mostly middle-aged or old 

Hakka. The fact that Hakka language is losing its speakers can be proved in this 

chapter when middle-aged Hakka parents have not selected Hakka as the family 

language and the children appear uninterested in Hakka maintenance. If the situation 

continues, it is likely that the process of Hakka language shift will be completed in the 

next generation. Hakka cultures have been planted on this land since the 1850s when 

the first wave of Hakka immigrants arrived in Sabah. Hakka language was spoken 

among all Chinese groups, the language was respected and held the highest status in 

the society. The question is why Hakka language is currently shifting after it has been 

solidly maintained for 160 years? Li (1994) explored a case of language shift in an 

immigrant Chinese community in Britain: the process of language shift took only 

three generations when the Chinese started their new life there. Hakka immigrants 

have settled down in Sabah and propagated for more than four generations. It is 

essential to consider what were and may continue to be the influential factors 

concerning Hakka language and culture maintenance, which made the process of 

language shift in Sabah slower than the reported research trend in other socio-cultural 

contexts. This section introduces Hakkas’ beliefs and their social activities, which 

were considered important in the stopping or slowing of language attrition.   
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5.4.1 Chinese values and traditions 

For many in the Chinese diaspora, remaining culturally loyal to their origins is very 

important. Despite the general assimilation of the local community, Chinese still see 

their traditions as the core value of Chineseness. The history of Chinese in Southeast 

Asia can be traced back to the 15th century. The large-scale Chinese immigration 

contributed to develop Malaysia (Malaya) and has been particularly outstanding in 

economics and culture. The locally born Chinese have adopted Malaysian customs 

through their interaction with Malays and other ethnic groups; they have created a 

new feature of Chinese. In this research I call them ‘Chinese Malaysians’ instead of 

‘Malaysian Chinese’ or ‘Chinese immigrants’. For the new generations, moving on in 

the new life is important, but the new life must not exclude Chinese traditions. In 

order to stress the Chineseness in multicultural Malaysia, Chinese traditions and 

languages were preserved. Malaysian Chinese associations were organised mainly 

along dialects (languages), kinship lines and origins, although there is an increasing 

number of Chinese associations in Malaysia and many Chinese associations nowadays 

are politically based. The major organisations representing ethnicity, families and 

village-based were formed for unity and solidarity. Many Chinese associations in 

Malaysia were established by Chinese pioneers who were venerated in Malaysian 

Chinese society. The earliest Chinese immigrants kept maintaining links with their 

hometowns. Many of them would try to improve the financial situation of their 

hometown as successful businessmen overseas; they donated money to found schools 

back home. It could be seen as a Chinese tradition: “guang zong yao zu” means 

performing well to bring honour to the ancestor. The continued relations between 

Chinese Malaysians and their imagined hometown have not been erased since they 

arrived in Malaysia (Tan, 2004b). Although the new Chinese Malaysian generations 

have their sense of belonging to Malaysia, the transnational relations with China do 

not affect their local identity. However, with passing generations, rather than 

maintaining connections with unfamiliar families in China, many Chinese Malaysians 

are now more engaged with the present and future.  

The Chinese have a relatively short history in Sabah. Hakka was the majority group of 

Chinese. Most Sabah Hakka families have expanded to third to fifth generations since 

the remarkable Hakka migrations in the 1880s and 1920s. Almost all old and middle-

aged participants could identify their origin in China; some were able to tell stories 
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about their parents’ or grandparents’ desperate journey from China to Sabah. For 

those early Chinese who came to Sabah, forced to leave China because of economic 

hardship, religious and political persecution, they remained attached to their 

hometown. In the 1930s, many Chinese in Sandakan had business connections with 

Southeast China or Hong Kong. The frequent trips between Sabah and China made 

the port of Sandakan greatly busy until the Second World War cooled down the 

economy (Wong, 2005). Many of my participants witnessed and experienced the 

glory of Sandakan history, of which they remain proud.  

Many middle-aged Hakka participants have returned to or attempted to visit the place 

where their ancestors came from. Respecting and remembering the ancestors is part of 

Hakka culture. Many of my male participants see returning to the hometown as one of 

the important milestones in life; they must do it and their sons have to comply with 

the traditions. This type of male participant emphasised the roots, claiming that the 

roots need their language and culture to support them. They believed that language 

was the only way to guide their descendants’ home. Participants B2, B3 and A7 had 

returned to their hometown in Guangdong province and they have been keeping in 

touch with their family there. They spoke Hakka to their children and expected that 

their sons will find their roots by Hakka language.  

 

這是我們的根，我不可能跟我的孩子講別的話，我去哪裡都講客家話怎

麼可能跟小孩講華語。你想嘛，有一天他要去尋根，他不會講祖先的話

怎麼尋得到。種樹你要葉子美，根要顧好來，沒有根就什麼都亂了。 

(B2) 

[This is our roots. I have never hesitated to speak Hakka to my children. I 

speak Hakka to everyone (friends), it is impossible to switch to other 

languages to my children. One day my son is going to look for his origin, he 

won’t be able to do it if he doesn’t speak our ancestral language. It’s like 

growing a tree, you must take good care of the roots then you have shiny green 

leaves. There is not any order without roots.] 
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我兒子還小嘛，將來我還是要帶他回廣東的，還好我現在有跟他講客

家，不然回去都不知道怎樣拜祖先。(B3) 

[My son is too young to be taken back to Guangdong. Fortunately, I speak 

Hakka to him, otherwise he wouldn’t know how to offer sacrifices to our 

ancestors in the clan hall.] 

 

我年輕時候就跟我爸爸一起回去過了，現在我在那裡跟親戚有合夥生

意，我兒子在那顧著，大家都自己人。將來我有孫子我也會帶回去，看

他要在那還是在沙巴都一樣，都是自己地方。(A7) 

[I returned to our hometown with my father when I was very young. Recently, 

my relatives and I have started a business together, my son is there and 

manages my factory. One day I will take my grandchildren back too, I am fine 

whether he likes to stay in Guangdong or Sabah. Both are our homes.]  

 

The significance of maintaining Hakka language is because Hakka is one of the 

Chinese ethnic groups in Malaysia; Chinese in Malaysia are a quarter of the total 

population. From the perspective of the nation-state, Hakka is a subgroup of the 

Chinese group. Hakka people do not have a typical Hakka appearance; in Malaysia, 

they were usually recognised as ‘Chinese’. The Hakka ethnic consciousness only 

becomes crucial when they have to distinguish themselves from other Chinese groups. 

Traditions for Hakkas are abstract, but refer to their cultures, such as arts, food and 

religions which are what constitute Hakka today. Culture is a practice in life, and it 

may be adjusted through social development. For example, the traditional Hakka 

costumes were not maintained in Sabah due to their unsuitability in tropical weather. 

Language can be changed too, but language is the glue for various traditions and 

language records cultures. Over many years, with three to five generations living in 

Sabah, Hakkas may have lost many of their traditions or those traditions they brought 

with them from China that did not suit their new homes. Hakka language has become 

a symbol of Hakka identity, speaking Hakka is appreciated and seen as demonstrating 

that the speaker is a traditional and loyal Hakka.  
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As a Hakka speaker, I asked exactly the same question as B5’s children (See 

quotation B5 on page 137) Why do we speak Hakka? My mother gave me the same 

answer as B5 did: tradition. Tradition does not equal language, but speaking heritage 

language is the only thing left to follow the traditions as an overseas Hakka when 

Hakka is no longer the majority in the society.  

5.4.2 Hakka Associations 

The informal relationships people develop through social interaction form with 

various patterns and features. The members of a group may come from an ethnicity 

and they share common values and the ideology, an organised group can be influential 

in a community. They are able to discuss or decide the policy informally, they act not 

only as a norm enforcement mechanism to their members, but also build up resistance 

to external pressure. A localised close-knit network indeed facilitates language 

maintenance (Li, 2000).  

Each Chinese ethnic group in Malaysia has their own association such as Hokkien 

Association, Hainan Association, Teochew Association, Hakka Association and their 

branches in major cities. Associations play a pivotal role in Chinese communities, 

providing hospitality, help and financial support to a new immigrant. It is quite 

common in Malaysian Chinese communities that members of an association have 

started their business together and remained in the partnership. The speech group 

associations contributed to the development of the occupational pattern, the relations 

among members of the association were firm and irreplaceable (Han, 1971).  

The Sandakan Hakka Association was founded in 1886, it is the oldest Hakka 

association in Sabah. The purpose of the establishment is to build a social network 

and attend to welfare concerns of the Hakka population in Sandakan (Chen, 1979). 

“惠州客屬先賢歐世珠先生，應旅山打根同鄉之要求。於公元一八八六年，創設

同鄉會。以聯絡感情，團結互助，共謀福利為宗旨。” [Mr. Ou Shi Zhu, a Hakka 

from Huizhou established the Sandakan Hakka Association in order to connect 

overseas Hakkas in Sandakan. The purpose of forming the Sandakan Hakka 

Association is to provide social support and retain the cohesion, gaining greater 

growth and productivity.]. Up to March 2015, there are 5711 members of the 

Sandakan Hakka Association, it is, after the Kota Kinabalu Hakka Association (the 
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capital city of Sabah), the second biggest of fifteen Hakka Associations in Sabah. The 

Sandakan Hakka Association consists of seven leagues: welfare, culture, social 

recreation, youth movement, women’s organisation, general affairs and Hakka Hash14 

under the executive committee. The most important annual festival is the Chinese 

New Year in January or February and the Anniversary Celebration in June. There are 

also other regular events organised by different leagues every month such as women’s 

cooking programmes, hiking activities; occasional singing and sports competitions. 

The seven leagues of the Sandakan Association work individually, holding their 

weekly meetings.  

The youth league is widely recognised as the core team of every Hakka Association in 

Malaysia. Members of the youth league of all Sabah Hakka Associations must be 

between ages 18 and 45. The youth league is in charge of external resources and 

creating more networks with other associations. More importantly, the primary duty 

of the youth league is to encourage and foster the Hakka language, culture, customs 

and values to the younger generation, promoting and preserving Hakka. The local 

Chinese newspaper Merdeka Daily News 自由日报  is the main way to spread the 

information and advertise their events; it works very efficiently. As a survey by Khoo 

(2011) shows, one of two over 15 year-old Chinese in Malaysia is a regular reader of 

Chinese newspapers. The Chinese newspaper has the biggest circulation in Malaysia; 

newspaper is the one of the significant media in the Malaysian Chinese community. It 

is confirmed that many attendees of programmes organised by the Sandakan Hakka 

Association read the event information from the newspaper and come to join. All 

cafés in Sabah provide one or two newspapers for customers to read.  

I was more familiar with members of the youth league. When I was first introduced to 

the Sandakan Hakka Association in 2012, the former chairman of the youth league, 

Sandakan Hakka Association, Mr. Chong, was my contact and my referee in 2015. 

Many members of the youth league of the Sandakan Association including Mr. 

Chong, were engaged in the agricultural industry. Others occupations were 

accountants or book keepers, they were all involved in the main industry in Sandakan: 

                                                           
14 Hash is a Malaysian social organisation founded in 1938 by British officers stationed in Kuala 
Lumpur (KL), Malaysia. It encourages regular exercise and hiking around the track. ‘Hash’ now in 
Malaysia represents a kind of social activity, meetings with Hash walk.  There is one group in 
Sandakan founded in 1987 called Hakka Hash House Harriers; Hakkas meet and exercise together.     
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the palm oil business. The relations among Hakka members were close, as social 

activities were part of a Sandakaner’s life; many of them joined multiple 

organisations. If a person is Hakka and his surname is Tsen, it is possible that he is a 

member of both Hakka and Tsen associations. Being a member of any association 

relates to networking, it is important to maintain efficient networks in Chinese 

communities. So Hakkas in Sandakan are strongly binding each other, they meet not 

only at social events but also for business.    

Many of my participants are members of the Sandakan Hakka Association, who 

joined the Sandakan Hakka Association for various reasons. Some of them were 

enthusiastic about Hakka maintenance while some were looking for networking. A 

social group like the Sandakan Hakka Association creates a platform for people who 

have the same ethnicity to associate, it helps speed up ethnic formation and 

consolidation. The social activities run by the Sandakan Hakka Association may not 

always tie to Hakka culture, but through the experiences shared by all members, the 

Sandakan Hakka Association has woven the Hakka identity into a common sense. 

Hakka identity has been turned into an emblem for members to resist the external 

pressure or the reality. Members of the Sandakan Hakka Association were aware of 

the importance of maintaining and reviving Hakka culture, and the Sandakan Hakka 

Association plays the leading role in the action of preserving Hakka.  

From my participants’ interviews and the discussion about Hakka family language 

policy in this chapter, two opposite attitudes of Hakka parenting were introduced. 

Many of the Hakka parents I interviewed are members of the Sandakan Hakka 

Association, who support and practise Hakka identity as loyal members. They prefer 

Hakka language but not all of them have chosen Hakka language for their children’s 

first language. B5 and B6 had tried to suggest to B18 to speak Hakka to children, 

pointing out the values and Hakka identity. This case showed the great influence of 

the Sandakan Hakka Association: the Hakka identity can be distributed by the power 

of forming a common sense. More importantly, members interact with each other. To 

sum up, Hakka Associations were initially set up to assist immigrants to adopt the 

new environment, they were mainly for social support. With increasing life stability, 

Hakka Associations have become a symbol of an ethnicity in Sabah. They carry a 

duty of passing down the Hakka tradition to the next generations and are one of the 

significant factors to examine language vitality. In Sandakan, the Sandakan Hakka 
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Association is considered as a home for Hakkas, it represents faith in maintaining 

Hakka traditions.  

5.4.3 Basel Church  

The first Chinese immigration to Sabah was arranged by the Basel Missionary Society 

and the North Borneo Chartered Company in the 1880s after the society began 

proactive resettlement of refugees and descendants of the Taiping Heavenly 

Kingdom. The immigrant community was homogenously Hakka (Zhang, 2002). The 

North Borneo Chartered Company had noticed that the most immediate problem to 

develop North Borneo (Sabah) was the labour shortage. Therefore, they started to 

look for a source of immigrants in China. In 1882, two Christian Hakkas were sent to 

investigate the prospects of the new territory for future emigration. Given the 

opportunity to immigrate to Sabah, on 14 January 1883, 13 Christian Hakka 

immigrants landed in Kudat, a town located on the northeast tip of Sabah. Most of the 

Hakka refugees from mainland China to go abroad for resettlement were involved in 

the Taiping Rebellion and had been under threat by the Manchu authority since the 

defeat of the rebellion in 1864. They were mostly peasants, relying on the Basel 

Mission Church. A group of anti-Manchu Hakka Taiping rebels escaped to Sandakan. 

Those Hakka Christians were with a distinctive background and other people often 

failed to associate them with the Basel Missionary Society (Wong, 1998) 

Hakka people place a great deal of emphasis on education. The first Chinese school in 

Sabah was founded by the Basel Church in Kudat in 1886, the year when Hakka 

immigrants landed there. It was known as a Hakka school. Between 1910 and 1912, 

the Basel Church started another school in Sandakan - Sung Siew. Sung Siew was the 

first Chinese school to include English in its curriculum. It still keeps the great 

prestige of its English education in modern days. Hakka parents in Sabah preferred 

English education not only because of the church’s arrangement, but also because the 

most significant factor was to raise the social class. In the early years of Sabah’s 

development, the majority of Hakka were engaged in land-related activities, either as 

farmers or labourers. The increasing number of English educated Hakka children were 

expected to break their traditional ties and move to a higher status. With English 

skills, they were able to operate a business or be recruited to a government 
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department. The shift resulted in more and more white collar Hakkas, who began to 

dominate the European business enterprises operating in Sabah by the 1920s (Wong 

2003). 

Christian Hakka is distinguished among overseas Chinese communities. Compared 

with other Chinese ethnic groups underpinned by Confucianism, Buddhism or 

Taoism, Christian Hakka is unique. According to the long diasporic history, Hakkas 

seem to represent an unyielding culture, so moving from being an orthodox group to 

Christian is a notable difference. Sabah has a great number of Hakka Christians. The 

Basel Church adopted Hakka language to propagate its doctrine. In the modern Sabah 

Hakka communities, the Basel Church is one of a few domains maintaining Hakka 

speech.  

An example of the role of religion in supporting linguistic maintenance was found at 

Newcastle, U.K. At the True Jesus Church in Newcastle, the British provided a short 

service on Sunday afternoons. One was conducted entirely in Chinese and the other 

one mainly in English with an interpreter translating the sermon. Church in the 

Chinese community in Britain seems to be assisting Chinese immigrants to maintain 

networks and heritage language (Li, 1995). The churches in Sandakan served two to 

three languages in several Masses: English, Mandarin/Cantonese and Hakka, 

depending on the congregation. If the church was located in the urban area, most of 

the Christians were Hakka and English bilingual. In the countryside, the Hakka 

Christians’ English proficiency was limited; they spoke Hakka. But almost all 

churches (including Christian and Catholic) in Sandakan Chinese communities served 

Hakka mass. I joined the Sunday sermon in the oldest Basel Church of Sandakan, and 

visited other churches on Sundays too. I experienced the Hakka mass and I confirmed 

that Hakka was a dynamic language in churches in Sandakan. The pastor spoke Hakka 

and the audiences prayed in Hakka. They may have had some code-switching into 

Mandarin due to the difficulties in translation, but mostly it was a Hakka Mission. 

Sixteen of my participants were Christian or Catholic, not all of them were practising 

and only two participants went to church every Sunday.  

Although churches in Sandakan seemed to be maintaining Hakka language, they 

were, like other churches, encountering a crucial challenge with the decreasing 

number of followers. Young generations were not interested in coming to church, a 
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domain which offered mission and Hakka language. Participant C13 was in the 

leadership of the youth group in one of the Basel Churches in Sandakan and expressed 

her concern for maintaining religion and Hakka culture. She recognised that religion 

has a force to combine culture, and through the mission Hakka can be preserved. But 

the current situation did not allow them to popularise either: neither Christianity nor 

Hakka attracted the young.   

 

我們是想設計一些活動，把教會跟客家一起宣傳下去。可是… 兩個一起

就很難，所以…大概就摻華語，先把年輕人吸引來了再看看客家怎麼樣

吧。(C13)  

[We liked to plan some activities combining Christianity and Hakka culture, 

but it was difficult to do with both themes. I think we may organise some 

events with additional Mandarin speeches that may help to recruit young 

children. When we have more young Christians, we will see how to work with 

Hakka maintenance.]   

 

Based on the view of Fishman (1972), domains structure the data of social 

behaviours, which allows researchers to connect with their participants and observe 

the connection between language and the social situations. As Sabah Hakkas were 

engaged with the history of the Basel Church, the mission is one of the significant 

activities for many Hakkas. Although not all Hakkas are Christians or Catholic, 

language use in the religion domain reflects participants’ language behaviour and it is 

one of the factors to estimate the language vitality in a community. Three of my 

participants described their experience of going to church; other participants claiming 

to be Christians or Catholics went to church only in their childhood. Including my 

experience, churches in Sandakan Chinese communities maintained Hakka language 

well, as domains of Hakka speaking. However, the difficulty was that churches were 

losing its followers. Many Christian/Catholic Hakkas did not to attend religious 

activities. Although Hakka was maintained in churches, the functions of church per se 

were not maintained in the Hakka community.   
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Summary 

Language use by three generations of participants reflects certain changes of language 

choices. The decreasing number of speakers or the shrinking use of a language in 

many domains is marked as language shift. The language use by Hakka in a 

community in Sandakan epitomises people’s thinking and their behaviours can be 

understood through switching languages among different interlocutors and varied 

domains. The macro influences such as politics, social events, media, and the micro 

influences like personal identities, language attitudes or the goals of life are 

considered to be factors which may restructure the language and the choices people 

make.  

Facing the current wave of globalisation as well as technological advancement, the 

Hakka language shift is exemplified not only in the various domains but also with 

diverse interlocutors. The research to date has repeatedly found that there are age-

related patterns of language maintenance and language shift. The older the speaker, 

the more excellent their Hakka speech is likely to be. They speak Hakka in all 

domains in Chinese communities and choose Hakka to communicate with their 

friends and family. Among younger Hakkas, Mandarin is their primary and favourite 

language. Their Mandarin speech may be encouraged by other family members, the 

popularity of speaking Mandarin in Sandakan makes them have little motivation to 

acquire Hakka. The Hakka language attrition in the Hakka community shows the 

problems of intergenerational transmission: Hakka language is not chosen by some 

Hakka families. Some young Hakka participants were given Mandarin as their first 

language. The shift of family language policy was explored between old Hakka 

parents and middle-aged Hakka parents. Hakka language is fading out from the home 

domain which is seen as the most important domain for heritage language 

maintenance.  

Hakka language shift is gradually occurring in Sandakan, Sabah. Chapter Four 

illustrated Hakka participants’ language proficiency and their choices of dominant 

language while this chapter has emphasised the language shift with examples of 

language choices among generations and via various domains. Although Hakka 

language is in the process of language shift, it seems to be moving more slowly than 

in other cases of a multilingual society. My research found the factors of reversing 
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language shift are solid. The traditions, the local ethnic association and the religion in 

the Hakka communities in Sandakan are difficult to be replaced. Chinese are normally 

practitioners of Chinese religions, including ancestor worship. Hakka settlements in 

Malaysia are considered to be more loyal than other Chinese groups to general 

symbols of Chinese culture: they maintain Chineseness in their identity although they 

have adapted in minor ways to local customs. The cultural assimilation may lead to 

some changes in the degree of Hakka traditions, but the most basic values and 

patterns are usually reinforced in numerous ways in life and do not seem to be 

removed easily or quickly. In addition, the influential Sandakan Hakka Association 

and the religion with historic background of Sabah Hakkas are the essence to 

associate with the maintenance of Hakka culture and Hakka language. The shift of 

Hakka language may continue to affect the Sandakan Hakka community, but the core 

Hakka values and the traditions that were established by the Hakka ancestors show 

the efforts to protect Hakka from shifting. In the next chapter, I will use data to 

illustrate the ongoing identity shift and explore the implications of the changes in the 

Sandakan Hakka community.  
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CHAPTER SIX: LANGUAGE AND 
IDENTITY  

 

As described in Chapter Four and Chapter Five, Hakka language is not the dominant 

language by the majority of participants, nor is it self-selected as the family language 

among Hakkas. Although the oldest Hakkas prefer Hakka, their grandchildren are 

more interested in other languages. The language use by Hakka in Sandakan, Sabah is 

shifting due to the decreasing number of Hakka speakers. The language choice 

patterns in the Hakka community are affected by social, economic and political 

contexts. The data presented earlier provided detailed information on the 

sociolinguistic framework which illustrated that the domains of Hakka language are 

shrinking while other languages (Mandarin and Cantonese) are more preferred by a 

certain group and social network. The data reveal that the Hakka language speakers 

have strong cultural ties, social activities and religion, which are the significant 

factors of Hakka language maintenance. Hakka identity is the key belief shared by all 

Hakkas; it is the core value of the Hakka culture and reason for language 

maintenance. Although business cooperation creates more networks between Hakka 

and other groups, Hakka identity has been emphasised in their multicultural society. 

In contrast, weak Hakka identity and little knowledge of Hakka culture is seen as a 

possible reason that there is Hakka language attrition in younger generations. This 

chapter explores concepts that identity is not the only factor of language shift, but 

when identity shifts, the participants’ role-relations and their attitudes must be taken 

into account.   

6.1 Identity 

Identity of an individual depends on the framework in which “social roles are realised 

and our identities are displayed” (Kakava, 2003). Within national boundaries, this 

research explores language use by a group of people in Malaysia, along with the 

values of culture, beliefs and attitudes associated with them. They are not simply 

labels like ‘Malaysian’. Social roles are of significance in developing Hakka identity, 

in Sabah and in Malaysia.  
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Identity is a ‘production’ which is never complete, always evolving, and always 

constituted within, not outside, representation (Hall, 1990). Ethnic identity requires 

the self-identification as a member of a group. Members of the group feel the sense of 

belonging, sharing their unique history, the common values and traditions (Phinney, 

1992). Identity is a double-edged sword, one edge, identity turned against ‘collective 

pressures’ by individuals who resent conformity and hold their own beliefs, the other 

edge includes a group who turn it into an instrument against the larger group. In both 

cases, in a defensive war, an individual struggles against the external pressure; a 

weaker group fights against a bigger and stronger one (Joseph, 2006).  

Identities in this research focus on participants’ ethnicity as they are Chinese 

immigrants or descendants of immigrants in Sabah, Malaysia, and are also able to 

speak multiple languages including their heritage language Hakka. Ethnolinguistic 

identity refers to the manner and extent to which individuals define themselves as 

members of an ethnolinguistic group (Giles & Johnson, 1987). Chapter Five 

illustrated the importance of the Sandakan Hakka Association. It is one of the 

significant aspects of maintaining Hakka identity and slow in linguistic decline. The 

Sandakan Hakka Association is an ethnolinguistic group and members of the 

association connect with each other through the Hakka consciousness and form an 

ethnolinguistic identity.  

6.2 Linguistic identity  

Language use and identity are conceptualised rather differently from a sociocultural 

perspective on human action. Identities are based on individuals’ lived experiences, 

they are not singular, fixed, or intrinsic. The understanding of identities sets 

innovative directions for cultural and sociolinguistic research. When languages are 

used, the individuals’ backgrounds are defined as part of social groups, which connect 

language and identity (Hall, 2013) .  

Modern linguistics concerns functions of language and is abstracted away from the 

reality of people and their speaking. The research of linguistic identity categorises 

who we believe people “really are” according to how they speak and how we interpret 

the identities of “us” in opposition to “them”. Studies of construction of identities can 

be both positive and negative. Identity offers deeper insight into the role of languages, 
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depending on whether it makes one feel included or excluded from a speech group 

(Joseph, 2006).  

Language is experienced as a marker of identity; it is a symbol of ‘us-ness’. As we 

speak, we reveal who we are. Through sharing a similar background, language also 

supports the sense of belonging and forms social bonds (Coulmas, 2013). Research 

into language shift and maintenance shows that heritage language proficiency is a 

prominent factor in maintaining family relationship and ethnic identity. Maintaining 

proficiency of heritage language is an indicator of connection and respect for ethnic 

culture (Oh & Ful, 2010). 

In a multicultural society, ethnicity is often seen as an essential part of identity. Ethnic 

identity can be simply defined as the ethnic component of social identity (Liebkind, 

2010), but it differs from other social identities such as gender, education or 

economics because ethnic identity is a matter of subjective belief in a common 

ancestry. Ethnic identity refers to the origins or shared beliefs: it always involves 

some form of kinship or families. Giles et al. (1977) introduced a theoretical three-

part framework for understanding the interrelationships among language, ethnicity 

and intergroup relations. It is clear that language can be manipulated to maintain 

intergroup relations and in a multicultural society, a minority group is suggested to 

extend its language use in various domains to avoid language attrition from external 

pressure.  

Ethnolinguistic identity is a development of social psychology of language and ethnic 

identity; ethnolinguistic identity involves identifying members of a speech group and 

recognising the boundaries with other social categories. Members of a speech group 

highly value their ethnic language and see the language as a passport to distinguish 

themselves from other groups. If two individuals from different ethnolinguistic groups 

identify with a number of other common groups, then the difference of their linguistic 

identity may be more salient although the shared group membership is marked too 

(Giles & Johnson, 1987). For example, as Hakka is one of the Chinese ethnic groups 

in Malaysia, speaking any Chinese languages in Malaysia indeed shows the strength 

of Chinese identity. In some circumstances, speaking Hakka provides a more 

positively valued sense of ethnicity, even if all Chinese groups in Malaysia share the 

common Chinese culture. Ethnolinguistic identity is a significant determinant to 
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perceive the Chinese groups’ norm differently in Malaysia while Mandarin has 

blurred the Chinese ethnic boundaries and possibly weakened the vitality of each 

Malaysian Chinese ethnic group.  

The importance of ethnolinguistic identity in the studies of language maintenance has 

been emphasised, there are possibilities that the reversed direction in which the 

change of language occurs may cause identity change. A Swedish- speaking 

community in Pyhtää, Finland, proved that the use of language can be a counter-force 

affecting identity. The decreasing number of Swedish speakers led to an insecure 

minority identity. The competing loyalties and the pressure towards assimilation have 

been found in lower social classes (Liebkind, 1982). High ethnic identity loyalty is 

also found in Hakka community when Hakkas were aware of dramatically losing 

young Hakka speakers. The language-ethnicity link has been subject to considerable 

debate. On one hand, language is strongly associated with ethnic identity. Speaking 

one language theoretically means showing a positive attitude towards the language 

and more likely a keenness to maintain the identification. On the other hand, failure to 

use an ethnic language can be seen as the loss or abandonment of the heritage culture 

and the betrayal of one’s own people or group. Ethnolinguistic identity and language 

behaviours do not necessary correlate with each other. Some evidence showed people 

hold ethnic identity to emotional connection with the ancestry or the history despite 

the loss of culture and language. By contrast, speaking a specific language does not 

always prove the identity or express a sense of belonging, sometime it can be seen as 

a social skill. In short, language and ethnic identity are important symbols to each 

other but not the sole components.  

In this research, Hakka identity has been the most important factor for maintaining 

Hakka culture since large waves of Hakka people immigrated to Sabah in the early 

20th century. From the data collected in 2015, I have confirmed that Hakka identity in 

Sandakan is solid and stable, especially in Hakka associations in each Hakka 

community of Sabah that are well organised and often hold the dominant influence in 

local Chinese communities. Fifteen Hakka associations (2016 updated) in Sabah have 

contributed the most important positive effect on maintaining Hakka identity. My 

participants included both members of Sandakan Hakka Association and non-

members, according to my interviews. Except for some young Hakkas, most 

participants stressed their Hakka identity and showed their pride in being Hakka. 
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However, the solid ethnic identity does not apply to their language behaviour. Many 

of the middle-aged Hakka were not willing to pass down Hakka language when posed 

questions about parenting or being asked opinions for Hakka cultural preservation. 

These participants felt the threat to Hakka language in the last years; they could tell 

that the power of globalisation is decreasing the use of Hakka language. They rather 

believed that with Hakka identity, Hakka language will not be replaced. This attitude 

offers a view of Hakka cultural maintenance that the value of Hakka identity is the 

core principle, and the Hakka language is additional to assist the cultural maintenance. 

Other findings in this research indicate that speaking Hakka is not always followed by 

a strong sense of Hakka identity. Some young Hakka participants speak Hakka 

because of their family; speaking Hakka is not their choice, but is considered as a 

directive from their parents. They are not convinced about keeping a Hakka identity 

and they have little sense of ethnicity. 

Ethnolinguistic vitality is the primary framework in this research; it is a basic feature 

of multicultural societies to look into the language’s vitality (see Chapter Three 

Research Methodology). Combining different kinds of resources may affect the 

overall vitality of ethnolinguistics in one direction or another. For instance, an 

ethnolinguistic group may be weak on demographic variables but strong on political, 

economic and cultural resources; this minority can be recognised as of overall 

medium vitality relative to another minority group that may be weak in all the vital 

resources (Liebkind, 2010, p. 23). The use of Hakka language is declining in 

Sandakan but with strong identity and the related social resources, the Sandakan 

Hakka community is likely to have medium vitality.  

6.3 Multiple identities 

Individuals may contrast multiple personal identities, depending on cultural 

circumstances, such as a Greek-Australian musician and teacher who experienced 

biculturalism in Greek and Australian English and is fluent in both and a range of 

social and musical places and spaces. Although the integration can be challenged 

sometimes, mostly the Greek-Australian musician and teacher can operate effectively 

with the complexities of bicultural, bi-musical and self-identity (Georgoulas & 

Southcott, 2014). Chinese migrants have developed their unique cultures and distinct 
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identity in societies where they live, they are also distinguished by various subgroups, 

languages and the places of origin. Who is or who is not Chinese often comes with 

localised social and political discussions. For example, Chinese Indonesians emerged 

from a very different social context from Chinese Americans while Chinese 

immigrants in Thailand and the Philippines claim nothing more than a Chinese 

ancestry. Diasporic approaches attempt to understand those transregional links such as 

overseas Chinese with their social and economic experiences. A Chinese diaspora 

approach is not simply offering an explanation of all Chinese overseas, but also those 

activities, ideas and institutions that have lived or attempted to link to some Chinese 

across local boundaries (McKeown, 2005). Chinese Malaysians have been living in 

Sabah Malaysia for at least three generations since large waves of immigrations 

occurred in the 19th century. They have developed their way of being both Chinese 

and Malaysian. The effects of politics, economics, media, and languages were very 

visible in that period. Tan (1997) claimed that the term ‘Chinese’ has been widely 

used in English while most Chinese in Malaysia commonly refer to themselves as 

Malaysian Chinese. Tan, as a Hokkien speaker and a Chinese Malaysian scholar, 

preferred ‘Chinese Malaysian’ and advocated not to use ‘overseas Chinese’ in order to 

raise the local and Malaysian identity. Chinese in Singapore and Malaysia reflect 

generally a widening disjuncture with the ancestral homelands and a deepening 

commitment to the countries of residence (Yow, 2013). Furthermore, Chinese value 

the subgroups like Hakka, Cantonese, Hokkien or others. Chinese Malaysians may 

describe themselves as Hakka Chinese Malaysian, highlighting their multiple 

identities.  

In a multicultural society, the variability of language can be seen as an immediate 

consequence of mobile identity as identity is “fluid, fragmented and multiple” 

(Pavlenko, 2001, p. 339). The dominant ideologies of language and identity are 

intrinsically linked (Pavlenko, 2001). Language is vital in this process that allows the 

individual to express their feelings and reflect their own behaviours. Language plays a 

central role in social construction accounts of identity formation and development 

(Hall, 2013). Variation in language is interpreted by factors such as social class, sex, 

age and ethnicity, each category representing one condition and forming a dynamic 

view of linguistic identity. The relationships between language choices/attitudes and 
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social factors are affected by the variables mentioned above, showing evidence of 

varying degrees of identity.   

6.4 Malaysian Hakka identity 

Chinese Malaysians share a common historical experience and cultural codes, such as 

a written Chinese system, literature, Confucian philosophy and the calendar. 

Malaysian Hakkas are not easily recognisable by their appearance; in general, they are 

‘Cina’ meaning Chinese in Bahasa Malaysia. The most distinguishing features of 

Malaysian Hakka are their dominant occupation and the Hakka language. According 

to the history of Hakka immigration, many Hakkas came to Malaysia as manual 

labourers in tin mines or rubber plantations (Carstens, 2005; Lee & Tan, 2000). 

Instead of establishing their own business or undertaking the adventure of creating a 

new career, Hakkas adopted the pioneers’ experience of surviving in rural areas and 

engaged in less mobile employment. Malaysian Hakkas preferred engaging in the 

same occupation which made them feel secure. With their small amount of capital, 

Hakkas in Malaysia ended up in the agricultural industry (Han, 1971). Hakka share 

the common Chinese traditions with other Chinese Malaysians, apart from Hakkas’ 

occupation, their language has become symbolic of behaving like a Hakka. When the 

cultural identity in Malaysian Chinese communities becomes homogeneous, Hakka 

language, the voice that used to express the ethnicity, is irreversibly lost.  

The rise of Hakka identity in Southeast Asia was affected by the wave of Hakkaology 

in Taiwan and China in the 1990s. On 28 December 1988, Taiwan was experiencing 

an ethnic movement as a collective action to express their discontent. It is called the 

‘Taiwanese languages revolution’ (還我母語運動)15. Hakka issues, especially Hakka 

language, became a national concern. Other local languages such as Hokkien and 

indigenous languages (Formosan languages) were involved in this movement and 

                                                           
15 Taiwanese languages revolution literally means Return Our Mother Tongue Movement(還我母語運
動). It was organised mostly by Hakka people in 1998 as a protestation against the Mandarin-only 
policy. The organiser Guang-Hua, Lin claimed the Hakka people’s right to use their language. Hakka 
language should be included in the media too.   The anti-Mandarin movement later attracted Taiwanese 
indigenous speakers’ attention, the term Tai-yu (Taiwanese languages) should represent all native 
languages of Taiwan. As a result of the movement, the restriction on dialects on broadcasts was 
loosened and all Taiwanese languages, Hokkien, Hakka and indigenous languages, were included in 
the school curriculum (Wei, 2008).  
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strengthened the visibility of ‘Taiwanese’. Taiwanese Hakka identity emerged to be a 

social reality (Hsiao & Lim, 2007). Taiwanese Hakkas were the first of the overseas 

Hakka communities to form their identity which caught great attention among 

Chinese and awakened Hakka consciousness in Malaysia. Simultaneously, the ethnic 

relationship became the main concern in Malaysia in the 1970s. Malaysian authorities 

adopted the New Economic Policy (NEP) in 1971. NEP lasted for 20 years and it had 

great influence in relationships among all Malaysian ethnic groups. This policy was 

problematic as it was based on race. NEP emphasised a dichotomy of Malay or non-

Malay. The policy offered better opportunities and assistance for Malay and 

Malaysian indigenous groups to modernise, which resulted in Malaysian nationalism 

as the compartmentalisation of racial groups by economic function. In order to 

strengthen the social unity and group cohesion, stressing Chineseness in Malaysia and 

to preserve Chinese cultural practices, the Chinese Malaysians and their sub-group 

identities have strongly emerged.  

One of the significant factors of forging Malaysian Hakka’s identity is media. 

Cantonese TV programmes started to capture the attention of Chinese Malaysian 

families in the middle of the 1970s. The overwhelming popularity of speaking 

Cantonese united all Chinese communities until Mandarin replaced the role of 

Cantonese around 2000. Due to the factors above, all Chinese ethnic groups in 

Malaysia were motivated to focus more on complex but local identity. Speaking 

Cantonese in the 1970s to 1990s was a modern tendency and Mandarin nowadays 

represents globalisation. Both languages have been chosen in the Chinese media and 

are being broadcast in overseas Chinese communities. They seem to be threatening 

the Hakka language survival in Malaysia but the decreasing language strengthens the 

Malaysian Hakka identities. My data show some Hakkas have switched their 

dominant language from Hakka to Cantonese, or replaced Hakka with Cantonese in 

many domains. Those Hakka-Cantonese speakers emphasised their Hakka identity 

and joined the Hakka Association to support Hakka culture maintenance. Although 

they like to speak Cantonese, they have also maintained excellent Hakka language 

proficiency and never denied their ethnic identity. Hakka language is neither being 

spoken publicly in the media nor chosen for any Malaysian TV channels yet. 

Expressing Hakka identity is serious in social activities in Malaysian Chinese 
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communities in order to gain the sense of belonging and distinguish themselves from 

other Chinese Malaysians.   

With Hakka as a majority group in the Chinese community in Sabah as well as a 

minority in Malaysia, the identity of the Hakka population can be argued on several 

grounds. Hakka refers to an ethnic group which can trace their history to the same 

ancestry; Hakka includes blood relationships, linguistically, geographically, and 

culturally related. Hakka consciousness means a self-cognition of being Hakka, based 

on either blood, language, geography or culture. Hakka identity focuses more on the 

collective group; it represents a sense of Hakka belonging. Hakka identity makes an 

individual feel they are accepted in an active Hakka group. For instance, the 

Federation of Hakka Associations of Malaysia is a social group combining Hakka, 

Hakka consciousness and Hakka identity [“客家”已被承认为是一个“族群”。“客家

意识”是知道、认知到自己是“客家”，不论是对血缘客家，语缘客家、地缘客家

或文化客家中的任一、二、三或四个要素的认知。“客家认同”，则是可以让人

们觉得自己归属到一个有传统且有未来目标的客家社群中。所以客联会这样一

个全马社团性组织，包含了“客家”、“客家意识”和“客家认同”这三者。] (Chern, 

2008). Following Chern’s interpretation, the Hakka consciousness emphasised the 

progress from unconsciousness to consciousness and noticed self- difference. In some 

specific circumstances in Malaysia, choosing to stress the ethnicity is in opposition to 

other Chinese groups (Carstens, 2005). In terms of Hakka identity, it demonstrates a 

wider perspective which involves a group of people with positive Hakka 

consciousness and creates the sense of belonging internally. Externally, Hakka 

identity represents the pride of Hakka culture, language and the great influence in the 

Chinese community. The ethnic group identification of minority groups may be 

viewed as part of the development of the group; it can also lead to separatism and 

conflicts (Verkuyten, 2005). In Malaysia, each Chinese group and its clan-

associations represent the various socioeconomic statuses and their ideologies set 

them apart from each other. Many of my participants often compared themselves with 

other Chinese Malaysians, talking about contests in business or social status in 

Chinese communities in Sabah or in Malaysia. When the conversations involved the 

competitions among groups, the Chinese ethnicity would be emphasised.  
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以前坡上那裏都是香港人的天下，所以那裏都講廣東話，我們客家人就

做山芭，被人家看不起，現在坡那裏也沒有了，客家人種油棕開始賺

錢，他們就知道 …(B2) 

[The business near the port was operated by Chinese from Hong Kong, it was 

all Cantonese speech around the area. This made Hakkas start agriculture. 

People looked down on Hakkas. Nowadays, the port has been replaced, it was 

not flourishing anymore. We Hakkas turn palm oil to fortune, they are 

jealous …] 

 

所以我們客家人要團結，不要讓福建人在馬來西亞贏完！(B9)  

[We Hakka must unite to beat Hokkiens] 

 

There had been many Hakka Associations in capital cities of Malaysia before 

Malaysia’s independence. The Federation of Hakka Associations of Malaysia was 

founded in 1978 for stronger Hakka cohesion. The significant purposes of founding 

Hakka Associations are welfare and culture maintenance, thus, the 78 Hakka 

Associations scattered in Malaysia are the productions of Hakka consciousness and 

Hakka identity. The rapidly growing number of members and the well operated 

associations during these two decades proved that Hakka identity in Malaysia was 

becoming mature. 

6.5 Sabah Hakkas’ Identities 

The history of Malaysia has been shaped by colonial forces which have dominated the 

country’s economic and cultural history. The ‘Malay identity’ and ‘Malayness’ have 

been largely based on an “Orientalist-colonial construction as reflected in the identity 

of the history of Malaya and, later, Malaysia” (Shamsul, 2001, p. 357). As described 

in the previous chapters, Colonial Malaysia developed at different times and in 

different ways across the country, from the earliest conquest in the Straits Settlements 

to the late 19th century in North Borneo. Sabah (originally referred to as North 

Borneo) was managed by the British Chartered Company (British North Borneo 
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Company) and administered by the government of North Borneo from 1881. Sabah 

had experienced several periods of administration until 1963 when North Borneo 

attained self-government and joined Malaya, Sarawak and Singapore to form the 

independent Federation of Malaysia. Sabah became one of thirteen states of Malaysia. 

By 2015 the population of Sabah was 3.54 million; the majority now are Bumiputera 

(indigenous peoples) and Chinese people comprise the second largest defined resident 

group in Sabah. There are also a substantial number of non-Malaysian citizens but this 

group is harder to define and they are not included in this research. Sabah has a 

certain level of autonomy in administration, immigration, and the judiciary. 

One of the significant issues of Malaysian identity is ethnicity. When the New 

Economic Policy (NEP) was introduced in 1971, the term ‘Bumiputera’ widened the 

scope and meaning of Malayness which then created a sharp dichotomy between 

Malay and non-Malay. The nationalism of Malaysians seems to consist of the Malay 

identity and that has developed alongside ‘Chinese’ and ‘Indian’ identities. 

Furthermore, the prevailing Islamic culture in Malaysia effectively excludes most 

Chinese and Indians from the ‘real Malay’ (Shamsul, 2001).  

In terms of history, culture and demography, there was little in common between the 

peoples of the Malayan peninsula and Borneo, other than that all were once part of the 

British Empire (Chin, 2015, p. 1). Many scholars seem to construct and elaborate 

Malaysian nationalism from the view of Peninsular Malaysia while rarely considering 

Sabah where the population of Malays was comparatively minor. According to the 

latest Malaysian statistics, Sabah was the only state in Malaysia having fewer Malays 

than Chinese. This different demographic feature results in the unique Sabah identity. 

Fausto (2014) identified Sabahan as sub-national, as the ‘Sabah time’ refers to ‘masa 

gumi’ (rubber time). An expression often found in suburbs of Malaysia and Indonesia, 

and the close proximity with Indonesia and the Philippines is even more relevant 

compared with the distance between Sabah and the Malay Peninsula. The great 

number of immigrants in Sabah are from those two countries and this distinguishes 

the Sabahan ‘way of life’ from its neighbour, Sarawak, the other state of Malaysia in 

Borneo Island which is similar to Sabah in many aspects. The sub-national form of 

Sabah’s identification is neither the Malaysian national loyalty nor any near Kampung 

(village). The marine business around coastal cities of Sabah still operates at present, 

the multi-ethnic and mobile society makeup of the southern Philippines and 
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Malaysian Borneo evokes a region which cannot be fully defined by the nation-state. 

Sabah’s multicultural demographic reflects no particular homogeneous group of 

people. Although politically it belongs to Malaysia, the identity of ‘Malayness’ has 

not been accepted by all Sabahans (Keller, 2013).  

Although Sabah Hakkas have included Chinese and Hakka cultures to form a dual 

identity, they are also like most Sabah residents who are ambivalent and negative. 

Hakka as one of the ethnic groups in Sabah possess a remarkable history as they are 

the only overseas Chinese community formed with Hakka in the majority (Wong, 

2005). The conflicts between Malay and non-Malay set them apart from Malaysia and 

have reinforced their Chinese identity. Furthermore, the links between China and 

overseas Hakka have never ended. The ‘imagined communities’ is circulating in 

Hakka communities in Sabah, but the Malaysian and Sabah cultural assimilationism 

has distanced them from their roots. Despite the same ethnicity, the identity of Sabah 

Hakka hampered their ability to fit into contemporary Chinese society. Between 

nostalgia and reality, Chinese and Sabahan, Sabah Hakkas’ multiple identities remain 

ambivalent and esoteric.  

When I conducted my group interviews, politics was always involved in the 

conversations. Many of my participants were in high socioeconomic status groups in 

Sandakan Chinese communities (not only in the Hakka community); they were very 

prestigious in Sandakan. In order to manage the successful business, my participants 

often needed to maintain good relationships with the local authorities and government 

departments. During one group interview, my participants started to complain about 

how unfair the policies were, as both businessmen in Sabah and as Chinese people, 

seem like double negatives in Malaysia.  ‘We should not join the Malaysian 

federation’ one of my participants concluded.  

I naively asked: ‘Why didn’t you call for independence?’ The conversation suddenly 

became quiet and awkward, everyone looked at each other and kept silent. I did not 

know it was sensitive until the next day when I turned to another participant and 

described the circumstance of the previous day. He explained that talking about 

independence was a sensitive issue. He emphasised, ‘you touched our sore spot’. 

Sabahans had their own identity which had been developed over time by their various 

ethnic groups. Sabahans share more similar culture with Indonesians and Filipinos 
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than with Peninsular Malaysia, but Malaysian indigenous and Malays may have broad 

distinction between the nation and the state. Malaysian indigenous (Bumiputera) and 

Malays are well taken care of by the Malaysian government while Chinese in Sabah 

are dissatisfied with the political situation. Chinese in Sabah feel isolated because 

they are neither being fairly treated by the Malaysian authorities nor welcomed by 

Peninsular Chinese communities. They are classified to be part of Malaysia, but being 

Malaysian is just a politically necessity.   

Due to the complication and unpleasant experiences, the political issues are not 

widely addressed in this thesis. Politics is no doubt a significant matter to affect 

language use in the Hakka community. I described that politics is always involved in 

daily conversations among my participants to show my role in this research. As a 

foreigner, they would like to introduce/complain about local political landscape; as an 

insider, they interpreted their business enterprise and how they maintain their social 

network. The understanding of politics provides an objective picture of the cultural 

reality.  

Although most of my participants have comments on politics, they stand for different 

political parties. Talking about politics is rather sensitive in Malaysian Chinese 

communities, the conflicts may end up friendships. The situation heated up in 2013 

when Malaysia had a general election. Some parties were politically marginalised, 

with little hope of getting back into power. The results of the election did not satisfied 

Chinese voters; political parties were rearranged after the election and the caused the 

intense discussions.  

My fieldwork began in 2014, I tried to avoid asking politics, and I was also shy away 

from talking about Taiwanese politics. I was careful to minimise my bias and my 

judgements, focusing on their language use and linguistic identities. I maintained 

scientific standards and procedures to try achieve as impartial a perspective on 

cultural data as possible. The discussion of politics in my thesis are participants ‘life 

experiences, cultural orientation and social status which show their attitudes to 

languages use.  

External pressure indicated the economics and political power rise of China which led 

to the increase of Mandarin use in Malaysian Chinese communities. This is a very 

important issue to see how the overseas Chinese identify themselves and their 
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political loyalty. The fields or sociology and politics may offer pertinent theoretical 

framework, the linguistic data are insufficient to conclude the political climate in 

Sabah.   

6.6 Global Hakka identity 

There is a global Hakka identity but it presents itself in different host cultures. Other 

researchers have found that young Malaysian Hakkas preserve their identities within 

family or other private life, unless in the area where Hakka are the majority (Lim & 

Hsiao, 2009). The great influence of the Chinese economy holds sway on Chinese 

Malaysians, and the increasing reputation of the Hakka TV channel of Taiwan in 

Malaysia have effected the widening view of Hakkaness (Wei, 2016). Malaysian 

Hakkas put much effort into extending their knowledge and adopting a global Hakka 

identity (Wong & Lai, 2013). Although the Sabah Hakkas are firmly rooted in this 

land, having settled there for over four generations, many of them maintain multiple 

linkages with their homeland in China. Returning to the hometown and attending 

worship is one of the essential traditions in Chinese culture which is how they define 

themselves in multicultural Malaysia and Sabah.   

 

There has been a growing desire to preserve Hakka culture, exemplified by world 

Hakka organisations such as the Hakka World Conference. Global Hakka identity is 

the overwhelming tendency; annual Hakka World Conferences have been held by 

different organisations in many cities around the world for over forty years. The 

international exposure is acquiring an ever-growing economic influence and political 

status (Leung, 2012). Global Hakka identity emerged in Sandakan in recent decades. 

Three contributing factors are: global Hakka business, Hakkaology (the study of 

Hakka history and culture) and media.   
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Figure 6.1. Identities of Sabah Hakkas 

6.6.1 Global Hakka Politics and Business 

Meizhou city of Guangdong Province, China is called ‘Capital of Hakka in the world’ 

世界客都. As many overseas Hakkas were originally from Meizhou and its 

neighbourhood, Meizhou has been accepted as the hometown of all Hakkas. Meizhou 

authorities often organise international Hakka events, such as Global Hakka Business 

Conference, and Global Young Hakkas Annual Meeting. Managing Hakka issues is a 

part of public service of the Meizhou Government. In Taiwan, the Hakka Affairs 

Council established in 2011, is a cabinet-level unit under the Executive Yuan of the 

Taiwanese government. The Hakka Affairs Council is also a public department 

supporting Taiwanese Hakkas around the world. Furthermore, Hakka Affairs has 

established a Hakka media, Hakka TV, through which they are able to pass the 

information to overseas Hakka communities. The authorities of China and Taiwan 

attempt to raise the visibility of Hakka on the world stage, it results in passionate 

reflection by all overseas Hakkas. The global Hakka identity is forming as well as the 

awareness of Hakka language and culture revival.  

The Sandakan Hakka Association began to connect with overseas Hakka communities 

in recent years. They were invited to join some international Hakka meetings or social 

activities in Singapore, Taiwan and China.  When C9 represented the Sandakan 

Hakka Association to attend a Global Young Hakkas Summer Camp organised by the 
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Hakka Council of Taiwan in 2014, he reported and shared his experiences of being an 

overseas Hakka with other members of the Sandakan Hakka Association. He was 

inspired by new ideas and he suggested that connecting with other overseas Hakka 

communities should be encouraged rather than the union of Malaysian Hakkas. The 

successful overseas contacts made the committee of the Sandakan Hakka Association 

decide to sponsor one young Hakka every year to attend the Global Young Hakkas 

Summer Camp and allow them to build the networks with overseas young Hakkas. 

 

我去到台灣的時候，聽到火車上還有講客家話，我嚇一跳阿！怎麼客家

話也可以這樣放出來的？(C9) 

[When I visited Taiwan, I heard a Hakka announcement on the train. I was so 

surprised; how can Hakka be used in the public announcement?] 

他們那些客家的 function 阿，有做花布阿，紙傘阿 (展示手機)，這些我

們都沒有想到  …(C9) 

[The Taiwanese Hakka functions were exhibiting Hakka fabric, making Hakka 

umbrellas (showing pictures on the phone)… we have never thought about 

these ideas.] 

 

When parts of Guangdong Province were modernising, overseas Hakkas reacted 

positively. The flourishing travel and tourism industry has attracted a number of 

overseas investors including the Malaysian Hakkas. As the majority of Malaysian 

Hakkas’ ancestors were from Guangdong Province and descendants see returning to 

their township as one of the milestones in life, maintaining business networks with 

Chinese Hakka is useful. Sharing the glorious times with hometown families in China 

and travelling between Malaysia and China for business are another important feature 

of the modern Hakka diasporic people. Instead of migrating from China to Southeast 

Asia in the 19th century, the new Hakka diaspora now includes large movements in 

the other direction.  

A few of my participants have operated or are just starting their business in overseas 

Chinese communities. One of them ran his business in a Hakka community of 
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Guangdong Province, China for years. He showed his global Hakka accent and 

global/multiple Hakka identity during the interview (See quotation A7 on page 146), 

he had further and wider views of Hakka identity than other participants. He believed 

being Hakka and speaking Hakka can benefit his business and that multiple identities 

were gifts which make him not being seen as one of the ‘Guest People’ anymore.   

6.6.2 Hakkaology 

Hakkaology refers to all studies about Hakka, including Hakka language, Hakka 

culture, Hakka music, Hakka architecture and others. The development of 

Hakkaology started from the 1990s when the awareness of Hakka identity was rising 

in China and Taiwan. The intent of Hakkaology is to begin the process of mapping the 

Hakka issues, local to global concerns. The authorities of China and Taiwan have set 

up institutions for Hakka academic research, Hakkaology can be studied in some 

national universities in China and Taiwan. Hakkaology is supported by the elites and 

the governments; it increases the reputation of ‘Hakkaness’. 

Sandakan does not have a university or college, so Sandakan Hakkas were not 

familiar with the academic field. Hakkaology was new for them, they found it 

surprising that I conducted my fieldwork for Hakka research. A few of my 

participants have visited Taiwan and China, sharing their experiences of reading some 

academic articles about Hakka, they expressed the pleasure and excitement to their 

Hakka folks. Although Hakkaology is an unknown area to Sandakan Hakkas, they 

were inspired by Hakka in research. For example, I am a Taiwanese Hakka studying 

in Australia, my Hakkaology is based on a Hakka community in Sabah. My visit has 

made some participants feel connections with overseas Hakkas and become interested 

in Hakkaology. I was not the only researcher in Sabah; there were some other 

academics and PhD students running Hakka projects in other areas of Sabah. All 

research was welcome by anyone in Hakka communities. My participants started to 

ask me questions and consulted me about Hakka language maintenance. Some Hakka 

parents reviewed their language parenting after being interviewed. I have never tried 

to change any of my participants or offered my opinions, but my questionnaires and 

my research did have some effects and stimulated their confidence.  
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我在中國有看到報紙，就講什麼研究什麼的，我想說喔！客家也可以

喔！覺得…很光榮這樣… (C4) 

[I read newspapers in China, it said some research about Hakka. I was like oh! 

Hakka can be studied? I feel … very proud.] 

 

像妳來這裡啊 … 我們大家都很高興，做客家嘛，自己人，我們一定幫

忙！這也可以算是一個平台把山打根宣傳出去。(B9) 

[We are pleased to see you visiting us. We are all Hakkas, like a family, will 

definitely help you. It is also like a platform to spread out the information 

about Sandakan Hakka.] 

 

妳來了之後我想了很多，我在想跟孩子講客家到底好不好？我們也有互

相討論答案，我問 B5 她是怎麼回妳的，妳也算是老師吧？妳教教我

們。(B4)  

[I have thought a lot since you came here. I am wondering is it good to speak 

Hakka to my children? We discussed your questions too. I asked B5 see how 

she responded you. You are a teacher, aren’t you? Can you tell us?] 

 

我真的很高興我跟孩子講客家，尤其是給妳訪問以後，我以後要更堅

持，客家都可以出國做博士了，我不怕孩子以後趕不上人家。(B5) 

[I am so glad I chose Hakka for my children. I will insist on speaking Hakka, 

especially being interviewed. Hakka can be studied with doctoral degree in a 

foreign country; I am not worried about my children’s future anymore.] 
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6.6.3 Media 

Taiwanese Hakka TV sees Hakkas of Southeast Asia as the target audiences, but 

Hakka TV is not an influential medium in Malaysia yet (Wei, 2016). In the modern 

society, TV is not the sole source. More social media allow Hakkas to connect with 

each other. The Sandakan Hakka Association relies on its Facebook page and local 

newspapers to publish their news; through Facebook, they can be contacted more 

easily. YouTube is one of the popular broadcastings, it is free and it allows everyone 

to communicate online. Yu Tianlong is a Hakka singer from Sabah, who started to 

upload his Hakka songs on YouTube in 2009. Yu was not the first Malaysian Hakka 

singer, but he was the first one from Sabah singing Hakka language in pop music. 

Yu’s work caught young Hakkas’ attention, he has thousands of followers. A Sabah 

Hakka singer bringing Hakka music to the pop music market is believed to lift Hakka 

identity. From my interviews, all participants were able to recognise Yu and many of 

my participants were Yu’s followers too. Moreover, any music can be shared via 

YouTube; Hakka pop music shows their feature and has started to connect to the 

world.  

‘Hakka Oversea’ is a Hakka TV programme which introduces overseas Hakkas 

including Sabah. Some of my participants were aware of Hakka TV but they have 

never watched it. Because of some technical problems, they may not be able to 

receive the signal of Hakka TV. A few Hakkas mentioned videos about Sabah Hakka 

on YouTube, including some Hakka TV programmes: they were thrilled to be on 

YouTube. 

 

我知道客家電視台有來拍沙巴一集，我在 YouTube 上有看到，還接著有

沙勞越。(C9)  

[I know Sabah was introduced in the programme of Hakka TV, I watched it on 

YouTube. Following the introduction of Sarawak Hakkas. ] 

 

有一次有電視來拍山打根的涼粉，那件事山打根轟動阿！我們客家人做

的涼粉！(B9) 
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[The producer of a TV programme came to Sandakan and introduced our grass 

jelly. It was a big news in Sandakan! The grass jelly is made by us Hakkas.]   

6.7 Given Hakka identity 

Patriarchy is part of the basic core of Chinese culture. For example, taking one’s 

father’s surname is a strict rule in most Chinese societies. In Chinese Malaysian 

communities, the identification of an ethnic group is based on the patrilineal principle. 

Only the father’s heritage is accepted for ethnic identification. If one’s father is not a 

Hakka but one’s mother is, one is not identified as a Hakka. This principle applies in 

all Chinese ethnic groups in Malaysia. In Sandakan, the percentage of interracial 

marriages is not as high as it is in other urban areas. As the Hakka are the majority in 

Sabah, they are a close community, and same speech group marriage is common.  

From my 22 married participants, only three of them are in interracial marriages 

(those three participants married Cantonese speakers). Normally, Hakka identity in 

the Sandakan Hakka Association was not a big issue until Charlie’s case caught 

everyone’s attention. Charlie was one of my participants; he was an active member in 

the Sandakan Hakka Association on my first visit in 2012. Charlie and another 

member (participant C4) gave me a brief history of Sandakan Hakka and introduced 

some famous heritage sites to me. They both worked for Mr. John who had a high 

position in the Sandakan Hakka Association. In 2015, when I continued my fieldwork 

in Sandakan, I was told that Charlie was not a regular Hakka member anymore. He 

was deregistered by the committee because the president of the Sandakan Hakka 

Association discovered that his father was not a Hakka. Although he lived with his 

mother (a Hakka) and he had had a Hakka life (speaking Hakka, identifying himself 

as a Hakka and joining the Hakka Association) for all of his lifetime, he was not 

allowed to represent himself as a member of the Sandakan Hakka Association. After 

deregistration, Charlie was still often invited to the activities which were organised by 

the Sandakan Hakka Association. He had to be cautious with his behaviour, he needed 

to act like a ‘friend’ not a member. When I attempted to recruit him as a participant in 

my research, he hesitated for a long time. In my fourth month of staying in Sandakan, 

Charlie finally agreed to be interviewed after he realised from other participants that 

my research questions were harmless and only addressed his understanding of his own 
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identity. Like other young Hakkas, Charlie liked speaking Cantonese to his peers and 

switched to Hakka to elders (Mandarin to me). I met him almost every day in the café 

where I usually interviewed participants, I could not tell any difference between him 

and other young Hakkas. During Charlie’s interview, he shied away from his 

identification. He was obviously depressed about not being accepted as a Hakka but 

he dared not argue with the rule. When I first knew about Charlie’s situation, I was 

shocked and attempted to fight for his rights. Eventually, I did not make any move. 

All Hakkas I talked to in Sandakan agreed with the committee’s decision; they all 

claimed that the father was always the one to determine one’s identification. As an 

outsider to this community, I was accepted as Hakka because I told them that both my 

parents were Hakka. I was allowed to wear the uniform of a member of the Sandakan 

Hakka Association. Charlie was not.  

 

我們華人的傳統就是這樣，幾千年的規矩怎麼可以改，難道馬來人進客

家公會也可以嗎？(B3) 

[This is Chinese culture, this is thousands-years rule. We can’t change it. It’s 

like can we admit a Malay to be our member?] 

 

公會有公會的規矩，沒辦法囉。他也是 friend 可是我幫不到他，他爸爸

就真的不是客家(人)。(C9) 

[This is the rule of the association, I can’t help. He is a friend of mine, but it is 

true that his father is not a Hakka.]   

 

我那時候有幫他說話，想說他進公會那麼久了，不然給他當一個會員不

要當執委這樣…可是公會的規矩就是這樣…如果給他一個人那以後很麻

煩，所以他現在就是跟我們一起囉，當做一起玩，朋友這樣…。(B2) 

[I fought for him. He has been in our association for a long time, I suggested 

letting him be a regular member not in the leadership. But we can’t make an 
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exception, it will be a trouble someday. Now, we include him in our activities 

as a friend.]  

 

Another case is opposite to Charlie’s. It is hardly mentioned in the Hakka community 

of Sandakan because most people found it acceptable. Participant C8 was no doubt a 

Hakka although everyone knew his mother is neither a Hakka nor a locally born 

Chinese Malaysian. C8’s mother was born in a Hokkien speaking family in one of the 

overseas Chinese communities in Asia. Her family immigrated to Sandakan when she 

was 9 years old and she has never left Sandakan since then. C8’s mother was able to 

speak Hokkien, Hakka, Cantonese, Mandarin and Bahasa Malaysia. C8 and his 

mother usually talked in Hakka and Cantonese. Unlike Charlie, C8 never tried to hide 

his mother’s background. He took the initiative and told me his mother’s story at the 

beginning of the interview. C8 even considered extending his business with his 

mother’s Hokkien speaking relatives to his mother’s hometown. Although C8 did not 

acquire Hokkien, his family was dominated by Cantonese (see Chapter Four), C8 was 

well-accepted in the Sandakan Hakka community as a Hakka. Comparing Charlie 

with C8, both of them have interracial parents, one tries to conceal his non-Hakka 

background in order to be socially compatible with the Hakka community; the other 

sees non-Hakka background as an advantage. In the Sandakan Hakka community, 

only those who have a Hakka father can be a Hakka.  

6.8 Emergent Malaysian identity 

The concept of overseas Chinese identities has always included the political and 

cultural dimensions. The major identifiers of Chinese Malaysians are nationalism and 

ethnicism. The ethnic identity of Chinese Malaysians is always linked to the linguistic 

group (speech group) which is derived from the language their ancestors brought from 

China: Hokkien, Hakka, Cantonese and other minorities. Almost all Chinese 

Malaysians are aware of their ethnicity and are able to tell their speech group. This 

can be seen as the first identity they have gained since they were born. A person’s 

ethnicity cannot be chosen, but the meaning for the identity can be a matter of choice 

(Liebkind, 2006). ‘Chinese’ is the counterpart of ‘non-Chinese’ in Malaysia: the 

cognition of Chinese Malaysians refers to their appearance, culture, a lingua franca 
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and sometimes religion which can distinguish Chinese and non-Chinese to a degree. 

When the various Chinese ethnic groups were distributed all over Malaysia, and the 

use of Mandarin had been becoming the lingua franca of Chinese in Peninsular 

Malaysia in the recent decades, the boundaries between each group were becoming 

less important. In linguistic terms, Mandarin is squeezing out other Chinese languages 

and causing Hokkien, Hakka and Cantonese attrition. Moreover, Mandarin, as the 

globally used language, has melted the linguistic distinction in Chinese communities 

in Malaysia (Wang, 2010). Young Chinese Malaysians have little interest in renewing 

their kin links in China; they may identify themselves as Chinese with not much 

knowledge of their ethnic language (Tan, 2004a). For example, a few of my 

participants identified themselves as ‘Chinese in Malaysia’. They show their Hakka 

identity if it is necessary, but they have limited Hakka language proficiency. From the 

above description, it is habitual that Chinese Malaysians have the general Chinese and 

ethnic Chinese double identities. In short, holding Chinese identity in Malaysia and 

speaking Mandarin is for distinguishing “us” (Chinese) from “others” (non-Chinese) 

while highlighting Chinese ethnic identity like Hokkien, Hakka or Cantonese is to 

show the socio-cultural feature and self-esteem; occasionally it refers to occupation 

and location in Chinese Malaysian communities.  

In order to create the national unity instead of Chinese or Indian collective identity in 

Malaysia, the status of Bahasa Malaysia has been raised as the central element of 

Malaysian identity. National unity can be defined as a state of affairs whereby “all 

citizens feel that their individual and collective selves are upheld, and are intrinsic to 

the Malaysian identity narrative” (López C., 2014, p. 221). When language serves as 

an identity marker, with the assistance of policy and curriculum, Malaysian 

nationalism has grown in all Malaysians. For Chinese Malaysians, ethnic groups have 

been expanding into a large group in response to changing social and especial the 

ethnic relation conditions in Malaysia. When Chinese Malaysians are large in number,  

it is a real ‘imagined group’ (Tan, 2000a).  

6.9 Identity change  

Linguistic identity is not an inescapable fate imposed upon us but a social construct, a 

matter of choice (Coulmas, 2013, p. 173). Identity change is possible in an immigrant 
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society; less and less sense of belonging to a group and gradual assimilation into the 

host country can be interpreted as the process of identity change.  

Identity change can be found in the Sandakan Hakka community. The explanation of 

identity change is adopting a new culture or the next generation being fostered in a 

new language speaking environment. The identity may not disappear completely but it 

becomes flexible and dynamic rather than inalterably given. The oldest Hakka 

participants in this research are the second or third generation of Hakka immigrants in 

Sabah for whom displaying Hakka identity is not required: their entire life is anchored 

with Hakka. The middle-aged participants grew up speaking Bahasa Malaysia and 

other Chinese languages (mainly Cantonese and Mandarin); their ethnolinguistic 

identity is variable and their Hakka identity depends on their own conceptions. Their 

Hakka identity would be stressed when it comes to ethnic relationships. Identity is 

difficult to estimate; it requires description through observation. From my fieldwork, 

the youngest participants were the weakest in Hakka identity, not only because of 

their lower language proficiency in Hakka but also due to less interest in knowing 

Hakka. The change of Hakka identity in three generations can be argued as the cause 

and the result of Hakka language shift.  

 

我不會講華語喔(華語)我只知道客家，其他的你去問別人。(A1) 

[I don’t speak Mandarin (in Mandarin), I only know Hakka, you should ask 

other people if you need more information.] 

 

沒有客家話的話…可能…就沒有傳統了吧？不知道喔…沒有想過…我們

就是客家阿，怎麼會不見，不知道那是什麼…不懂喔… (A2) 

[Losing Hakka language perhaps means losing our traditions…I don’t know… 

I have never thought about this…We are Hakka, how can Hakka be lost…I 

don’t understand what it is …] 
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山打根客家公會就是華人的代表，我們客家人團結熱情 … 客家話在山打

根還是很強的，臺灣中國現在都講華語，KK 也是，華語越來越多，可

是你看我們山打根，還是到處講客家(話) 。(A7) 

[The Sandakan Hakka Association is the symbol of the Chinese population (in 

Sandakan). We are solid and friendly…. Hakka language is still predominant 

in Sandakan while Mandarin has grabbed more and more domains in Taiwan, 

China and KK (Kota Kinabalu, the capital city of Sabah). As you see, in 

Sandakan, Hakka language is everywhere.]  

 

我跟米米都講廣東話，我也不知道她是客家人，有一天我聽到她跟她家

人講電話我才知道: 喔妳是客家人喔。反正我們在外面講廣東話比較多，

認識了也不會再改了。(B9)  

[I normally speak Cantonese to MiMi, I didn’t know she is a Hakka until I 

heard her speaking Hakka to her family on the phone. I realised that oh, you 

are a Hakka. But it doesn’t change anything. Our social network is based on 

Cantonese and we started with Cantonese, I don’t think we will switch to 

Hakka.]  

 

Most of my participants from Group C had little understanding about language and 

Hakka identity, especially participants under age 18, who felt awkward about asking 

their friends’ ethnicity. Their Hakka identities were given and dictated by their family, 

which they accepted. They are used to speaking Mandarin in most conversations, and 

have adopted the ‘New Chinese Malaysian identity’, which includes the national 

identity and the greater Chinese identity. The Chinese sub-group identity is no longer 

the essential part to determine the sense of self in this generation. Similarly, the oldest 

participants are unconscious of Hakka identity, because they see nothing but Hakka. 

Two of the seven participants in Group A are members of the Sandakan Hakka 

Association, who would put emphasis on the importance of maintaining Hakka 

culture. Other participants A1, A2, A4 and A5 described themselves as Hakka 

monolingual although I confirmed that, except for A5, they were able to speak 
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Cantonese, Mandarin and Bahasa Malaysia; this shows their single, simple but firm 

Hakka identity. For this generation, Hakka is nothing but life. The identity difference 

between Groups A and C is that the old Hakkas live in Hakka while the younger are 

told about Hakka. For Chinese Malaysians, the linguistic identity seems to be coming 

from language proficiency; such as monolingual old and young Hakkas appear to 

have different identities. Alternatively, it can also be explained that language 

proficiency determines language identity; young Hakkas prefer Mandarin which leads 

to weak Hakka identity.  

 

我沒問過我家人我們是不是客家人，不過他們都講客家話我想我們大概

是吧，反正都可以。(C21) 

[I never ask my family whether we are Hakka or not. They all speak Hakka, I 

guess so. It’s OK anyway.]  

 

我覺得隨便，反正我都講華語，跟朋友也是講華語，我也不會去問：你

是不是客家人。(C20) 

[I don’t mind at all (given the question about feeling about Hakka). I always 

speak Mandarin, I speak Mandarin to friends too. I would never ask my friend: 

Are you a Hakka?] 

 

The middle-aged Hakkas had stronger Hakka identity compared with the other two 

generations. Middle-aged Hakkas also showed positive motives, attitudes, perspective 

and ethnic group loyalty. The factors were influenced by their social experience. Most 

participants in Group B were either running their own business or employed. In 

Sandakan, agriculture is still occupied by Hakka people and growing palm trees is one 

of the biggest industries in Sabah. Palm oil production contributes greatly to the 

Malaysian economy. Many local businesses rely on the palm oil industry, while it is 

an unwritten rule in Chinese Malaysian communities that members of a group prefer 

to recruit their own people. The success of the palm oil economics make Sabah 

Hakkas highly value their culture and language, and enhances the reputation of Hakka 
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identity. Hakka identity can provide this function and it also helps to maintain the 

social network. Although many Hakka claimed that speaking Cantonese promoted 

sociability and communal activity, none of them abandoned Hakka language. Instead, 

all participants of Group B are maintaining Hakka proficiency at level five (the 

highest level).  

Linguistic identity and language maintenance are relevant; my data show that the new 

Hakka generation prefer ‘Chinese Malaysians’ and ‘Mandarin’ that result in Hakka 

identity and Hakka language change. The identity of ‘Chinese Malaysian’ seems to 

include or it can be transferred to Hakka identity as Hakka is also a part of Chinese.  

Speaking Mandarin, is not negotiable. A few of my young Hakka participants showed 

their Hakka identity passively while they were not able to polish their limited Hakka 

language proficiency.  

Summary 

In Chapter Five, Hakka language maintenance has been challenged by the increasing 

number of Mandarin speakers. Hakka identity can be seen as the result and the reason 

of Hakka language shift in Sandakan; changes among three Hakka generations show 

linguistic and ethnic identity are interfering with each other.  

In this chapter, Hakka identity appears to be becoming much weaker in young Hakkas 

who have accepted ‘Chinese Malaysian’ instead of Hakka identity. Most of them 

preferred Mandarin and ignored the importance of Hakka identity. However, the 

majority of young participants in this research were able to speak fluent or native 

speaker level. Whether their Hakka identities are being maintained, their Hakka 

language proficiency is not preferred. Those young Hakka speakers demonstrate that 

they speak Hakka as a language rather than taking the identity. Being a Mandarin (or 

Cantonese) speaking Hakka is acceptable; it shows Hakka identity is given the 

priority of Hakkaness rather than Hakka languages.  

In terms of Hakka identity in the middle-aged Hakka generation, in order to maintain 

social networks and gain more opportunities, highlighting Hakka identity through 

Hakka language is important in the Hakka community. Hakka identities across three 

Hakka generations included in my research begin with older generation 
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unconsciousness: living in a pure Hakka life; middle generation consciousness: in a 

multicultural society, knowing and recognising Hakka identity; and back to younger 

generation unconsciousness: in a multicultural society, boundaries between Hakka 

and others are blurring.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN: DISCUSSION  
 

Introduction 

This research explores language maintenance and language shift amongst three Hakka 

generations in Sandakan, Sabah, Malaysia. Hakka is one of the Chinese ethnic groups 

scattered around the world. It is the second largest speech group in Chinese Malaysian 

communities. As stated earlier, the Hakka population comprises 20 per cent of the 

total Chinese population in Malaysia while Chinese Malaysians consist of almost a 

quarter of the total Malaysian population (Department of Statistics, Malaysia, 2015). 

In Sabah, Hakka is the predominant ethnic group. It can be said that in Sabah, one of 

every two Malaysian Chinese is Hakka (Lee, 1965; Tan, 2004a; Voon, 2007). The 

overwhelming majority of Hakkas led their language to become the lingua franca 

among all Chinese groups since the 1950s (Lee, 1965). However, Hakka language in 

the recent decades seems to be entering a new phase. The younger generation prefers 

Mandarin while the over 60-year-old Hakkas choose Hakka language rather than 

others; the middle-aged Hakkas have benefited by speaking Cantonese. My data show 

that three Hakka generations in Sandakan have different language choices and their 

attitudes towards language use are contrasting. Significantly, despite Hakka language 

attrition, Hakka identity has been solidly maintained. Some Hakka families in 

Sandakan have shifted from Hakka to either Cantonese or Mandarin, although they 

still claim their Hakka identity and join the Hakka Association to support Hakkaness.  

In an immigrant society, language shift can be completed within three generations. 

From the first generation who are usually heritage monolingual to the second 

generation, adopting local customs and becoming multilingual. The third generation is 

considered to be more stable and prefers the host country’s dominant language (Lee, 

1995). The great number of Hakka immigrants from China to Sabah was in the period 

between end of the 19th century and beginning of the 20th century. The earliest Hakkas 

have settled down in Sabah for at least four to five generations, Hakka language is 

still circulating in most areas of Sabah. Although Hakka language is facing the 

challenges, the language shift is considered to be slower than the broader research 

trend.  
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Hakka people’s language behaviour reflects patterns of language change in 

sociolinguistic studies. The language proficiency and language choices among Hakka 

generations demonstrate the modern Hakka culture and identity in the field of 

ethnography. Sociolinguistic and ethnolinguistic theories are the framework for this 

research; the theoretical frameworks draw on language use in the society and cultural 

understanding, the data analysis focuses on the ethnicity. As Malaysia is a 

multicultural country, the various ethnic groups reflect a dynamic community. 

Sociolinguistics is a framework to examine Hakka language’s maintenance by its 

social status, educational functions and institutional support. Ethnolinguistics is an 

appropriate way to look into language use by members of an ethnic group, and it is an 

interpretative approach to observe the individuals, their language practice and ethnic 

identity.  

7.1 Research background 

The earliest Chinese communities in Malaysia were in the 15th century, living along 

the Strait of Malacca (Yen, 2000). During the period between the 15th to 19th 

centuries, most Chinese came to the Strait of Malacca (including Malaysia and 

Singapore) for trading. They did not plan to immigrate until the 19th century when the 

major rebellions caused the greatest Chinese diaspora. Chinese immigrants in 

Malaysia were mostly from Southeast China: Fujian and Guangdong Provinces (Tan, 

2004a; Yen, 2000; Yow, 2013). Their convenient location allowed residents of Fujian 

and Guangdong to travel easily. Their languages and cultures were carried overseas. 

Hokkien, Hakka and Cantonese were the three dominant languages in Fujian and 

Guangdong. Those three languages are still the most common languages in overseas 

Chinese communities.  

In Southeast Asia, the term ‘Chinese’ refers to those whose ancestors migrated from 

South China (Tan, 2000b, p. 38). Ethnic Chinese implies the ethnicity of a person 

which is distinguishable from other ethnic groups. It is also used for possession of 

Chinese cultural traits and customs (Yen, 2002). In Malaysia, Orang Cina (Chinese 

people) is recognised by the Malay language, sometimes Tionghoa or Tionghua are 

used in Malay literature. ‘Chinese Malaysians’ is preferred nowadays rather than 

‘Malaysian Chinese’, stressing their local cultural and political identities (Tan, 2000b; 
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Tan, 2004a). Chinese Malaysians are divided into several speech groups in Chinese 

communities in Malaysia: there are Hokkien, Hakka, Cantonese, Teochew, Hokchiu, 

Hainanese and other minor Chinese language groups. Chinese Malaysians rely 

heavily on ethnic group distinctions that were originally based on the geographical 

area from which their ancestors came. Speaking any of the Chinese languages in 

Malaysia helps them to strengthen their sense of belonging to a particular group. For 

instance, being part of ‘tongxiang huiguan’ (native place association) and kinship 

groups has been important in any overseas Chinese society. Those associations have 

provided the individual with the security of membership in a strong cooperative 

association. The competition among Chinese groups often caused violence in the past. 

British authorities established an official Chinese Protectorate to take control of those 

associations and their power, but it was not successful. Native place associations and 

kinship groups were so meaningful to Chinese Malaysians (Strauch, 1981). Even 

today, most Chinese associations still play an irreplaceable role in the local 

communities. Those associations have great influence in politics and economics, 

maintaining networks among members is considered as beneficial as the occupational 

specialisation always goes along with speech groups. It is common to see that in 

Malaysia Hailam (Hainanese) open cafes, Hokkiens run grocery business, Cantonese 

are associated with the occupation of technicians (or goldsmiths). Hakka are mostly 

engaged in the agricultural industry (Han, 1971; Tan, 2004a). Although the rapid 

development made Chinese groups cooperate to gain more advantages, the occupation 

is still generally true today (Lee &Tan, 2000). 

The first massive Hakka immigration arrived in Sabah during the end of the 19th 

century, they arrived at Kudat and Sandakan, the two major ports of Sabah (Niew, 

1993; Wong, 2005). Hakka migration to Sabah was organised by a Christian mission:  

the Basel Mission’s arrangement (See Chapter Two Literature Review). The Basel 

Mission also made Christian Hakka unique in overseas Chinese communities. Hakka 

have been the majority among Chinese in Sabah since 1920 (see Table 2.2 on page 

34). Their language was spoken and commonly used among all Chinese groups in 

Sabah. Very few Chinese remained in Sabah due to the dreadful conditions; only 

Hakka took kindly to the country and stayed with an agricultural life (Han, 1971; Lee, 

1965). There are no current data for the Hakka population in Sabah from the recent 
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national census. According to Voon (2007)’s research, Hakka remained at 57.97% of 

Chinese in Sabah in 2000.   

Sandakan was the capital city of North Borneo (Sabah) until the Second World War 

destroyed the town. Sandakan is the second largest city in Sabah after Kota Kinabalu; 

it is located in the north east of Borneo Island. Sandakan harbour was one of the 

busiest shipping ports in Southeast Asia during the early 1880s. Most Chinese 

immigrants arrived in Sandakan from Singapore, parts of China and Hong Kong. By 

1887, many Chinese merchant-employed miners resided in Sandakan; Hakka pioneers 

arrived in Sandakan in 1888 (Wong, 1998).   

7.2 Research contentions 

Hakka immigrants have settled in Sabah for more than one hundred years. Hakka has 

remained the majority in the Chinese population of Sabah since 1920 while Chinese 

people comprise the second largest defined resident group in Sabah. It can be said that 

Hakka language was the lingua franca among all Chinese communities and it was also 

the second most common language in Sabah following Bahasa Malaysia. During the 

past century, Sabah has experienced several turbulent periods; Hakka language was 

well maintained until recent decades. Cantonese and Mandarin have started to squeeze 

Hakka, which has caused Hakka language to shrink in many domains. Now Hakka 

language seems to be only spoken on some specific occasions. The phenomena of 

Hakkas and Hakka language indicate that the percentage of Hakka population in 

Sabah Chinese communities has not changed much in the past century but Hakkas do 

not use Hakka language as much as before.   

Language shift is the replacement of one language by another (Potowski, 2013). 

When a group of people abandon a language and tend to adopt another language, it 

can be seen as the process of language shift (Winford, 2008). Intergenerational 

transmission is one of the criteria to see language maintenance, pointing out the 

importance of language use between generations (Fishman, 1991). In an immigrant 

society, language shift from monolingualism to the other dominant language takes 

place within a span of three generations. In Chinese communities in Britain, Chinese 

heritage languages were spoken by grandparents while grandchildren shifted to 

English. (Li, 1995).  The third generation Sindhis (originally from Pakistan) in 
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Malaysia have adopted English. Although there were some few cases showing that 

first generation Sindhi women tended to speak a pidgin variety of Malay to the third 

generation and men preferred English, there was a marked decrease in transmission of 

Sindhi to offspring (David, 1998). Code-switching and pidgin may occur in the 

process of language shift. The research above indicated that the language use by the 

third generation is more stable, meaning the language shift has been completed. In 

this research, my data show that Hakka language is circulating in Chinese 

communities in Sandakan; Hakka language may not be the first choice or the 

dominant language among Chinese, however, it is maintained in many places. In spite 

of the decreasing number of Hakka speakers, Hakka is spoken less but is not yet lost. 

This research explores the language use in three Hakka generations in Sandakan, 

Sabah, including the preferred language in each generation and the language choices 

among them. For instance, in a Hakka family: what languages are spoken between 

parents and children, grandparents and grandchildren, and grandparents and parents; 

what language would be chosen to speak to different interlocutors by old, middle-

aged and young generations and why that is. Language choices are the reflection of 

certain identities; linguistic identity is one of the essential factors that affect language 

shift. Findings prove that the ambivalent Hakka identity is both the result of and the 

reason for Hakka language decay.  

7.3 External pressure 

Before concluding that Hakka language has been maintained or is shifting in 

Sandakan, Sabah, I would like to review the current phenomena in both Hakka 

communities and the Chinese world. This research has highlighted the fact that 

Hakkas are facing transformation under the rapid changes of the world. Three Hakka 

generations represent different attitudes towards social issues, politics, cultures and 

history which relate to the various reactions in their multiple languages and identities. 

This research attempts to analyse the relevant factors of language use by Hakkas: the 

two general principles are the external pressure and internal changes.  
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7.3.1 Education and language planning 

Three essences of Chinese Malaysians are school, association and newspapers. They 

are the most important values to maintain Chinese Malaysians’ cultures and identities. 

[華社、華校與華報被認為是華人社會的三大支柱，是華人建立族群人同與捍衛

自身權益的重要組織] (Wong, 2008). Chapter Two has introduced the Chinese 

schools and Chinese education in Malaysia. It reveals the importance of switching 

language policies in both Chinese communities and the Malaysia. The medium in 

Chinese schools was varied, depending on the founders and school committees. Most 

Chinese schools shifted language from each ethnic Chinese language to Mandarin in 

the 1920s (Sam & Wang, 2011; Wang, 2012, 2016). Speaking non-Mandarin Chinese 

languages in Chinese schools was not encouraged, the policy started to influence 

students that, excepting Mandarin, Cantonese, Hakka or Hokkien were not 

appreciated. Hakka and Hokkien faded out; the emergence of Mandarin was upgraded 

to education language. In Chinese communities in Malaysia, Mandarin represents 

knowledge, intelligence and high socioeconomic status. Assisting children to gain a 

higher degree is seen as good parenting in Chinese culture. In mainland China, 

parents put much effort into choosing international universities in order to offer their 

children the better quality of education and to improve employment opportunities 

(Bodycott, 2009). The same concern of parents in Sabah, the reason of encouraging 

their children to gain Mandarin skills was to support children to be well equipped for 

their future career. Speaking Mandarin is a bridge to connect with other states of 

Malaysia and also the overseas Chinese communities.  

Since Bahasa Malaysia was promoted as the national language in 1963 to replace 

English, it has become the sole medium of instruction in Malaysian public schools. 

Many Chinese parents have chosen Chinese education rather than English. It is not 

only for Chinese culture maintenance but anti-Malay attitudes (He, 2002). Receiving 

Chinese education is important in Chinese communities; Chinese parents expect their 

children to gain Chinese philosophy and acquire a Chinese language as a symbol of 

being a Chinese. The Chinese schools’ graduates are able to speak in fluent Mandarin 

and they also see Mandarin as a high social status language.  

The use of Mandarin caused ethnic Chinese languages to decline in Chinese 

Malaysian communities. As speaking heritage language was forbidden at school, 
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heritage languages were used among family members and in some specific domains. 

In Sandakan, the majority of Chinese go to Chinese school. With Chinese education 

backgrounds, most of my participants are able to speak fluent Mandarin. From my 

data, there was one participant (A4) in this research who was not able to speak 

Mandarin. She was 88 years old and her childhood was mostly in the war and she has 

never received any education in her life. Another participant (A5) did not go to school 

neither, but she acquires Mandarin from her grandchildren. Two other participants 

from Group C had limited Mandarin proficiencies, they were both 11 years old and 

studied at a public school. Apart from these four participants, Hakkas in this research 

are Mandarin speakers due to the Chinese education.  

When China’s economy expanded in the 1990s, the language representing China 

spread overseas. The use of Mandarin in Malaysian Chinese communities is not only 

for educational functions, it is also considered as of high commercial value for 

connecting to the international societies. This research shows that Hakka parents 

preferred their children to acquire Mandarin rather than Hakka, although there were 

some participants who adopted a Hakka and Mandarin bilingual family language 

policy or some who insisted on only Hakka at home. They all believed that Mandarin 

is the global tendency. Findings show that Hakkas attach great importance to Chinese 

education and the shift of family language policy allows Mandarin to challenge the 

existence of Hakka language in the Hakka community.   

7.3.2 Media 

The language choice of the media is designed for the targeted audiences (Bell, 1984). 

It reveals the significant connection in language choices between media and the 

audiences. There are two phases associated with overseas Chinese communities, and 

Hakkas were found to correlate with the switch of language choices of media.  

The late 20th century was the greatest glory of Hong Kong’s entertainment industry 

and Cantonese history. The rise of Hong Kong TV programmes in the mid-1970s 

encouraged overseas Chinese to speak Cantonese. Television was introduced to 

Chinese Malaysian communities from the mid-1960s to the early 1970s, overlapping 

the period of popularity of Hong Kong style. Cantonese suddenly became the 

language representing modernity and superiority. The supreme language and the 
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Cantonese fever diminished the use of various non-Cantonese languages (Sim, 2012). 

Even in the countryside, the Hakka audiences watched Cantonese TV shows without 

understanding the language. Chinese Malaysians who were born or have grown up 

since then are around age 30 to 40 by now; their childhood was greatly influenced by 

Cantonese media. All participants from Group B have excellent skills in Cantonese; 

most participants claimed that Cantonese was useful and it was an economic 

language. Some Hakkas in Sabah have shifted from Hakka to Cantonese.  

The second phase of language choice of Chinese media is the rise of Mandarin. 

Chinese authorities have invested and paid much effort in broadcasting Chinese pop 

cultures: it spurs the interests of speaking Mandarin in overseas (Chua, 2001). 

Cantonese was no longer the dominant language on TV programmes, moreover, the 

technological inventions speeded up the use of Mandarin. With the advent of satellite 

television and the wide use of the internet, English and Mandarin Chinese, being the 

most popular languages for communication, have eroded the chances of survival for 

various Chinese languages. In Sandakan, the young generation have more interest in 

Chinese, Taiwanese or Korean pop cultures; they also watch Hollywood movies and 

follow American pop singers. Young Hakkas use English or English alphabet Chinese 

to text message or post on social media.  

When Cantonese is not being used for technological devices or mass media in recent 

years, it is generally losing its speakers. The Hakka Cantonese speakers are mostly 

middle-aged, and for the youngest Hakka generation, Mandarin is the new fashion. 

My data show one third of the participants in Group C have limited Cantonese 

proficiency while most middle-aged Hakkas are excellent Cantonese speakers. It is a 

significant finding to prove that the decline of Cantonese is related to the transition of 

mass media.  

In terms of Hakka, Hakka is neither included in the latest fashion trends nor available 

in the media, it is a challenge to increase its influence. Hakka language has been 

withdrawn from many younger Hakkas’ lives. With little inspiration to acquire Hakka 

language, most of the youngest Hakka participants seem impassive about Hakka. 

Instead of identifying themselves as Hakkas, young Hakkas have adopted the greater 

‘Chinese’ identification and identify locally as ‘Chinese Malaysian’. Languages of 

media not only change young Hakkas' language behaviour, but shape their identity.     
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As described in the previous section, newspapers in Malaysian Chinese communities 

play a pivotal role. Chinese newspapers convey the most information throughout the 

entire Chinese society in Malaysia. One of every two Chinese is a Chinese newspaper 

reader (Khoo, Yee, & Heng, 2011). In spite of the convenience of on-line news, many 

Chinese Malaysians rely on newspapers for the local events. In Sabah, reading 

newspapers in a café is a Sabahan’s life routine. All cafés offer one to two Chinese 

newspapers: See Hua Daily News ( 詩華日報) and Merdeka Daily News (自由日报) 

are the most popular Chinese newspapers in Sabah. Various Chinese associations and 

political parties use newspapers to make announcements and convey information. 

Language in newspapers is formal Mandarin, it is simplified Chinese characters with 

Malaysian Mandarin style. For example, the borrowed word 巴剎 is pasar (market in 

Bahasa Malaysia) or 令吉 is ringgit (the currency of Malaysia); those are very 

common words in Chinese newspapers. The use of Malaysian Mandarin in 

newspapers has been melting the language boundaries among various Chinese speech 

groups as all Chinese Malaysians read and support Chinese newspapers.   

 One of the relevant factors contributing to language shift among Hakka generations is 

media. The time of Hong Kong entertainment industry decline and Chinese TV 

programme increase makes the distinct language choices between middle-aged and 

young Hakka generations. Nowadays, both digital and print media are dominated by 

Mandarin; Cantonese seems to be maintained in the middle-aged Hakka generation 

but it is not appreciated by the new generation. Hakka has been marked by 

considerable changes which are currently experienced in language attrition. The mass 

media as the powerful instruments create two phases of language choice in media, 

leading the ongoing Hakka language shift.   

The rise of China stimulates the rise of Mandarin. The locally born Hakkas began to 

identify themselves more completely as ‘Chinese’ because their Chinese education 

background and they speak Mandarin as the dominate language. I believe Hakka 

Associations in Malaysia is a significant factor in stabilising the positive sense of 

Hakka identity but the pushing of Mandarin education in Chinese schools in Malaysia 

and the politically, economically and socially strength of China are weakening Hakka 

language in Sabah. Maintaining solid Hakka identity without speaking fluent Hakka 

language is my prediction about Hakka in Sabah. 
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7.4 Internal change 

Everyday conversation becomes the vehicle for authentication practices, as speakers 

show their various ethnic and nationalist identities through language choice (Bucholtz 

& Hall, 2005). When a language is not included in conversation, it reflects the 

negative attitudes towards the language. For example, Hakka language is not being 

chosen in many domains in Sandakan or Hakka language is not Hakkas’ preferred 

language choice with most interlocutors, the Hakka’s identity is swinging. This 

section discusses Hakka participants’ life experiences in order to better understand the 

Hakkas’ attitudes towards the external pressures. The participants’ experiences were 

expected to outline  a contemporary phenomenon and through the social interaction 

the essential components in this research can be revealed (Pietkiewicz & Smith, 

2012).  

This research interprets the language use as lived experience across three Hakka 

generations, based on the finding of different language choices in each generation. 

Hakka language is not preferred by all Hakkas in the Hakka community. Mandarin-

dominant domains are expanding in the Hakka communities while Cantonese is still 

the social language for middle-aged Hakkas; Hakka has been identified as an ethnic 

language. Speaking Hakka is to distinguish from other Chinese and stress the Hakka 

identity. However, Hakkaness for Hakka people in Sandakan is unsure and distant. It 

is more realistic to assist children to be ready for the competitive society, instead of 

passing down the heritage language which is not being chosen in either education or 

the mainstream society. The external pressure impels Hakkas to negotiate their 

traditions and beliefs. Moreover, the Chinese identity and nationalism interfere with 

their attitudes about maintaining or abandoning Hakka.    

7.4.1 Identity (Greater Chinese) 

It is possible to find identities change in an immigrant community. With the gradual 

assimilation into the host country, the immigrants may feel more connection with the 

local customs than with their origins. The term of ‘Chinese Malaysians’ is emphasised 

and Chinese in Malaysia have developed their uniqueness. Hakkas in Malaysia are a 

Chinese ethnic group while the Chinese population consists of one quarter of total 

Malaysians. From the national perspective, Hakka is a subgroup and it is classified as 
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‘cina’ (Chinese) in Malaysian population statistics. Although speech groups are seen 

as the markers in Malaysian Chinese communities, and ethnicity is important to create 

the common sense or to differ from each other, under the overwhelming Chineseness, 

Hakkas’ complicated identities were found as ambivalent factors in language 

maintenance.  

Sharing a similar Chinese culture with various Chinese Malaysians strengthens the 

Chinese identity. In order to highlight non-Malay identity, Chinese Malaysians show 

a positive orientation towards Chinese identity in Malaysia. It is suggested that the 

borders among each Chinese ethnic group are getting blurred. With regard to 

economics, the race-based New Economic Policy (NEP) in the period between 1971 

and 1991 stimulated Chinese business cooperation. Chinese identity has been 

improved in Malaysian Chinese communities; the ethnic group formation and the 

ethnic identification are inevitably influenced by the increasing globalisation and 

transnationalism (Tan, 2000a).  

The influence of education and mass media are the important medium for the spread 

of Mandarin in Malaysia. With education and the media’s support, Mandarin has 

jumped up to the highest linguistic status among all Chinese languages. Speaking 

Mandarin in Malaysia is a symbol of showing Chinese identity, replacing Hokkien, 

the largest Chinese speech group in Malaysia; Cantonese, the social and business 

language; Hakka, a firm ethnic group; Mandarin has led to the emergence of 

‘Chinese’ in Malaysia as a larger ethnic group.  

All participants were aware of Hakka as a Chinese ethnicity, Hakka is a given 

identity. The middle-aged Hakkas responded more about Hakka identity; following 

the old Hakkas, they had less contact with other groups, they were calm. The young 

Hakka generation showed indifferent attitudes towards Hakka. Participants under the 

age of 18 rather identified themselves as Chinese instead of Hakka. As Hakka 

language was not encouraged by some Hakka parents, a few of the youngest Hakka 

neither spoke Hakka nor identified themselves as Hakkas. They were more engaged 

with the ‘great Chinese’ identity.  

In this research, I described Hakka identity as being firm in Sandakan. Although 

identities are difficulty to be scaled, in Sandakan Hakka language is spoken and the 

Hakka Association is well organised. The Hakka participants show their Chinese 
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ethnic identities in either an active or passive way, none of them hide the facts of 

being Hakkas. ‘Chinese Malaysians’ is preferred by some Hakkas or in some cases, 

demonstrating that Hakkas in Sandakan, Malaysia are realigning and widening their 

identities.  

7.4.2 Positive Attitudes  

From Chapters Four and Five, the patterns of language choices among three Hakka 

generations were various. From the diachronic perspective, Hakka language was 

being chosen less and less. In contrast, most young Hakkas had great Mandarin 

proficiency and Mandarin was their dominant language. Many Hakka language 

maintainers had noticed the threat of Hakka language attribution, but they chose not to 

deal with it.  

Some Hakka parents in this research adopted Mandarin and Hakka bilingual family 

language policy or selected only Mandarin to speak to their children, nevertheless 

claiming that Hakka language is strongly maintained. They believed that children will 

eventually acquire Hakka language from the community when they grow up. Hakka 

parents allowed children to speak Mandarin to be consistent with the medium of 

Chinese schools, and being positive that Hakka language will come to them. The 

middle-aged Chinese Malaysians were not aware that the Chinese heritage languages 

could be fading away (Sim, 2012). Hakka parents are native Hakka speakers, and they 

are also surrounded by Hakkas. They cannot imagine their children are living in a 

Mandarin speaking environment with their peers while the two Hakka generations are 

all sharing one community.  

7.5 Does Hakka language shift?  

Fishman’s model (1991) pointed out the importance of intergenerational transmission 

while Winford (2008) emphasised abandonment. The situation of Hakka language in 

Sandakan is consistent with descriptions of language shift; it is continuing but not 

completed. 

The findings of this study in Chapter Four presented 50 out of 52 participants were 

able to speak Hakka above the average level and Hakka was well maintained in 
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traditional markets, religion domains and home. Chapter Five illustrated Hakka was 

chosen between old and middle-aged Hakkas while there were some Hakka parents 

who insisted on Hakka as the only family language. Chapter Five also pointed out 

factors of maintaining Hakka were Chinese values and traditions, the Hakka 

Association and religion which were hard to replace. Hakka identity was assumed to 

be the strongest power to maintain Hakka language: when linguistic identities started 

to shift to Mandarin, the identities of Hakka seemed unstable.  

Identities can be changed. When the meanings defining the person’s identity change 

or change in their dimensions which are relevant to the particular identities, the 

changes occur (Burke, 2006). For Hakkas in Malaysia, the external pressures are 

making their personal identities change. The meaning of ‘Hakka’ and ‘what makes a 

Hakka’ are becoming clouded.  

Identity change is slow. The individuals need an adaptation to fit into the new 

situations and cultures where the meanings are different (Burke, 2006). When Hakkas 

are updating themselves in order to show their Malaysian feature to overseas Chinese 

and global Hakkas, their identities are bound with Hakka language. While Hakka 

language is not being abandoned although the number of Hakka speakers is 

decreasing, Hakka language is in the stage of attrition. With the eight stages of 

language shift according to Fishman (1991): stage eight is close to extinction while 

stage one is most alive to survive. Hakka language in Sandakan is considered as stage 

six: there is still some intergenerational use of Hakka.  

From the view of ethnolinguistics, the status, demography and institutional support 

are the significant factors to examine the ethnolinguistics in a community. With the 

majority in Sabah’s Chinese population, my data show that Hakka language remains 

in the middle of the status. In a diglossic community like Sandakan, Mandarin has 

dominated education and is being seen as an official language in the Chinese 

communities. Hakka and Cantonese are the two languages in competition, both of 

them are frequently used among Chinese. Hakka language was not being supported by 

formal intuitions, based on Giles et al. (1977, p. 309). Hakka language was taken and 

spoken in religious and cultural functions which were recognised as informal support 

in the ethnolinguistic viability variables. More important are the fifteen Hakka 

Associations in Sabah, which play an influential role in Chinese communities, with 
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the authorities of Hakka Associations leading thousands of members and affecting 

politics and economy. Apart from the other two essences in Malaysian Chinese 

communities, Chinese associations in my research are considered to be the significant 

factor of maintaining Hakka language.   

7.6 Sabah Hakka’s future 

Chinese interaction in Borneo was recorded in the history of the Ming dynasty (mid-

15th century). The link between China and Sabah has weakened and strengthened over 

hundreds of years but it has never been broken. Hakkas started to rank first in 

numbers in the Chinese communities of Sabah in the 1920s. Sabah is the only region 

outside China where the Hakka language is used as the lingua franca in a Chinese 

community (Wong, 1998). Since the authorities of Sabah developed tourism in recent 

decades, the capital city, Kota Kinabalu, has been greatly transforming to welcome 

tourists. The city is unconsciously losing its local culture and language from my 

observation. When I visited Kota Kinabalu in 2009, 2012 and 2015, I experienced a 

profound Hakka language loss. Mandarin is the choice for greeting, the increase in 

speaking Mandarin goes along with the development of Sabah tourist industries. 

Sandakan is the second largest city in Sabah, the glorious history of the port of 

Sandakan has passed. The economy of Sandakan relies on agriculture; it is considered 

as a factor in slowing down language erosion.  

My research only collected linguistic data from three Hakka generations. Although 

the findings show that the youngest Hakka preferred other languages instead of 

Hakka, many of them still maintain Hakka proficiency. It indicates that although 

Hakka language may not be being used by Hakkas in many domains, it is spoken for 

some occasions. The young Hakkas were guided by their parents to speak Mandarin. 

With the increasing awareness of global Hakka identity, it is possible that in the near 

future the young Hakkas in Sandakan will start to follow the trend and revive Hakka 

in their community. When they become parents or become employed, working with 

other Chinese, Hakka identity will need to be emphasised in the social context. In 

order to pass down Hakkaness to the next generation, Hakka language is required.  

The Sandakan Hakka Association is ambitious as are other Hakka Associations in 

Sabah. Thousands of members of the Sandakan Hakka Association prove that Hakka 
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language and culture are of concern: this accords with the strong and positive ethnic 

identity whereby the firm Hakka identity maintains Hakka language.   

The evidence in this research shows Hakka language shift is in progress: the future of 

Hakka in Sabah seems like a gloomy one. According to the current situation, the 

factors of maintenance and shift are struggling with each other, which make Hakkas 

reconstruct their identities.   
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CHAPTER EIGHT: REVIEW AND 

SYNTHESIS 

8.1 Research problems and purpose 

This research has been driven by the following purpose of study: to explore and 

analyse a case study of language maintenance and shift in a Hakka community in 

Sabah. This research attempts to interpret that language attrition started when the 

Hakka population migrated to Sabah over a century, it also illustrates the great efforts 

toward Hakka language maintenance. In order to demonstrate the language shift 

phenomenon, this research include 52 participants’ language proficiencies, language 

choices and identities. The language experiences of Hakkas in Sabah have been a 

significant context to offer the understanding of language use in overseas Chinese 

communities and in a multilingual society.  

My primary research questions are:   

• What are the factors that influence linguistic change in a Hakka community? 

• Why is a specific language being used in a domain? 

• What are the preferred languages among different Hakka generations? 

• How do Hakkas respond to the changes of culture and language? 

• How does dominant culture impact upon language choice or attitudes towards 

languages? 

• Does linguistic position allow access to two cultures and multiple identities? 

 

The results show that the emergence of Mandarin is one of the significant factors of 

the Hakka language shift. When Mandarin was promoted as the national language in 

China in the 1920s, Chinese schools in Malaysia also changed their teaching medium 

from various Chinese languages to Mandarin. Mandarin as an educational language 

caused Chinese heritage languages to lose their importance in the education domain, 

and generally dominated more domains of Chinese communities (Wang & Chong, 

2011). In this research, my data showed that participants who were over age 30 spoke 
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fluent Hakka and preserved firm Hakka identities. Although the younger Hakka 

generation favoured Mandarin rather than other languages, Hakka language was well-

maintained until the current decade. The Hakka identity was heavily intertwined with 

language maintenance and language shift in Sabah, as the Hakka maintainers 

emphasised roots, traditions and Hakkaness. The purpose of this study is to explore 

language use with the external factors (macro-levels) and the internal rearrangements 

and the conflicts between them. Through the findings in this research, the language 

choices among three Hakka generations were analysed, Hakka language shift in Sabah 

can be viewed as a process which leads to the continual unfolding linguistic research 

in the broader areas.   

8.2 Implications  

This research illustrates that the condition of language shift is not going in only one 

direction. The reverse force can be powerful, resisting language shift and pulling the 

language back. Hakka language shift in Sandakan is not successful yet: much effort 

has been devoted, which seems like slowing the shift.   

This research makes a modest contribution combining the fields of sociolinguistics 

and ethnolinguistics in Hakka. The findings support significant relevance between 

ethnic identity and language shift and demonstrate that the ethnolinguistic vitality 

theory is applicable to multilingual societies. As Sabah is one of the overseas Hakka 

communities, this research hopes to enhance more understanding of Hakkas in the 

global dimension. Due to the long diasporic history, the particularly interesting 

development concerns the expansion of Hakka studies to cultural assimilation. In 

many cases, overseas Hakka immigrants encounter similar situations such as 

intermarriages, social networking, nationalism, or economical consideration and 

disconnect Hakka.  The data from my research suggests that although a heritage 

language is facing various challenges, there may be some subjects to be considered to 

affect the patterns of language change.  

The idea of revitalising a minority language can be applied to all the various types as 

more than half of the world population are bilingual (Grosjean, 2010) and diglossia 

has long been the more widespread societal linguistic fields  across all parts of the 
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world. It also demonstrates that matters of causing language shift can be adjusted, the 

relevant policies and the media utilisation are expected to stimulate the language use.  

This research hopes to give a glimpse into this heightened and changing diversity. The 

steep increase in various types of mobility in recent years has led to frequent linguistic 

contact and created a greater diversity. Although there is noticeable rise of ethnicism, 

for example, Hakkas in this research, their live experiences inspire the creation of new 

ethnolinguistic identities and the extent to which social variables such as age and 

social media affect language behaviours.  

8.3 Limitations 

This study is limited in its scope as it only focuses on one city of Sabah, within the 

context of Hakka language. Although Hakka is the sample in this research, the data I 

collected by an ethnographic framework offered details and effective meaning to 

better understand the language, users and the related issues. Furthermore, 52 

participants do not claim to represent the whole Hakka community. Their Hakka 

identities are maintained and it can be argued that many of them have close 

relationships with the Sandakan Hakka Association. The limited number of 

participants provides a better understanding of lived experience; the language use by 

Hakka is well described. Further research might attempt comparison of patterns of 

language choices between different subgroups in terms of these variables. The 

different Hakka dialects should be noted; genders and the levels of education are 

likely to reshape or affect the language use.  

8.4 Future research 

Sabah is a multicultural place with more than 200 languages, ethnic relations and 

linguistic contacts which can be considered for further research. My research only 

focuses on one city of Sabah. As Sandakan is located on the east coast of Sabah, other 

parts of Sabah could be potential areas for ethnography and linguistic research. The 

data may show differences in urban and rural districts, I explained in 2.1.5 that 

Sandakan was chosen to avoid the larger metropolis of Sabah, Kota Kinabalu. The 

mobility patterns in the big city can offer richer sources for future studies. Sarawak is 
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the other Malaysian state in Borneo Island. The similarity of Sabah and Sarawak is 

that they are both distant from Peninsular Malaysia. Although they share a country 

with other states of Malaysia, the identities of nationalism in Sabah and Sarawak are 

rather passive. Chinese in Sarawak contribute to 23% of its total population 

(Department of Statistics, Malaysia, 2015). Hakka is the second biggest Chinese 

ethnic group followed by Hokchiu; the majority Hakka in Sarawak is Hopo (one of 

Hakka dialects). Instead of the prevalence of Cantonese in Sabah, Hakkas in Sarawak 

may be affected by other Chinese groups.  

Apart from the geographical range expanded to other parts of Malaysia, my research 

focus on sociolinguistics is that Hakkas in Sabah have proved that language can be 

maintained over a century whilst an immigrant society often took three generations to 

erase the heritage languages (Li, 1994). Since Hakkas have been settled down in 

Sabah for a long time, the potential research may explore Hakka language itself. 

Conducting the comparative linguistic analysis in Hakka is a suggestion for the future 

research, as well as the language contact between Hakka and indigenous groups. 

Moreover, the internet language and other forms of computer-mediated 

communication should be considered. The data in this research also showed the media 

and technology devices are influential to young generations. The language 

preferences can be directed to the predominant language in the society. My research is 

also limited in the aspects of language use on the social media. Including the 

consideration of language in technology, the studies of language practices will be 

more comprehensive. As Chinese Malaysians rely on kinship associations, politics is 

a great topic to look into Malaysian Chinese society. The research of politics leads to 

the development of language education; a setting of politics research allows to bring 

up the wider views of Chinese Malaysians’ future.  

Hakka as the majority are facing a language shift, while the other Chinese languages 

may have more difficult language transmission. As Hakka language is declining, the 

chain of language shift may threaten all Chinese communities. Language shift is 

happening: Wang (2010) predicted that Mandarin will claim the highest language 

status and replace all Chinese languages in Chinese Malaysian communities. Hokkien, 

Cantonese and other Chinese ethnic languages are the primary objective which need 

to be documented before any further language loss is experienced. A further research 

question is, how long may it take to wipe out all Chinese ethnic languages and what 
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will happen if ethnic languages disappear? Will Mandarin continue to occupy more 

domains in Sabah as the Hakka population still remains the majority in Chinese 

communities?  

In other overseas Hakka communities such as Taiwan, Hakka language was in a state 

of serious erosion around 30 years ago due to the ‘dialects forbiddance’ policy. Hakka 

language was decreasing dramatically. The unforeseen consequences today are that 

Hakka language has been included as one of the compulsory subjects in schools and 

much efforts of preserving Hakka language and cultures are made by Taiwanese 

authorities. If the Taiwanese experiences apply to Sabah, can Hakkaness be revived in 

Sabah too? Can Hakka language be maintained in the next generation (the next 20 

years)? A final suggestion for future research is to conduct Hakkaology in other 

regions such as North America, South America and Pacific countries. The future 

research is expected to offer a better understanding of Hakkas and any minority 

Chinese groups overseas.  
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Appendix B 

 

Project: Language use by Hakka people in Sabah 

Chief Investigator’s name  

Chih-I LIAO 廖致苡   

Education Faculty Monash University  

email: chih-i.liao@monash.edu 

 

Personal Information個人資料 

Name 姓名: ________________________________________________________________ 

Address 地址: ______________________________________________________________ 

E-mail 電子信箱: ___________________________________________________________ 

Telephone Number 電話號碼:__________________________________________________ 

Age 年齡: _________________________________________________________________ 

Birthplace 出生地: __________________________________________________________ 

Religion 宗教信仰: __________________________________________________________ 

Where did you study 曾在何處求學: ___________________________________________ 

Ethnic community of your father, where was he born 您父親的族群別與出生地?_______ 

Ethnic community of your mother, where was she born 您母親的族群別和出生地?______ 
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Ethnic community of your grandfather, where was he born 您祖父的族群別和出生地?___ 

Ethnic community of your grandmother, where was she born 您祖母的族群別和出生?___ 

What is your first language 您的第一語言是? _____________________________________ 

The place you have lived 您曾經居住過的地方:  

Age 年齡 _____  to age 到年齡 _____ in 在____________________ 

Age 年齡 _____  to age 到年齡_____ in 在____________________ 

Age 年齡 _____  to age 到年齡 _____ in 在____________________ 

Age 年齡 _____  to age 到年齡_____ in 在____________________ 

 

When did you start to speak those languages 您會說那些語言? 

Language A 語言 A ____________________ since 自 _____________________________ 

Language B 語言 B _____________________since 自 _____________________________ 

Language C 語言 C _____________________since 自 _____________________________ 

Language D 語言 D ____________________since 自 ______________________________ 

Language E 語言 E _____________________since 自 _____________________________ 

Which language above do you speak most frequently 上列哪一個語言你使用得最頻繁? ___ 
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Language Speaking Ability語言口說能力 

     Ability      

     能力 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Language 

5  

Excellent 

非常流利 

(like a native 

speaker 族語

使用者) 

4  

Fluent 

流利 

(speech is 

generally clear 

可清楚表達無

礙) 

3 

Good 

好 

(be able to 

communicate 

with people 

能與人溝通)  

2 

Limited 

有限 

(speech is 

largely 

unintelligible ; 

frequent pauses 

and hesitation 

使用時有些困

難. 常有停頓) 

1 

Weak 

(only know a 

few words 只

懂得幾句或

幾字) 

      

      

      

      

      

      

 

Language Writing and Reading Ability語言讀寫能力 

Ability 能力 

 

 

 

 

 

5 

Excellent 

非常好 

(very good in 

reading all 

kinds of 

4 

High 

好 

(no problem 

with reading 

and well 

3 

Intermediate 

(be able to 

read simple 

articles but 

write with 

2 

Limited 

(provide little 

knowledge in 

reading and 

only can write 

1 

Weak 

(recognize a 

few words and 

not able to 
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Language 語

言 

literatures and 

be able to 

write an 

academic 

thesis 可讀各

種文體且能夠

書寫學術文

章) 

organized in 

writing an 

essay 可閱讀

大多文章及書

寫散文) 

some errors 可

閱讀簡單短文

及書寫短文但

偶有錯誤)  

some 

sentences 僅

能讀懂和書寫

句子, 如標題) 

write 僅能認

得少數字) 

      

      

      

      

      

      

 

What language do you use when you talk to them與下列對象談話時使用的語言? 

Grandfather(s) 祖父:_________________________________________________________ 

Grandmother(s) 祖母:________________________________________________________ 

Father 父親: ________________________________________________________________ 

Mother 母親:_______________________________________________________________ 

Sibling(s)兄弟姊妹:__________________________________________________________ 

Children 子女:______________________________________________________________ 
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Grandchildren 孫子女:________________________________________________________ 

Friends 朋友(Hakka 客家)______________________________________________________ 

           (Other Chinese ethnic groups 其他漢族)_______________________________ 

           (Malay馬來)_____________________________________________________ 

           (Hindu 印度)_____________________________________________________ 

           (Others 其他)_____________________________________________________ 

Teachers 老師: (Primary school teachers 小學老師)_________________________________ 

             (High School teachers 中學老師)___________________________________ 

             (University teachers 大學老師)_____________________________________ 

What language do you speak when you are …當您在做以下動作時您使用的語言是? 

Praying 祈禱: ______________________________________________________________ 

Counting 數數: _____________________________________________________________ 

Angry/complaining 生氣/抱怨:_________________________________________________ 

Thinking 思考: _____________________________________________________________ 

Swearing (using bad words) 詛咒: ______________________________________________ 

Others 其他:________________________________________________________________ 

What language do you speak when you are in …您在下列場所使用的語言? 

City Council 市政府: ________________________________________________________ 
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Hospital 醫院: ______________________________________________________________ 

Department store/Shopping Centre購物中心: ______________________________________ 

Traditional market 傳統市場: __________________________________________________ 

Grocery 雜貨店: ____________________________________________________________ 

Workplace 工作場所: ________________________________________________________ 

School 學校: _______________________________________________________________ 

Family gathering 家庭聚會:___________________________________________________ 

 

Conversational questions (semi-structured) to be asked while the questionnaire is being 

completed and for a little while afterwards請簡短回答以下問題 

 

1. In which language do you feel best about yourself? Why? 您認為那一種語言最能表達您

自己? 為什麼? 

2. On an average day, how much do you speak with languages? 日常生活中您使用哪一種語

言最多? 

3. How do you feel about speaking Hakka/Mandarin? Why do you feel like that? 對於使用華

語/客語您的感受是?  

4. What is important to you about being Hakka? 客家對您來說的重要性? 

5. Is language use changing in your community? 在您周遭, 語言使用行為是否改變? 
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6. Is there anything else you would like to tell me about how you use language in a new 

environment? 關於語言使用和本研究您是否有任何指教或見解? 
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